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Abstract
Atherosclerosis is often diagnosed using an ultrasound (US) examination inthe carotid and
femoral arteries and the abdominal aorta. A decision to operate requires two measures of dis-
ease severity: the degree of stenosis measured using B-mode US; and theblood flow patterns
in the artery measured using spectral Doppler US. However other biomechanical factors such
as wall shear stress (WSS) and areas of flow recirculation are also important in disease devel-
opment and rupture. These are estimated using an image-guided modelling approach, where a
three-dimensional computational mesh of the artery is simulated.
To generate a patient-specific arterial 3D computational mesh, a 3D ultrasound (3DUS) system
was developed. This system uses a standard clinical US scanner with an optical position sensor
to measure the position of the transducer; a video capture card to record video images from
the scanner; and a PC running Stradwin software to reconstruct 3DUS data. The system was
characterised using an industry-standard set of calibration phantoms, giving a reconstruction
accuracy of± 0.17 mm with a 12 MHz linear array transducer. Artery movements from pul-
satile flow were reduced using a retrospective gating technique. The effect o pressure applied
to the transducer moving and deforming the artery was reduced using an image-based rigid
registration technique.
The artery lumen found on each 3DUS image was segmented using a semi-automatic segmen-
tation technique known as ShIRT (the Sheffield Image Registration Toolkit). Arterial scans
from healthy volunteers and patients with diagnosed arterial disease weresegmented using the
technique. The accuracy of the semi-automatic technique was assessed bycomparing it to man-
ual segmentation of each artery using a set of segmentation metrics. The meanaccuracy of the
semi-automatic technique ranged from85% to 99% and depended on the quality of the images
and the complexity of the shape of the lumen.
Patient-specific 3D computational artery meshes were created using ShIRT. An idealised mesh
was created using key features of the segmented 3DUS scan. This was registered and deformed
to the rest of the segmented dataset, producing a mesh that represents the shape of the artery.
Meshes created using ShIRT were compared to meshes created using the Rhino solid modelling
package. ShIRT produced smoother meshes; Rhino reproduced the shap of arterial disease
more accurately. The use of 3DUS with image-guided modelling has the potentialto be an
effective tool in the diagnosis of atherosclerosis. Simulations using these data reflect in vivo
studies of wall shear stress and recirculation in diseased arteries and are comparable with results
in the literature created using MRI and other 3DUS systems.
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Atherosclerosis is a type of arterial disease that is an important factor in stroke, the second
most common cardiovascular disease reported in the world. Stroke killed 5.5 million pe ple
worldwide in 2002, mostly in developing countries. The direct and indirect cos of treatment
of stroke in the UK alone was£2.5 billion in 2000 [1]. Risk factors for atherosclerosis have
a genetic component (family history of disease) and a lifestyle component (physical inactivity,
diet rich in fat, tobacco use). The risk of suffering from atherosclerosis increases when other
conditions are present such as diabetes and high blood pressure.
Atherosclerosis is the thickening of the artery wall due to an accumulation of fatty plaques.
Typically the endothelium, or artery wall, attracts and absorbs tiny fatty particles called lipids.
The lipids accumulate, creating a mass that partially obstructs the flow of blood.This is called
a stenosis. Stenoses in arterial disease consist of fat-filled plaques called atheroma. There are
several different types of plaque [2]; one of the more vulnerable types consists of a fibrous cap
that contains a liquid lipid pool. The cap may rupture, releasing the lipids into the blood stream.
Figure 1.1 illustrates the process of disease initiation and growth leading to plaque rupture. The
lipids may completely block some of the small arteries in the brain, causing a stroke, where a
section of the brain loses all blood supply and dies. However, in many patients, stable plaques
may be present which present no risk over the lifetime of the patient.
The formation of atherosclerosis is not a random phenomena [3]. It is predominantly associated
with four main areas of the arterial system: the coronary arteries, the abdominal aorta, the
carotid arteries, and the femoral arteries.
Plaques found in the coronary arteries are responsible for myocardialinfarction, which is more
commonly known as “heart attack”. Vulnerable plaques in the coronary artery rupture causing
blood to form clots inside the artery. This clotting is known as thrombus. The thrombus travels
into the arteries which supply the heart muscles. This causes malfunction of the muscles which
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disrupts the blood supply to the rest of the body. Plaques found in the carotid teries, which
supply blood to the face and brain, are most likely to cause stroke. In the femoral arteries, if a
vulnerable plaque ruptures, thrombi flow into the lower limb and cause claudiction, which is
limping due to lack of blood supply to the legs.
The abdominal aorta undergoes a different type of disease development to that found in the
carotid and femoral arteries. The abdominal aorta increases in diameter duto the weakening
of the muscle cells in the wall of the aorta. Stationary thrombus forms in the widened r gion
of the aorta. This increase in aorta diameter accompanied by thrombus is known as abdominal
aortic aneurysm (AAA). The decrease in strength of the artery wall alliedto increasing tissue
stress due to thrombus formation can cause rupture of the aorta. This result in severe internal
bleeding which requires immediate surgery.
1.1.1 Summary
Atherosclerosis is a serious cause of death worldwide. It has life-changing and potentially fatal
consequences to those who develop it. Abdominal aortic aneurysm is an important cause of
death in adults over the age of 60. The causes of arterial diseases are rlated to lifestyle (diet,
exercise, tobacco use) and genetics.
1.2 The treatment of cardiovascular disease
Where atherosclerosis is present, stroke may be prevented through surgery if it is considered
serious enough. To reduce the threat of plaque rupture, the diseasedarea of the artery may be
remodelled, bypassed or removed entirely.
Remodelling of a diseased portion of an artery is often performed using a process called an-
gioplasty. To remodel the artery, a catheter with a small balloon is introduced into the artery
away from the site of the stenosis. The catheter is guided to the correct position and monitored
using X-ray imaging. Once the catheter is in place the balloon is inflated, expanding the vessel
and reducing the obstruction. To prevent restenosis, a stent (a small scaffold) is placed into the
diseased section of the artery. The stent is guided into place then unfolded. Th expanded stent
supports the artery wall and prevents collapse.






(a) A healthy artery with no signs of disease. The main parts of the artery are labelled.
(b) Plaque begins to form as an inclusion under the endothelium. The artery may re odel
itself outwards to maintain the diameter of the lumen.
(c) The plaque becomes more established and blocks more of the lumen. Thepatient may now
begin to experience poor circulation. The fibrous cap over the plaque may become weakened
over time.
(d) The fibrous cap ruptures, spilling out lipid particles into the lumen and causing thrombus
formation. The thrombus travels downstream where it may cause strokeo a heart attack.




is a common method of treating coronary artery disease. A section of the saphnous vein from
the leg may be used to provide the bypass. In this way normal blood flow continues without
disturbing the plaques present in the diseased coronary artery.
Removal of the diseased section of the artery is used to treat severely diseased carotid and
femoral arteries. This process is called endarterectomy. The artery is incised and plaque de-
posits are scraped out. The weakened artery may be stented to prevent collapse post-operation.
Abdominal aortic aneurysm is treated by grafting or stenting the aorta. For graftin , the aorta
is incised and a graft is inserted inside the lumen [4]. The graft diverts theflow of blood inside
the aneurysm to restore flow. The graft may be made from a piece of vein from elsewhere in the
body or may be made from a synthetic material. In stenting, a stent is inserted intothe femoral
artery in the leg [5]. A stent is a small scaffold that is used to support the arery f om the inside.
It is guided into position then unfolded inside the aneurysm. When the stent is opened, a clear
channel is formed inside the aneurysm to restore normal blood flow. The use of either method
depends on the health of the patient and the state of the AAA [6].
In cases where there is little plaque present in a diseased portion of an artery, non-surgical
methods may be employed to reduce the risk of further development of disease. Changes in
lifestyle (more exercise) and diet (less fatty foods) may be encouraged.Lipi -reducing drugs
may be prescribed.
1.2.1 Summary
There are several methods of treating arterial disease that are dependent o its extent and loca-
tion. These range from surgical intervention to lifestyle change.
1.3 The diagnosis of cardiovascular disease
1.3.1 Imaging cardiovascular disease
The severity of cardiovascular disease is usually diagnosed using some for of imaging modal-
ity. Depending on the condition of the patient and the location in the body, the most common
imaging methods used are angiography, computed tomography (CT) imaging, magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) and ultrasound (US).
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Angiography is an X-ray imaging technique that is used to examine the blood vessels. A con-
trast agent is injected into the blood stream during image acquisition. The use of a contrast agent
makes the blood vessels stand out in comparison to the other anatomical structures around them.
This is available as a two-dimensional technique, where sufficient planes through the artery of
interest to measure the plaque are imaged, or a three-dimensional techniqueknown as rotational
angiography. The use of X-rays in angiography makes it very expensive to use in a clinical set-
ting. Due to its long-established use in clinical practice, and its ability to image the areries
at risk of atherosclerosis formation, it is considered the “gold standard”method used in the
diagnosis of arterial disease.
CT is a three-dimensional X-ray technique. X-rays are projected into the body at a variety
of angles focused on the artery of interest. The multiple X-ray images are processed on a
computer workstation to provide a 3D reconstruction of the patient anatomy. Measurement of
the diseased portion can then be done electronically from the 3D reconstruction. CT may also
be used with contrast agents to provide greater visibility of the arterial system.
In MRI imaging, a powerful magnetic field is applied to the body of the patient. Inresponse to
this field, the magnetic moments of the nuclei of hydrogen atoms in the water molecules fo nd
throughout the body are aligned. Radiofrequency (RF) coils are usedto alter this field and make
these magnetic moments oscillate, producing RF signals which can be detected byth scanner
[7]. Through the use of various signal processing algorithms, the changes i magnetic field can
be mapped into an image. The intensity of the signal produced by the hydrogen nuclei depends
on its molecular environment, hence different types of tissue can be characterised in different
parts of the body. Thus fat and atherosclerotic plaque may be distinguished from other tissue
more easily than with US. MRI is an inherently three-dimensional technique, producing a 3D
voxel (volume element) array rather than a 2D slice like US imaging. Contrast agen s may also
be used with MRI to accentuate the location of blood vessels in each image. Signal processing
techniques such as black blood or white blood imaging also enhance the imagingof arteries.
MRI produces good quality images of the arterial system in all parts of the body and can be
used safely in sensitive organs such as the brain.
MRI has the significant advantage of providing a 3D image of arterial geometry when imaging
the arterial system. This requires less reconstruction and registration thanUS-based techniques
since the data is intrinsically registered in 3D space and can be used straightaway o produce
3D views and measurements of arterial disease. Another significant advant ge is that images
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suffer from less noise artefacts than US (such as speckle and shadowing) which makes MRI
more suitable for automated image processing techniques. For flow studies, MRI can also per-
form 3D blood flow measurement. However, MRI acquisition is more time-consuming than
US acquisition, requiring more patient preparation and more time to process and display cap-
tured images. MRI is also less readily available than US due to the expensive power supply
requirements of the electromagnet and the specialist training required for itsoperators.
A US image is made by transmitting high-frequency sound waves into the body. Arterial US
imaging can be sub-divided into intra-vascular and extra-vascular types. Intravascular ultra-
sound (IVUS) images are formed by a small transducer in the form of a catheter which is
introduced into the artery. The transducer is steered into the correct artery nd images are
recorded. IVUS is often used to image the coronary arteries. Extra-vascular ultrasound (here-
after referred to as US) images are formed by a hand-held transducer which is placed over the
artery of interest. With each type of US, images at key areas of the diseased artery are used
to diagnose the severity of disease. US as used in this fashion is typically two-dimensional;
three-dimensional ultrasound techniques also exist. Three-dimensional techniques currently
have limited clinical applications in cardiology and obstetrics. US is the least costly and thus
the most widely-available imaging modality used to diagnose disease. However,it suffers from
imaging artefacts related to the physics of US propagation in human tissue suchas shadowing
under diseased plaques. It has limited use in diagnosing intracranial arterial disease due to the
high sonic reflectivity of bone. The presence of bowel gas when scanning the abdomen also
reduces its effectiveness.
1.3.2 Assessing the severity of cardiovascular disease
In assessing atherosclerosis in the carotid artery, the NASCET (North American Symptomatic
Carotid Endarterectomy Trial) and ECST (European Carotid Surgery Trial) methods are used
to calculate the degree of stenosis of carotid plaque. Both methods used angiogr phy to image
diseased arteries from patients in large randomised multi-centre trials. The NASCET method
measures stenosis in the internal carotid artery (ICA) based on two diameters: th minimum
diameter of the ICA measured at the site of maximum stenosis (dICA,min ), and the diameter
of the ICA in a distal disease-free portion of the ICA (dICA,distal ). To calculate the degree of
6
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The critical degree of stenosis for this artery using the NASCET method is setat70%. Arteries
with a degree of stenosis greater than this critical value are considered vulnerable to plaque
rupture and are recommended for surgery.
The ECST trial uses a different method of calculating stenosis which givesa higher value than
the NASCET trial method [8]. In the ECST trial, the minimum diameter of the ICA measur d
at the site of maximum stenosis (dICA,min ) is compared to the diameter of the undiseased artery









The result of the NASCET trial method is consistently smaller than the ECST method. The
ECST trial recommends that endarterectomy surgery is of most benefit to patients with≥ 80%
stenosis. The NASCET trial recommends surgery on patients with≥ 70% stenosis. However,
the results of the two trials are consistent when analysed in the same way [8].These methods
of measuring stenosis may also be used with US instead of angiography [9].Other methods of
measuring stenosis exist such as the Carotid Stenosis Index [10] and the Common Carotid (CC)
method [9]. However, the NASCET and ECST methods are the most commonly used and have
been tested widely in randomised trials to assess their accuracy.
The assessment of femoral artery disease is similar to that of carotid disease. The percent
stenosis at diseased sections may be calculated using angiography. Otherflow-r lated indices
measured using spectral Doppler US may be used to assess the requirement for surgery. These
include the popliteal pulsatility index (PI) or ankle/brachial index (ABI) [11].
In assessing abdominal aortic aneurysm the diameter of the aneurysm is measured using one
of the imaging techniques described above. The diameter is measured using longitudinal and
transverse views of the aorta. An aorta with a diameter of≥ 4 cm is defined as an aneurysm.
Patients presenting symptoms of aneurysm rupture are offered urgent repair. Asymptomatic
patients are considered for repair if the diameter of the aneurysm exceeds 5.5 cm [12]. If
its diameter is less than5.5 cm, the patient is entered into a screening programme. These
criteria are not perfect:60% of AAAs with diameters greater than5.5 cm never rupture [13]
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and10 − 20% of AAAs with a diameter less than5.5 cm rupture [14].
1.3.3 Summary
The calculation of stenosis in femoral and carotid artery disease is used to decide whether
surgery is necessary. In the case of abdominal aorta aneurysm, the maximum diameter of the
aneurysm is measured.
1.4 Ultrasound imaging of arterial disease
US is an especially useful clinical imaging modality due to its wide availability, its porta-
bility and ease of use. US scanners can be very portable, with some systemsavailable (e.g.
the SonoSite system, http://www.sonosite.com) which are available in a lightweight laptop-
computer sized format. US scanners give images in real-time at the patient bedside. They also
offer the ability to measure blood flow in arteries and veins. The Doppler shift frequency of a
US pulse is calculated and related to the speed of blood flow in an artery or vein [15]. US can
even be used to measure the motion of the arterial wall as it is distended due to plsatile blood
flow [16]. Many applications of US are reviewed in [17].
Conventional US techniques offer a single “slice” representing a plane throug the anatomy of
interest. This means that the user requires training and experience to correctly interpret the im-
age, considering factors such as the orientation of the transducer and the structures surrounding
the anatomy of interest. US scanning suffers from many artefacts related tohe f rmation of
the US beam, the variable speed of sound in different tissues, and the presence of strong reflec-
tors that cause various image artefacts [18]. A further disadvantage ofUS is that it provides
a two-dimensional image of three-dimensional anatomy. This is a serious disadvant ge when
compared to 3D imaging modalities such as MRI or CT.
When imaging diseased arteries using US, the transducer is oriented to image across-section of
the suspected site of disease. Methods such as those outlined in the NASCETand CST trials
described above are used to assess disease. The transducer has to be ligned orthogonally to
the artery, otherwise false measurements of stenosis may result.
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1.4.1 The physics of ultrasound imaging
There are three primary imaging modes in US used in the diagnosis of arterial dise se: B-mode
imaging, colour Doppler imaging, and spectral Doppler imaging. In most modern US scanners
with B-mode imaging, a series of pulses are sent from an array transducer into the tissue of
the patient. The array transducer is made up of an array of piezoelectric elements. When an
electrical pulse is applied to each element, the element vibrates, producing a hgh-frequency
sound signal which propagates through the tissue. Conversely, when asound is reflected off a
structure (such as an artery wall or muscle fibres) as an “echo” back tothe piezoelectric element,
an electrical signal is produced. Typically, each element has an electrical pulse applied in turn.
In B-mode imaging, this pulse-echo method is used to create an image. To create an image, the
received pulses from each element are represented by a different shade of grey, with each level
of grey proportional to the strength of the reflected echo at that position.The calculation of the
position in space of each reflector is based on the time to receive the US echoand the assumed
speed of sound in tissue. For most clinical US machines, this is assumed to be1540 m · s−1. In
different types of tissue, the speed of sound varies as a function of thedensity and mechanical
stiffness of the material. In practice, the use of a single assumed speed of sound does not
produce significant errors in the calculation of the position of most reflectors [19]. Figure 1.2
shows a B-mode image from an arterial scan.
When using a US scanner, the image displayed on the screen gives the impression that the
scanner is imaging an infinitesimally thick portion of the body, with the width of the image
determined by the width of the transducer. In practice, the US beam varies inthick ess with
depth, and is wider than the displayed image. In an array transducer, the beam has a thickness
which is determined by the shape of the echoes generated by each piezoelectric ment, the
frequency of the emitted pulses, and the focusing lens attached to the end ofthe transducer.
Figure 1.3 shows a typical beam shape for a B-mode linear array transducer. Mechanical and
electrical methods are available to focus the US beam to produce improved spatial resolution at
the focal point of the beam [20]. An important method of focusing the US beam is to introduce
delays to the triggering of the transmitted pulses. This can steer the beam and focus it to one or
more focal points in the tissue.
In any discussion of an imaging modality, spatial resolution is an important concept. This
is defined as the minimum size of object that can be visualised. With B-mode US, spatial
resolution is made up of two components: axial and lateral resolution [21]. Axial resolution
9
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Figure 1.2: A screenshot of a B-mode US image. This image shows a carotid artery from
a healthy volunteer. The transducer is aligned with the centreline of the artery, producing a
transverse sectional view. The endothelium at the top and bottom of the artery stand out clearly
against the dark interior of the artery.
measures the ability of the scanner to display separate echoes from structures that lie behind
each other in the direction of the beam ( Figure 1.4). Using shorter ultrasonic pulses increases
axial resolution. Lateral resolution measures the ability of the scanner to produce separate
echoes from structures that lie across the beam (Figure 1.5). This depends on the width of the
US beam at the position of the structures.
B-mode imaging (and US in general) suffers from a number of artefacts [21]. Reverberations
in tissue may cause the appearance of false echoes on the B-mode display.These are especially
prominent when a reflector is placed parallel to the transducer face. Shadowing artefacts may
also be caused by attenuation of the transmitted pulse through a highly absorbing r reflecting
material. This artefact is especially of interest in arterial imaging since atheroscl tic plaque
is highly reflective and can prevent the visualisation of structures below it.These artefacts are
characteristic of US pulse propagation. Other types of artefacts are a result of the shape of
the US beam. The width of the US beam has the effect of causing small point targe s (such
as wire filaments as used in some calibration phantoms [22]) to appear as small lines on the
B-mode display. This artefact varies with the proximity to the focal point of thebeam; away
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from the focal point, the increase in width is higher than at the focal point. Some artefacts from
the signal processing electronics used to generate US images are also experienced. The TGC
sliders, used in B-mode imaging to adjust the gain at different depths in the USimage, can be
improperly adjusted and produce an image with too high or too low amplification in different
areas, rendering some important features of the image invisible. Electronic nise may also be
experienced where TGC is set to maximum. This manifests itself as repeating patterns with the
appearance of “rain” on the scanner display.
Some of the artefacts intrinsic to B-mode imaging may be reduced by using image compound-
ing. An example of note is the SonoCTTMmethod developed by Philips Medical Systems [23].
In SonoCT, the US beam is steered to sweep back and forth along the lengthof the transducer.
The resulting series of steered images is then compounded to produce an improved B-mode im-
age with reduced speckle and less shadowing, especially under blood vessels. It also provides
improved images of plaques, allowing their often complex structures to be more fully displayed
due to the different angles of insonation used to build up an image.
Colour Doppler imaging (or 2D colour flow imaging) is routinely used in vascular US to un-
derstand the effects of plaque on blood flow patterns and identify areas of low flow in occluded
arteries. A typical Doppler US image is shown in Figure 1.6. Colour Doppler imaging relies
on the Doppler effect, where a change occurs in the frequency of an observed sound wave com-
pared to the frequency of the emitted sound wave. This is due to the relative motion between
the source of the sound wave (in this case the reflection from a moving structure in the body)
and the receiver of the sound wave (in this case the US transducer). The Doppler frequency
shift in blood flow can be related to the velocity of the blood flow using the Doppler equation
fd = fr − ft =
2 · ft · v · cos θ
c
(1.3)
where fd is the Doppler shift frequency;fr is the received frequency;ft is the transmitted
frequency;v is the velocity of blood;θ is the angle between the US beam and the direction of
blood flow; andc is the speed of sound in tissue [19].
In colour Doppler imaging, the frequency shift in blood flow is recorded an its velocity relative
to the direction of the US beam is calculated and displayed as a colour overlaidon the B-
mode image display. Typically, shades of blue are used to show blood flowingaway from
the transducer and shades of red are used to show blood flow towards the transducer. The
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colour flow display has to be carefully set up to provide appropriate diagnostic information.
The maximum and minimum velocities to be displayed by the colour Doppler display can be
preselected on the scanner. Each pixel in the colour flow display represents the Doppler shift
at each pixel averaged over the area of the pixel. Because of this limitation tothe sensitivity of
colour Doppler imaging, spectral Doppler US is often used to measure bloodflow velocity for
quantitative measures of blood flow such as determining the peak flow velocityin an artery, or
for boundary conditions for computational modelling of blood flow [15].
Spectral Doppler imaging also takes advantage of the Doppler effect to measure the velocity
of blood flow. Unlike colour Doppler imaging, spectral Doppler is used to detect the Doppler
shift in a single location within the blood vessel. In a spectral Doppler display, frequency shift
is plotted against time, and the greyscale used corresponds to the amplitude ofthe detected
US at that position in the blood vessel. Figure 1.7 shows a spectral Dopplerdisplay from a
healthy volunteer. In taking a spectral Doppler measurement, scanner setting have to be care-
fully chosen. The size of the sample volume, which is overlaid on the B-mode image to show
the location of frequency shift measurement in the blood vessel, can affect how much of the
flow profile in the artery is measured. A small sample volume may incorrectly estimatethe
flow profile present in the blood vessel, especially in the case of pulsatile flow, where a wide
range of velocities is present across the blood vessel. Several artefacts a fect spectral Doppler
measurements such as shadowing which leads to a loss of Doppler signal, and multiple reflec-
tions from strong reflectors which may cause the appearance of false structures on the B-mode
image. An important feature of spectral Doppler US is angle dependence.The Doppler shift
frequencies are dependent on the angle of insonation (as shown by thecos θ term in Equation
1.3). Asθ increases, smaller Doppler shift frequencies are measured, leading to signal loss as
cos θ → 90 ◦. Spectral Doppler signals should be angle-corrected to produce the correct blood
velocity [19]. This is acheived by rearranging Equation 1.3 to give
v =
fd · c
2 · ft · cos θ
. (1.4)






Figure 1.3: A simplified representation of the beam shape in an array transducer. Thviews
of the scan plane (or lateral plane) and elevational plane show that the beam has a “waisted”
appearance. The shape and size of the beam in each plane are usually different and may vary
due to focussing and the depth setting used in acquisition. The lateral resolution of the scanner
is determined by the beam width in the scan plane. The slice thickness is defined by the beam
























Figure 1.4: Axial resolution is defined as the minimum resolvable distance measured in the
direction of the US beam between two separate reflectors. Axial resolutionis determined by the






















Figure 1.5: Lateral resolution is defined as the minimum resolvable distance between two
separate reflectors that are displaced laterally with respect to the US beam. L teral resolution
is determined by the width of the US beam at the position of the reflectors, andis increased by
using a narrower beam.
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Figure 1.6: A screenshot of a colour Doppler US image. The average Doppler shiftfor each
pixel is mapped onto the B-mode image to visualise the flow patterns presentin a artery.




Figure 1.7: An image of a duplex spectral Doppler display. The B-mode display at thetop
of the image shows the position of the Doppler sample volume in the anatomy being scanned.
The Doppler sample volume is shown positioned at the centreline of the artery (in this case the
common carotid) to measure peak blood flow velocity. The resulting velocityprofile is displayed
in the lower part of the image.
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1.4.2 Ultrasound image processing
An image processing task that is of interest in US imaging is segmentation. This is the process
of identifying specific features of an image and performing analysis of them.An example may
be identifying the shape of a fetal foot to create a 3D surface model to analyse fetal development
[24]; outlining the shape of the chambers of the heart to assess heart function [25]; and tracing
the shape of an artery to develop a 3D surface model for computational simulation [26]. US
imaging artefacts, such as those described above, have a direct effect on the efficacy of segmen-
tation. The speckle pattern that is characteristic of B-mode US imaging reducesthe resolution
of the outline of some structures, which makes them more difficult to segment. A limitation of
using US images for segmentation of atherosclerosis is that shadowing artefacts under calcified
plaque can obscure the outline of the vessel wall below the plaque. The directionality of the
US beam also affects segmentation: when imaging a round vessel from a position rthogonal
to the direction of flow, the surfaces parallel to the beam reflect more of the US cho back to
the transducer. The sides of the vessel are therefore less clearly imaged, making an accurate
assessment of the shape of the whole artery cross-section more difficult.
Despite the difficulties in segmenting US images, this is still an active field of research. Many
researchers have developed semi-automatic means of segmenting US images [27]. Others use
manual segmentation, sometimes known as “manual planimetry”, to identify features in US im-
ages [28]. In manual segmentation, an observer experienced in interpreting US images draws
the location and shape of anatomical features onto the US image. This is a time-consuming and
expensive process, factors which have motivated the development of semi-automatic segmen-
tation methods.
1.4.3 3D ultrasound imaging
In research, US systems have been developed that take advantage of three-dimensional ultra-
sound (3DUS) technology to enhance the imaging of atherosclerosis [28,29]. However, there
is still little information on the optimisation of 3DUS techniques for arterial imaging.
Many 3DUS systems have adapted existing US technology, using the advance imaging fea-
tures of US machines alongside high-precision position sensing devices to cr a e 3DUS images.
Some current high-end clinical US scanners (e.g. the Phillips iE33 echocardi graphy system,
http://medical.phillips.com/ultrasound) feature two-dimensional array transducers, giving in-
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stantaneous 3DUS data without the need for any additional hardware. Inobstetrics the use of
mechanically-moved linear array transducers that quickly translate a lineararray inside an en-
larged transducer has become popular. However, both these methods canscan only a limited
portion of the anatomy, meaning that scans of long arteries require several acquisitions, some
form of external position sensor and a method of volume registration to align the captured
volumes [30]. Commercial 2D array transducers have been developed primarily for cardiol-
ogy applications, with lower frequencies and curvilinear profiles that makethem unsuitable for
imaging more superficial arteries such as the femoral and carotid arteries.
3DUS systems have been widely used in research outside of cardiovascular imaging. They
have been used to measure ventricular volume [31], create movies of foetal movementin-utero
[32], diagnose abnormalities in the bone structure of infants [24], visualise different anatomical
features of the body during surgery [33], visualise the prostate gland [34] and visualise tumors
in the breast [35].
Research 3DUS systems can be classified by the method of moving the US transducer over the
skin surface of the patient [36]. Freehand scanning systems use the hand movements of the
user of the US system to control the 3D position of the transducer. They typically use some
kind of position sensor mounted on to the casing of the transducer to recordits motion while
scanning. A control program, usually run on an external computer, is used to capture images
from the scanner and assemble them in 3D space with the position information from the posi-
tion sensor. This can be done in real time while scanning, or after scanninghas finished. The
type of position sensor varies with application, budget and the required levl of positional accu-
racy. The most accurate type of position sensor is the measuring arm, where a jointed structure
holds the transducer and is moved by the user [37]. They are very resistant to interference
from electromagnetic sources due to their sealed nature. However, they hav a limited range
of movement and can be very expensive compared to other sensors. Optical position sensors
are generally the next most accurate type of position sensor [38]. A reflector is mounted on the
transducer and a camera or cameras (often of the infra-red type) records its motion. Optical
systems are resistant to electromagnetic interference. However, they suff r from line-of-sight
problems: if the reflector is not directly visible by the camera, the position of thetransducer
cannot be recorded. Specialised multi-face optical tools can reduce this problem to some ex-
tent. Electromagnetic position sensors are the least expensive and least accurate of the most
commonly used sensors in 3DUS research [39]. They can be highly susceptible to electromag-
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netic noise, and manufacturers often recommend that for best results, large metallic objects and
electrical machinery is placed outside the measurement volume. This is seldom possible while
scanning with US, so errors from the proximity of the US scanner are unavoidable. However,
electromagnetic position sensors can be used inside the body, an important adv age for the
development of transoesophogeal 3DUS systems [40]. For most extra-vascular US applica-
tions, using an optical position sensor provides the best compromise between pric , accuracy,
resistance to external interference and freedom of movement for the user. More recently Ali and
Logeswaran [41] have developed an optical tracking system based around a video camera with
a reflector mounted to the transducer. Assuming accuracies equivalent tothe more expensive
position sensors, this type of position measurement system may make 3DUS morewidespread
and accepted.
Freehand scanning has a limited ability to capture a 3DUS dataset with preciselycontrolled
image positions. The spacing between images is non-uniform and depends entirely on the
user. This gives very variable performance: as the user gets more tired, their hand may be-
come less steady and image positioning becomes more variable. Some groups have developed
parallelogram-linkage based robot systems to move the transducer over thepatient [42] and
stepper-motor driven transducer holders to translate the transducer over the skin surface [43].
The latter type of device has been used to measure carotid plaque volume [44, 45]. The primary
disadvantage of mechanically-controlled systems is similar to that of 2D array transducers. The
working volume of the device may be small, meaning that larger arteries requirem ltiple ac-
quisitions and some form of registration process to merge several datasetstogether, along with
an additional external position sensor. Mechanically-controlled systems also c nnot respond
well to changes in patient anatomy. If a mechanical actuator has a straight-line movement, it
will be more difficult to use on curved anatomy such as on the neck for scanning the carotid.
This may require changes in the position of the patient to produce a flatter scanning surface
or the application of excessive probe pressure to maintain contact with the skin/ultrasound gel
surface all the way along the device. The additional cost of developmentand he additional
training required for users of the system are further disadvantages ofa mechanically-controlled
approach to scanning.
For 3DUS scanningin vitro, for example with flow phantoms such as those developed by Ram-
narine et al. [46], mechanically-controlled 3DUS scanning has many advantages. Flow phan-
toms do not move and they are usually made with a flat upper surface. Thesefeatures mean that
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a mechanically-scanned approach has been used with success for gathering large amounts of
spectral Doppler and colour Doppler data from the entire flow regime of anatomical phantoms
[47], enhancing the understanding of how blood flows through complex art ri l geometries in
a manner that is impossiblein vivo.
In freehand 3DUS scanning, the treatment of recorded data varies between different acqusition
software developed by different research groups [48]. Typically most 3DUS acqusition pro-
grams remap the incoming image data into a large voxel array using the position sensor data
stream [e.g. 49, 50, 51]. This results in voxel remapping artefacts whichaffect the quality of
the US image and can reduce the clarity of the artery wall for segmentation of vascular im-
ages. Sometimes the motivation for voxelating the data on capture is to allow the useof image
analysis and display software that has already been developed for other 3D imaging modalities
such as CT and MRI that produce voxelated data. Another motivation is to facilitate registra-
tion of intra-operative 3DUS data to pre-operative MR data [52]. Uniquely th Stradx/Stradwin
system [53] does not remap the images on capture, but rather treats the USimages as several
independent planes spatially registered in 3D space according to the coordinate system of the
position sensor. Image quality is therefore maintained throughout the dataset.
Regardless of whether 3DUS data is voxel-mapped or not, there are several issues that make
comparison and assessment of 3DUS systems difficult. Different research groups have different
methods of assessing the performance of their systems, making direct comparison to find the
most accurate system difficult. The method used to calibrate the position of the tool mounted
on the transducer casing to the position of the image affects the accuracy ofthe rest of the
3DUS system. US scanning changes the shape of the underlying anatomicalstru tures due to
the application of pressure on the transducer (known as probe pressure). Patient movement also
affects the positions of anatomical structures (especially pulsating arteries) during scanning.
1.4.4 Summary
3DUS in research has been widely used in most fields where conventionalUS imaging is used.
Some challenges to 3DUS, such as reducing patient movement effects on captured 3D images
and maintaining the accuracy of captured data, still remain. These challenges hav received
little development for arterial 3DUS scanning.
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1.5 The biomechanics of arterial disease
The initiation and growth of atherosclerosis is a complex interaction of biomechanical forces
and cellular responses. Biomechanical factors such as wall shear stress on the lumen, flow recir-
culation and tissue stresses from pulsatile blood flow are responsible for the initiation of arterial
disease. Complex cellular responses to these biomechanical stimuli encourage the growth of
athersclerotic plaque. High tissue stresses on vulnerable plaques causeits r pture and the re-
lease of lipid particles into the blood stream and thrombus formation.
Wall shear stress (WSS) is the effect of viscous shear forces from bl od on the artery wall. It
is calculated using the viscosity and the velocity gradient of blood flow at the wall. WSS (τ ) is
defined as




whereµ is the dynamic viscosity (kg/m · s); u is the axial velocity of blood flow; andr is the
radial distance measured from the centreline of the artery. WSS is implicated inhe i itiation
of atherosclerosis. Sections of arteries with time-varying WSS, such as thecarotid, femoral and
coronary arteries, are correlated with the formation of atherosclerotic plaque [3].
Wall shear rate (WSR) is the rate of change of the motion of the arterial wall under the influence
of pulsatile blood flow. WSS may be related to WSR using the following equation:
τ = WBV · WSR (1.6)
whereWBV is the whole blood viscosity (Pa · s) and WSR is measured ins−1 [54]. WSR
may be measured using dual-beam Doppler US techniques [55]. These techniques cannot mea-
sure the flow in recirculatory regions responsible for producing fluctuating WSR. To accurately
determine WSS, a more complex method of measurement and estimation of blood flowparam-
eters is required. This is provided by using an image-guided modelling approch.
Time-varying WSS, especially areas of fluctuating low WSS, are correlatedto locations pre-
disposed to the formation of arterial disease [56]. Time-varying WSS is responsible for the
remodelling of the endothelial layer of the lumen. This produces complex biochemi al reac-
tions which can result in focal thickening of the lumen and eventually form atherosclerotic
plaques [57]. Time-varying WSS is associated with flow recirculation regions. It is believed
that flow recirculation keeps the endothelium in contact with lipid cells and othercells which
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encourage plaque activation, thus encouraging disease growth [3]. High WSS is associated
with a reductionin atherosclerosis. It is believed to reduce areas of low WSS and encourage
normal function of the endothelium. Conversely, if fragile atherosclerotic plaque is present
in an artery, high WSS is responsible for plaque rupture [58]. Moderatexercise is a normal
method of maintaining healthy high WSS in the arterial system, and it is often recommended by
physicians as a method of reducing arterial disease. However, patients with vulnerable arterial
plaque may be discouraged from exercise to prevent plaque rupture and subsequent stroke.
The development of AAA begins with the degradation of smooth muscle fibres found in the in-
ner layers of the aorta (the media and adventitia) [59]. This degradation results in the expansion
of the wall of the aorta, forming an aneurysm sac. When stresses on the wall exceed the strength
of the degraded tissue, rupture occurs. Tissue degradation is causedby proteolytic enzymes,
in particular matrix-mellanoproteinases (MMPs), a family of elastases and collagenases [60].
The details of the pathways leading to MMP activation are not well understood. H wever, the
presence of inflammatory cells at the artery wall is a key factor, as these cell secrete MMPs and
induce smooth muscle cells in the endothelium to secrete further MMPs. Inflammation, high
levels of MMPs and the localised formation of new blood vessels (focal neovascularisation) are
present at sites of AAA rupture [61].
1.5.1 Summary
Biomechanical factors such as WSS and regions of recirculating flow arecor lated with re-
gions of arteries where atherogenesis occurs. Imaging methods are currently unable to measure
these biomechanical factors. A method of estimating biomechanical factors and their effect
on arteries is required to give a fuller understanding of the development of atherosclerosis and
assess vulnerable plaques.
1.6 Modelling arterial disease using image-guided modelling
Image-guided modelling is the process of taking anatomical images from some for o med-
ical imaging modality (e.g. MRI, CT or 3DUS) and forming a patient-specific computational
model of the anatomy of interest. This patient-specific model is used to create acomputa-
tional simulation of a biomechanical value of interest such as blood velocity orpressure on the
artery wall. The computational simulation may then be used to predict the future behaviour
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of the anatomy, or allow the calculation of important biomechanical values that are otherwise
unobtainable from the images alone. An image-guided modelling approach hasbeen used to
visualise abnormal blood flow in the carotid bifurcation using magnetic resonance ngiography
(MRA) images [62], visualise the flow patterns in a giant intracranial aneurysm from computed
rotational angiography images [63], and evaulate the effect of the movement of the artery wall
on flow in a CT-scanned patient-specific AAA [64]. Further methods of using image-guided
modelling with computational fluid dynamics (CFD) were reviewed by Steinman [65].
3DUS has also been used to provide computational models and boundary conditions for image-
guided modelling. The research group at Imperial College, London, UK,led by Yun Lu, has a
long track record of using 3DUS with image-guided modelling. Augst et al. [66] used a Philips
HDI5000 US system with a magnetic position sensor to record image sequencesfrom healthy
volunteers. Patient-specific artery models were created from 3DUS imagesby fitting a spline
to several manually-defined key points on each US image. A three-dimensional computational
model of the artery was created by filling the spaces between each spline-fitted image with a
smoothed surface. This was carried out using a solid modelling package. Spectral Doppler US
data was used to provide flow boundary conditions to the model, and the flow regime within the
artery model was calculated using CFX, a commercially-available CFD solver (ANSYS Inc.,
Canonburg, PA, USA). This group also carried out a similar study on a patient with arterial
plaque in the carotid artery [26]. They compared artery geometries created from MRI and
3DUS images on the same volunteers to quantify the differences in simulated results due to the
use of differing modalities [67]. They also considered the accuracy andreproducibility of WSS
results calculated from CFD software using models created from 3DUS images [68]. Only
3DUS studies of the carotid artery in healthy volunteers and patients with diagnosed plaques
were reported by this group.
Image guided modelling of the coronary artery has also been attempted by Slager et l. [69].
This method uses anatomical images captured using an IVUS system to create acomputational
model of the coronary artery. IVUS systems have different acquisition artefacts to extravascular
US systems, meaning that a direct comparison of the acquisition methods and theoptimisation




Image-guided modelling uses anatomical data from an imaging modality and computational
simulation to provide biomechanical information that is unobtainable from images alone. 3DUS
has been used as part of an image-guided modelling approach. Few groups have researched the
optimisation of 3DUS methods for image-guided modelling.
1.7 Critical analysis
From the above text, it is notable that there has been little work on the optimisation of 3DUS
techniques for image-guided modelling of arteries. Studies have been published on the use of
3DUS as part of an image-guided modelling system [e.g. 26]. However, there has been little
work on the optimisation of the 3DUS acquisition process. Issues such as removing the effect
of patient movement on the creation of artery computational models, correcting probe pressure
effects on arterial images, quickly and accurately segmenting 3DUS images,and integrating the
process of artery model creation with computational modelling have received littl attention in
the literature.
1.8 Aim
The aim of this thesis is to develop a 3DUS-based image-guided modelling systemfor use in
the assessment of arterial disease. It will optimise and validate where possible the chain of
tasks from 3DUS image acquisition to computational modelling.
1.9 Thesis outline
This thesis describes the development of a 3DUS system used in image-guided flow modelling.
The development of a mechanically-controlled 3DUS scanning system forin vit o flow models
is described in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 contains an assessment of the accuracy and precision of a freeh nd 3DUS system for
in vivoscanning using standardised test phantoms.
A method of removing probe pressure artefacts present in artery models reconstructed from
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3DUS data was applied to 3DUS data. This used a rigid registration algorithm. Itis assessed
by considering the reduction in artery centreline curvature in registered art ry models compared
to unregistered models (Chapter 4).
The retrospective gating method used with the freehand scanning system isco pared to ECG
gating. The similarity of retrospective gating to ECG, a standard method of recrding US
datasets free from movement artefacts caused by pulsatile blood flow, is assessed (Chapter 5).
In Chapter 6 a semi-automatic segmentation technique is assessed against manual segmentation
on a variety of arterial 3DUS scans. The precision and accuracy of aut m tic segmentation
is evaluated, and the suitability of the semi-automatic method for segmenting arterial3DUS
images is assessed.
A registration-based artery mesh modelling technique is applied to 3DUS data. The shape of
artery mesh models for computational simulation is assessed, along with simulationsof fluid
flow created using artery mesh models generated by this technique (Chapter7).
The use of arterial wall motion (AWM) software to provide wall motion boundary conditions
for simulation is evaluated using a computer-controlled test phantom (Chapter8).
In Chapter 9, the 3DUS acquisition system and tools for computational arterymodel creation
presented in this thesis will be critically analysed in the light of other researchdone in the field.
Chapter 10 contains conclusions and recommendations for future work based on this research.
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Chapter 2
Mechanical 3D ultrasound for in-vitro
flow models
2.1 Introduction
US imaging is used to make measurements of vascular geometry using B-mode imaging and
for a variety of haemodynamic measurements using Doppler US. Vascular phantoms provide
realistic US images and signals for the understanding and development of UStechniques. Vas-
cular wall phantoms with moving walls have been described by Dineley [70] for use with TDI.
Dabrowski [71] used a real-vessel phantom to better understand the appearance of carotid B-
mode images. Many flow phantoms have been described to provide physiological flow wave-
forms for use with Doppler US [46, 47, 72, 73]. The transducer positionand scan plane were
adjusted to visualise the region of interest, usually an axial segment in a normal vessel or a
stenosed vessel. The probe may be adjusted in a freehand manner similar to that used in clinical
scanning, or with fixing of the probe in a retort stand and clamp to prevent transducer movement
during a series of experiments. More complex adjustments were performed by Poepping [47]
who used a 3-axis computer controlled positioner to acquire phantom data. The above systems
are concerned with the acquisition of 2D data.
3DUS systems mostly involve acquisition of 2D slices by sweeping or rotation of a2D trans-
ducer [36]. More recently high quality cardiac images have been obtainedusing a Philips 2D
array system [74]. Vascular geometry 3D data may be acquired for use inimage guided mod-
elling [65] in which 3D imaging is combined with computational fluid dynamics for estimation
of the 3D time varying flow field. Most studies to date have used MRI, however a f w studies
have also used US [26, 66, 67, 75]. 3D Doppler data is of interest in the dev lopment of new
diagnostic methods which utilise the whole flow field on the basis that flow fields in disease
are complex and there is likely to be more information in the whole field compared to asp t
measurement at the location of maximum velocity.
This chapter is concerned with the development of a scanning system for acquisition of 3D
data in vascular phantoms. The phantom scanner was designed with high pos tional accuracy
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(< 100 µm) for high reproducibility, and sufficient flexibility to allow for acquisition regimes
which involve scanning the data with the probe aligned at different angles,as may be required
in vector Doppler studies [76].
2.2 Materials & methods
2.2.1 Phantom scanning system
The following factors were important in the choice of the design of the phantom scanner:
1. A scanning range of250 by 150 mm to allow for phantoms of major vascular areas
including carotid bifurcation and abdominal aorta
2. High resolution and accuracy allowing for reproducible 3D imaging. From manufacturers
data (see below) the movement resolution was150 µm and the accuracy0.28 mm. This
compares with positional accuracies of the order of±2mm and resolutions of<0.5mm
for freehand 3D acquisition systems [38]
3. Adjustment of the probe angle over the range± 45◦ with respect to the vertical, hence
encompassing the typical range of probe angles used in Doppler studies (45◦ to 80◦ with
respect to the horizontal)
4. Appropriate phantom positioning to avoid disturbance to entry and exit flow conditions.
The phantom scanner was designed to fit a phantom with a maximum outer casing size of
320 by 100 mm. If scans at45◦ to the surface of this phantom are made, a total linear travel
of 250 by 150 mm is required. Linear motion of the transducer was providedby two Parker
404XR linear positioners (Parker Inc., USA. http://www.parker.com)(Figure 2.1(a)). A further
linear movement was provided by a sliding clamp mounted to the transducer holde(b). This
allows the transducer to be lowered into place in a trough filled with ultrasonic coupling gel on
the upper surface of the phantom. The height of the transducer was setonce manually at the
beginning of the scanning session. The phantom (c) was held underneath th transducer, and
the frame (d) rigidly maintains the position of all of the other components.
A manually-operated Parker M2535 rotary table and a custom-built transducer holder allow
transducer movement about two different axes. The transducer holder permits adjustment of
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Figure 2.1: A rendered 3D CAD model of the phantom scanner. The linear positioners (a)
were mounted above the phantom to lessen the risk of water damage from phantom leakage.
The transducer holder (b) moves the transducer vertically and changes its angle to the surface
of the flow phantom (c). The frame (d) holds everything in place.
the probe angle over the range−45◦ to +45◦ with respect to the vertical, encompassing the
typical range of probe angles used in Doppler studies (45 − 80◦ with respect to the horizontal).
While rotated, the transducer must still be in contact with the gel/water layer on the surface of
the phantom. By positioning the centre of rotation of the transducer at the centre of the casing,
where the array of piezoelectric elements is located, the transducer may be rotat d without
losing contact (see Figure 2.2).
Holding a US transducer in a plain clamp is difficult due to the curved shape ofthe casing,
which was designed for comfortable manual operation. A mould made from aluinium putty
(ITW Devcon, Rushden, UK. http://www.itw-devcon.co.uk/) was used to holdthe transducer
tightly in place.
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This range of adjustment provides the flexibility for allowing transverse or axial scans to be
acquired, and for changing the angle of the probe for Doppler studies.In addition this provides
the facility for angling the orientation of the probe for vector Doppler studies.
Figure 2.2: Rotation of the US transducer around the curved surface covering the piezoelectric
elements prevents displacement when it is rotated. This is a simple solution to providing a
rotation of the transducer about its end axis.
A clamping system was developed (see Figure 2.3) that could be modified to suit a standard
size phantom of dimensions200 mm long by100 mm wide. These were positioned with their
geometric centre collinear with the origin of the linear positioner coordinate syst m. Longer
and wider phantoms can still be clamped in place by adjusting the rotating clamp armsat the
side of the phantom.
Three clamping arms in total were required to hold the phantom in place. Thesepush the
phantom against three clamping studs mounted on the base of the phantom holder. This gives
six contact points around the rectangular perimeter of the phantom, preventing the possibility
of rotation of the phantom while blood mimicking fluid is being pumped through it.
Entry and exit flow conditions inside the phantom should not be altered by thephantom scanner.
The phantom is held horizontally below the linear positioners to prevent alteration to the flow.
The phantom is not moved at all during the scanning process to further prevent changes. During
scanning, the US transducer does not touch the phantom surface directly. The phantom is
imaged through a small trough of water or acoustic gel couplant built in to the top surface of
the phantom.
Manufacturers tests of the mechanical positioners show a positional accuracy of30 µm. Thus
the main source of positional error is the tolerancing of the design of the rest of the components.
The calculated positional error is0.28 mm. Angular positional accuracy of the rotary table is
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0.05◦ , and that of the transducer holder is0.1◦.
2.2.2 Ultrasound system
A Philips HDI5000 US scanner (Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V., The Netherlands. http://medical.phillips.com/ultrasound)
was used to capture 3D datasets. The L12-5 38mm and L7-4 linear array transducers were used
with the system. Other transducers could be used with the system easily due to the m dular
nature of the transducer holder. US images were captured using the ResearchLink function of
the scanner, and were downloaded to disk using the HDI Lab program.
2.2.3 Data capture and display
Scanning was performed automatically using the control software. Written using LabVIEW
(National Instruments Inc., TX, USA. http://www.ni.com), the control softwarellowed the
user to
• set start and end points for automatic scans
• set the distance between each scan
• control the HDI5000 US scanner
• move the transducer
• download scans from the US scanner
• save downloaded scans and their coordinates relative to the phantom scanner.
Automatic control of the scanning process reduces the repetitive task of collecting sequential
data from flow phantoms.
Several LabVIEW Virtual Instruments for different operations were us d, for example:
• Control of the stepper motor driver for the linear positioners, dealing with starting and
stopping movement, changing step size, homing the positional actuators and running
programmed moves
• Managing the download of HDI Lab files to disk and saving them in an orderlyfile
structure
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• Controlling the HDI5000 US scanner for freezing/unfreezing, downloading scans, chang-
ing scanning mode from B-mode to colour Doppler and changing the colour box orien-
tation.
Control of all these different functions was available from the top-levelus r interface Virtual
Instrument. This provides the user with a clear interface for setting up scanning tasks.
US data were captured in the HDI Lab file format, a format proprietary to Philips US machines.
Unlike video capture of US data, it records the US image separate to the surrounding infor-
mation typically seen on US scanner displays. It saves colour Doppler dataas velocities and
not blue/red colour values, making conversion to data files suitable for import int simulation
software less difficult than converting a screen capture. However, to convert data from the HDI
Lab image format to graphics files for display, it is necessary to use the HDILab program. This
becomes problematic for large datasets. A100 mm long phantom scanned with0.25 mm be-
tween scan planes produces 400 images, which are time-consuming to convert manually using
HDI Lab. Therefore software was developed to control the HDI Lab program and thus auto-
mate scan conversion. This saves B-mode data as bitmap files, colour Doppler data as an array
of velocities and the ECG phase of each image if present.
2.2.4 ECG gating
Phantoms do not have any in-built flow phase signal for triggering acquisition. To provide gated
data, the flow signal from the computer controlled pump providing the phantomflow waveform
is used to provide an ECG signal. This uses a LabVIEW VI to send a trigger impulse to the
phantom scanner control computer. The trigger tells the control softwarehen the next flow
waveform begins, allowing the US scanner to acquire over the whole flow waveform cycle. The
ECG signal is automatically digitised by the HDI Lab software. With this software,ECG gated
images can be downloaded for post processing.
2.2.5 Operation
The use of the phantom scanner can be divided into three different stages:
1. Pre-scan: Send the linear positioners to their home positions. Fit the flow phantom and
its associated hardware into place. Clamp the phantom into place. Fit the US transducer
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into the clamp.
2. Scan: Choose the step size and length of the phantom to be scanned. Orient the angle of
the transducer as required. Choose the step size between scans. Chooe the mode of the
US scanner. Start scanning.
3. Post-scan: Convert the captured data from the HDI Lab file format to oher graphics
formats for reconstruction and conversion to data files for input into computational sim-
ulation software.
The phantom scanner includes software specific to the Philips HDI5000 for the control of scan
settings and the download of data. The transducer holder is also specific tothe design of the
two linear array Philips HDI5000 transducers that were used. However, should it be required,
the software and the hardware can be redesigned to suit other US scanners.
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Movable clamp arms
Clamp studs
Figure 2.3: The phantom holder. A clamp secures the phantom in place for scanning (top). The
movable clamp arms force the edges of the phantom against the clamp studs. The clamp can
easily be reconfigured for use with larger phantoms (centre) or smaller phantoms (bottom).
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2.3 Results
Captured data comes in the form of regularly spaced US image planes. The imag planes can
be oriented at various angles to the top surface of the phantom and aboutthe vertical axis of
the transducer. Typically, parallel vertical image planes through the phantom were captured to
provide phantom geometry images for segmentation. Angled scans were required to build up a
3D velocity map of the flow through the phantom.
3D data requires 3D methods of reconstruction and display. GE MicroView (GE Healthcare,
Chalfont St. Giles, UK. http://microview.sourceforge.net/) was used to produce 3D volumes
of B mode data. Images from HDI Lab files were saved as a sequentially numbered stack of
images, then imported into GEM MicroView and converted to VTK format (KitWareInc., NY,
USA. http://www.vtk.org). Figure 2.4 shows two examples of reconstructed B mode scans.
Figure 2.4a clearly shows the shape of an anatomical carotid phantom. The phantom shape was
created by thresholding the greyscale values of each US image corresponding to the interior of
the phantom. The thresholded values were then joined together and meshed using the tools in
MicroView to create a 3D volume. Figure 2.4b shows images taken from a straight tube wall
motion phantom. The power Doppler flow is visible inside the transparent phantom, and part
of it has been cut away using MicroView to show internal detail.
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(a) A scan of an anatomical phantom with the carotid geometry created from thresh-
olded images and meshed using MicroView.
(b) Power Doppler flow through a straight tube wall mo-
tion phantom.
Figure 2.4: Two phantom datasets scanned using the phantom scanner and reconstru ted using
GEM MicroView.
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2.4 Discussion
A phantom scanner suitable for acquiring sequential images from flow phantoms was devel-
oped. Flow phantoms are also best suited to mechanical scanning in this manner. Flow phan-
toms do not move involuntarily and do not experience discomfort during scanning. These are
two factors that inherently limit the application of mechanical scanning methods for patients.
Mechanical scanning methods will always give the highest accuracy and most controllable
image spacing. This is demonstrated in Table 2.1 where the mechanical systems have up to half
the image spacing of most freehand scanning systems reported in the literature. Accuracy and
image spacing are important features for developing anatomically accurate computer models of
arteries. However, more important when applying 3D scanning methods to patients ar comfort
for the patient and controllability while scanning. Mechanical 3D scanning systems that have
fixed positioners may be difficult to move into a comfortable position for scanning a patient.
They may also have difficulty in accommodating obese patients, depending on the design of the
positioners. A fixed, highly accurate positioner that moves in a straight line would be difficult
to conform to the curved deformable anatomy of a patient, especially in the abdomen where
considerable pressure may have to be applied through the positioner to acquire good quality
images.
It would be highly desirable to attain the level of accuracy and fine controlover image spacing
possible with a mechanical scanning system like the phantom scanner. However, the devel-
opment required to create a flexible scanning system able to scan carotids and femorals (like
that developed by Fenster [43]) and also the abdominal aorta makes a moreflexibl though less
accurate freehand scanning system more attractive forin-vivoscanning.
Group Type of system Image spacing (mm) Notes
[28] Mechanical 0.1 no gating
[77] Magnetic freehand 0.03 no gating
[43] Mechanical 0.5 ECG gated
[78] Magnetic freehand 1.0 ECG gated
Table 2.1: Slice spacing recorded in the literature for various 3DUS systems designedfor
scanning patients.
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2.5 Conclusion
A 3D US system for scanning flow phantoms was developed. The system uss mechanical
positioners to give repeatable and accurate positioning of the US transducer on the flow phan-
toms. Angled scans at up to45◦ to the surface of the phantoms can be made to provide full
3D Doppler flow data. Despite the high accuracy and controlled image spacing possible when
scanning phantoms, it is more desireable to develop freehand methods of scanning patients due
to the higher flexibility and control required.
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Characterisation of a 3D freehand
ultrasound system
3.1 Introduction
Having discounted an adaptation of the mechanically-controlled 3DUS systemdescribed in
Chapter 2, an alternative system has to be specified for creating patient-specific artery geome-
tries from 3DUS data. A freehand system was chosen based around theStradwin 3DUS pro-
gram. Stradwin is a MicrosoftTMWindows-compatible variant of the Stradx 3DUS program
[53]. It acts as a control and reconstruction program, recording position ensor data and a video
stream (or raw rediofrequency (RF) data capture card datastream) and reconstructing the video
images with the positions to create 3D visualisations of US data. Uniquely it does not remap
the US data at capture into an array of voxels. This reduces loss of resolution and interpo-
lation artefacts at capture. Figure 3.1 shows a screenshot of the Stradwin program showing
reconstructed 3DUS data from a healthy volunteer abdominal aorta scan.Str dwin comes with
several useful functions, including:
• A spatial calibration routine to determine the position of the US image relative to the
position of the position sensor tool.
• Reconstruction routines to create arbitrary reslices (in a similar manner to voxel-based
reconstructions of 3DUS data) through any part of the dataset post-acquisition.
• A routine to remap the Stradwin data file into a voxel-mapped 3D array for processing
with other medical image processing software.
• Simple manual segmentation and mesh generation tools.
• Facilities to export images from the Stradwin data file to other 2D image formats (e.g.
Windows bitmap format or Portable Network Graphics (PNG) format).
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Stradwin is compatible with several different types of position sensor to suitthe application and
budget of a variety of research tasks. Published use of the Stradwin and Stradx software has
considered its high accuracy [38], techniques for displaying 3DUS data[79], spatial calibration
routines [80, 81] and some clinical applications [24].
Figure 3.1: A screenshot from the Stradwin program. A hand-segmented abdominal aort 3D
model is visible in the top right-hand pane superimposed on the 3DUS data. Two arbitrary
reslices through the data are also visible in the lower two panes. The left-handp e shows
the position of two segmented contours of the iliac arteries superimposed onan individual US
image.
The performance of any 3DUS system in clinical practice is influenced by many different
sources of error. In the assessment of the Stradwin system, it is important torecognise which
sources of error can be controlled and quantified. The following errors are intrinsic to most
3DUS systems:
• US image errors
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– Beam width, which can cause over-estimations of length in transversely scanned
anatomy [82]
– Image resolution, which varies across the image with the transducer depth setting
and the position of the focal zones
– Directionality of the US beam, which causes shadowing artefacts which are espe-
cially important in examining plaque in diseased patients. SonoCT compounding
can reduce this artefact [23] but does not remove it completely.
– Sensitivity to settings. If TGC or overall gain controls are not correctly set, some
areas of the image may appear saturated or shadowed on the scanner display.
• Position sensor errors
– Position sensor accuracy varies within the visible volume of the sensor [83,84]
and cannot be calculated if the position sensor tool is moved outside of the visible
volume.
• Other acquisition system errors
– Calibration of the position of the US image to the measured position from the posi-
tion sensor tool
– Artefacts from the conversion of analogue video to digital images.
It is important to distinguish between sources of error that can be controlled, and sources of
error that cannot be controlled. Sources of error associated with the pa ient are most difficult
to control and likely to be most significant. Motion of the arteries due to pulsatile blood flow,
motion of the abdominal aorta due to breathing, and patient movement due to discomfort affect
acquisition of data. Errors associated with the US scanner often cannot be changed — there is
limited control available over the quality of the image and the artefacts generatedin scanning. It
is up to the user of the machine to correctly set up the presets and focal zones of the machine for
each specific acquisition. Beyond this, little can be done to improve sources of error associated
with image quality. Some errors are inherent limitations of the technique chosen tocap ure
images - for example the video data stream has a fixed low frame rate (25 Hz) relative to the
refresh rate of the US machine (around50 Hz, dependent on transducer frequency, depth setting
and the number of focal zones). This mismatch in refresh rates can affect the spatial resolution
of the captured 3D data [85].
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An additional source of error is generated when the position sensor toolis removed from
the transducer holder, or when the transducer holder is removed from the transducer. This
renders the calibration useless and should require a recalibration of the system after each re-
moval/replacement of the position sensor tool. Best practice would ensure that the transducer
holder and position sensor tools are never removed from the transduceron calibration has
been carried out. However, when more than one transducer is to be used, or where an US
machine is to be shared with other users, removal of the tool and transducer hold rs is often
necessary. It is possible to calculate the reduction in calibration precision aa result of remov-
ing either of these devices from the transducer.
This chapter will assess the reconstruction accuracy of the Stradwin 3DUS system using two
test phantoms. The calibration precision and the effect of removal and replacement of the
position sensor tool and the transducer holder will be considered. Some recommendations for
best practice in 3D freehand scanning based on these results will be given.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 3D US system
The main hardware components used with the Stradwin freehand 3D US program are as fol-
lows:
• Philips Medical Systems HDI5000 US machine
• NDI Polaris optical position sensor system (Northern Digital Inc., ON, Canad .
http://www.ndigital.com)
• Traxtal Adaptrax multi-angle position sensor tool (Traxtal Inc., ON, Canad .
http://www.traxtaltech.com)
• PC with a video capture card (Hauppauge Computer Works Inc., NY, USA.
http://www.hauppauge.com).
The system is shown as set up in Figure 3.2. The HDI5000 US machine is a high-end clinical
system, widely used for many types of US examination. An optical position sensor was used
because of its superior positional accuracy compared to magnetic position sensor [85]. The
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optical system can suffer from line-of-sight issues —if the position sensor tool is covered or
rotated away from the cameras, the position sensor cannot record the position f the transducer.
To minimise this problem, a Traxtal Adaptrax multi-angle tool was used. This allowsa ider
range of orientations of the transducer without it disappearing from view. A Hauppage PCI-FM
WinTV video capture card was used. This is compatible with the MicrosoftTMDirectCapture
interface used by Stradwin to record images from the S-video connector of the US machine.
Optical position sensorControl PCUS scanner
Transducer with position sensor tool
Figure 3.2: The 3D US system
3.2.2 Assessing whole system accuracy (3D reconstruction accuracy) using a test
phantom
Two different phantoms constructed by CIRS (Computerized Imaging Referenc Systems Inc.,
VA, USA. http://www.cirsinc.com) were used to assess whole system accuracy. The two phan-
toms were designed to assess point precision accuracy (or3D reconstruction accuracy) and
volume reconstruction accuracyof a 3DUS system. The CIRS 055 phantom consists of two
egg-shaped volumes mounted in a block of ZerdineTM tissue mimicking material [86] (Figure
3.8). The acoustic impedance of each egg-shaped volume is different to tha of e surrounding
material, giving a difference in contrast between the eggs and the background when imaged
with an US scanner. To provide a calibrated reference, during manufacture the volume of each
egg is measured before insertion into the tissue mimic. A US scan of the eggs allowthe user
to calculate the volume of the eggs using the measurement tools provided with mostclinical
US scanners. Alternatively, the reconstruction tools of the Stradwin program can be used to
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measure the volumes.
The CIRS 055A phantom consists of a set of0.1 mm diameter wire filaments arranged as
shown in Figure 3.3. A panoramic scan, where the transducer is moved sideways along the top
surface of the phantom, produces a set of images which allows the point precision accuracy
to be measured. A raised ledge along the top surface of the phantom allows the u er to move
the transducer in a straight line along the phantom surface. An individualimage showing the
orientation of the filaments is shown in Figure 3.4. A panoramic reconstruction of a sweep
along the length of the surface of the phantom is shown in Figure 3.5. Using the “Landmark”
tool in Stradwin, the distances between filaments may be measured from individual images in
the US dataset and compared with the specification of the phantom. It is important that the
filament positions should not be measured from the panoramic reconstruction of the 3DUS
scan of the CIRS 055A phantom. Overlapping images of the same filament oftenresult in a
broadened image of the filament as shown in Figure 3.6a. Instead, an image at the start of the
sweep, one centred over the middle triangular arrangement of filaments, and one at the end
of the sweep were used to measure filament position. The position of each filament in these
images was measured from the centroid of the bright spot marking each filament (Figure 3.6b).
Scans of both phantoms were performed using the L12-5 38mm linear arrayand the C5-2
curvilinear array transducers. The settings and presets for each transducer are listed in Table
3.1.
Frequency 7 MHz (L12-5) or3.5 MHz (C5-2)
SonoCT On, set at Target using the FR RATE optimisation control
Depth setting 3.9 cm or 7.0 cm depending on the depth of the egg or row of
filaments to be measured (L12-5) or8.7 cm (C5-2)
Focal zones One focal zone set close to the centre of each
egg phantom (CIRS055). One focal zone set to close to the height
of the row of filaments to be measured (CIRS055A)
TGC controls set to the centre of their sliders
2D gain Sufficient to produce adequate contrast to enable thresholding of
egg shapes (CIRS 055). Low enough to distinguish the filament
reflection from the background speckle (CIRS 055A).
Preset Cardiovascular/Carotid (L12-5) or Abdominal/Aorta (C5-2)
Table 3.1: US scanner settings used in scanning the CIRS phantoms.
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Figure 3.3: Dimensions of the filaments in the CIRS 055A phantom.
Figure 3.4: An image of the CIRS055A phantom showing the arrangement of filaments.
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Figure 3.5: A reconstructed panorama from a 3DUS scan of the CIRS 055A filament pha om.
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(a) A closeup of a panoramic 3DUS scan of the CIRS055A
filament phantom. The panorama reconstruction uses data
from several different image planes each with slightly dif-
ferent positions and orientations, resulting in blurred and
extended cross-sections of the filaments.
(b) A closeup of a single image in a panoramic scan of the
CIRS055A filament phantom. The filament shapes are more de-
fined and uniform than in the reconstructed panorama image.
Figure 3.6: A comparison of images of the CIRS055A filament phantom from a panoramic
reconstruction of a 3DUS scan and a single image of the filament phantom.
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3.2.2.1 3D reconstruction accuracy
3D Reconstruction accuracy is defined as the ability of the whole 3DUS system to correctly
reconstruct a given 3D object [22, 38, 85]. It assesses every part of the system used in nor-
mal scanning, and encompasses all errors generated by the US machine,the position sensor
and the acquisition software. Conventionally it is calculated by scanning a phantom of known
geometry, generating a 3D reconstruction of the phantom, and comparing theposition of key
objects in the reconstruction (e.g. wire filaments, well-defined features of an bject) with the
specification of the phantom. Reconstruction accuracy is often used to refer to the accuracy of a
voxel-mapped dataset created from the individual US images and the position sensor data [53].
However, voxel mapping was not used in this case because it reduces resolution and adds inter-
polation artefacts between individual slices of the volume (see Figure 3.7).3D reconstruction
accuracy as used here shall refer to the ability of the system to position US images in three-
dimensional space as measured by the reconstruction functions of the Stradwin program. It is
calculated by measuring the position of two wire filaments on a single US image froma 3DUS
dataset, then calculating the distance between them. This distance is related to thespecifica-
tion of the wire filament phantom which gives the actual distance between those tw elements.
The difference between the measured distance and the actual distance from the phantom spec-
ification is the reconstruction accuracy. For a set of measures of reconstruction accuracy, the
reconstruction precision can also be calculated. This is the95% confidence interval of the set of
precisions calculated from the same two filament positions. This gives an indication of the vari-
ation in 3D reconstruction accuracy which is usually related to image resolution and therefore
US transducer frequency and depth setting.
It is important to note that with a wire filament phantom, measures of reconstruction accuracy
can be made both horizontally and vertically with respect to the US image. Vertical ac uracy
measures depend mainly on the settings used during acquisition (e.g. number of focus zones,
gain settings, angle of the transducer relative to the plane defined by the wire lements). Using
only a vertical measure to assess accuracy only allows the contribution of image acquisition
settings to overall system accuracy to be measured. Using a horizontal measure allows the
contribution of reconstruction errors from the whole 3DUS system (US scanner, position sensor,
calibration and reconstruction technique) to be measured.
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(a) A voxel mapped image from a carotid artery 3DUS scan.
(b) The voxel mapped image with lines added showing the position of banding artefacts
due to interpolation.
Figure 3.7: Banding artefacts due to interpolation from remapping 3DUS images to a voxel
dataset. The 3DUS dataset was remapped to a voxel grid using Stradwin.An image was
extracted from part of the voxelised dataset (Figure (a)). The image has several diagonal bands
that are added from an interpolation routine to fill in the gaps between freehand 3DUS images
(see Figure (b)). The artefacts have created a jagged effect on the outline of the lumen at each
side.
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3.2.2.2 Volume reconstruction accuracy
Volume reconstruction accuracy is defined as the ability of a 3DUS system to measure the
volume of a known test object. Carson [22] gives a suggested phantom lay ut which is that
found in the CIRS 055 volume phantom. This phantom consists of two egg shaped volumes
encased in ZerdineTM , as described above. The two volumes were measured before being
placed in the tissue mimic, giving accurately known volumes (see Table 3.2). The phantom
was scanned using the C5-2 abdominal US transducer at the8.7 cm depth setting. It was then
segmented using Stradwin to produce rendered images of the egg-shapedvolumes and calculate
their volume (see Figure 3.8). Volume calculations for the volume reconstruction phantom
could only be carried out for the C5-2 transducer. The acoustic attenuaio of the phantom
was too high for the L12-5 transducer to produce an image clear enough fr thresholding (see
Figure 3.9).
Large egg volume (ml) Small egg volume (ml)
72.4 7.2
Table 3.2: Volumes of the two egg shaped objects in the CIRS 055 volume reconstruction
phantom. Each egg was measured at manufacture before being set in Zerd e.
Measurement of the volume of the eggs is carried out using either the measurement tools on
the US scanner console, or by using the reconstruction tools of the Stradwin 3DUS system. If
the US scanner console measurement tools (to measure the length or diameter of an gg) are
used, a formula that calculates the volume of the egg given the maximum diameter or l ngth of
the egg is used. However, using the measurement tools on the US scanner co sole is subject
to the skill of the user: if the egg-shaped volume is not measured at the position where the
full length of the egg can be seen, the volume estimation is incorrect. In addition, using only
the US scanner measurement tools does not measure the volume reconstructioaccuracy of the
Stradwin 3DUS system, but only the imaging capabilities of the US scanner. Bothmeasurement
methods are sensitive to US system settings, especially the gain setting used during acquisition.
For scanning the egg phantoms, gain should be set so that the eggs are clearly visible against
the background of the rest of the phantom. If the gain settings are too high,t e outline of the
egg/background interface is made brighter, and the apparent egg areaon th t image is reduced.
The gain settings in each acquisition used to calculate volume reconstruction accuracy were set
at a level sufficient to image the shape of the cross-section of the egg volume without overfilling
or underfilling the egg cross-section. The same gain settings were used for each acquisition.
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Figure 3.8: A view of the two egg-shaped volumes of the CIRS 055 volume reconstruction
phantom created using the segmentation tools of Stradwin.
If a simple thresholding technique is used to measure the area of the egg on each image and thus
the volume of the whole egg, areas inside the egg may not be included in the threshold d area.
This reduces the estimated area of the egg. In order to counter this effect,a semi-automatic
threshold-based segmentation technique was used with a custom designed LabVIEW Virtual
Instrument (VI) (see Appendix F, section F.2.3). Each image was thresholded: greyscale levels
from 0 to 99 (out of a possible 256 levels of grey) were selected from each image. To prevent
other structures and noise from affecting the volume calculation, a region of nterest (ROI) tool
was used to select only the area of the US image containing the egg. The segment d area was
then filled using the “IMAQ Fill Holes” function in LabVIEW. An image of one ofthe eggs
before thresholding, after thresholding and after filling the segmented area using the “IMAQ
Fill Holes” function is shown in Figure 3.10. The segmented images were saved as a Stradwin
file and imported into Stradwin. The images were semi-automatically drawn aroundusi g the
Stradwin drawing tools, then the volume of a surface fitted through all the segments (again
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Figure 3.9: A highly attenuated image of the smaller egg-shaped volume of the CIRS 055vol-
ume reconstruction phantom. The egg-shaped volume could not be threshold d clearly enough
to calculate its volume.
using the Stradwin drawing tools) was measured. A measurement of egg volume from five
separate 3DUS scans for each egg was made to establish the precision of volume estimation.
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(a) CIRS 055 large egg image (b) Thresholded image of the
egg
(c) Thresholded image with
the small spaces filled using
the “IMAQ Fill Hole” func-
tion in LabVIEW
Figure 3.10: Filling in small spaces in the thresholded image of the CIRS 055 olume recon-
struction phantom.
3.2.3 Assessing calibration precision
Calibration precision measures the limit of calibration accuracy to influence ther construction
accuracy of the entire system. It is dependent on the following factors:
• Calibration method [80, 85]
• US settings (beam width, transducer frequency, focal zones, depth stting)
• Position sensor accuracy
• Rigidity of the mounting of the position sensor tool to the transducer.
The calibration method has an effect on the calibration accuracy. The two transducers used in
this study were calibrated using two different methods. The L12-5 transducer was calibrated
using a bar phantom developed by Prager et al. [80] and modified for use with the two Philips
transducers. A calibration was carried out for every depth setting. TheC5-2 transducer was
calibrated using a flat surface mounted in a water bath, using a set of prescribed motions de-
scribed in [80]. A flat sheet of acoustic absorber was used. This gives an image of a clear flat
line without the reverberation artefacts that may be seen when scanning a flat aluminium plate.
The depth and large field of view of the C5-2 transducer made the bar phantom unsuitable for
use as a calibration device with this transducer. The bar was mounted too close to the piezo-
electric elements (see Figure 3.11) which made it difficult for the Stradwin calibration routine
to recognise the position of the surface of the bar.
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In normal use, where freehand scanning is used in the calibration process, th calibrationac-
curacycannot be calculated. Calibration in this case is a set of translations and rotations that
are derived from images of an assumed shape (a flat surface or a flatb r) and position sen-
sor data. No attempt at directly measuring the calibration parameters is attempted.To do so
would require a specially designed test rig like that developed by Gee et al.[81]. This rigidly
mounted the transducer and transducer holder with the optical position sensor tool in a specially
designed jig, and moved three wedge-shaped reflectors into the centre ofthe beam, coincident
with the plane of the US image. The accurately-constructed jig on which the reflectors were
mounted, combined with the transducer holder, allowed the position of the image rel tive to the
transducer holder to be measured directly. The expense and complexity ofthis system puts it
beyond the reach of most research groups.
To calculate the calibration precision, five calibrations were carried out atone depth setting
for each transducer. The95% confidence interval was calculated for each of the eight calibra-
tion resources shown in Table 3.3. The settings used in the Stradwin calibration function are
recorded in Table 3.4.
Figure 3.11: Using the larger depth settings of the C5-2 transducer, the Stradwin calibration
facility cannot clearly image the top surface of the bar.
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RES_XTRANS Translation in x axis (cm)
RES_YTRANS Translation in y axis (cm)
RES_ZTRANS Translation in z axis (cm)
RES_AZIMUTH Rotation about x axis (degrees)
RES_ELEVATION Rotation about y axis (degrees)
RES_ROLL Rotation about z axis (degrees)
RES_XSCALE Pixel scaling in x axis (cm/pixel)
RES_YSCALE Pixel scaling in y axis (cm/pixel)
Table 3.3: Parameters calculated from calibrations performed with Stradwin. These resou ces
are saved in the .swt template file created for each calibration.
Setting L12-5 38mm C5-2
Variance of Gaussian kernel 5.0 5.0
Vertical analysis bands 30.0 60.0
Gradient Threshold 5.0 5.0
Pixel Linearity Threshold 1.0 1.0
Ransac Accept Threshold 0.70 0.2
Table 3.4: Calibration settings used for the Stradwin calibration procedure for the L12-538mm
and C5-2 transducers.
3.2.4 Assessing precision of optical tool and transducer holder replacement
When a US machine is shared among several different users, it is often nec ssary to remove
the optical sensor tool and the transducer holder from the US transducer. Also, where only
one optical sensor tool is available due to their expense, it is often necessary to swap the tool
between scanheads. If a volunteer in a research study requires both asuperficial artery and the
abdominal aorta to be scanned, it is not desirable to add extra time to the volunteer’s appoint-
ment while a full recalibration is carried out. Therefore it is important to assess th significance
and effect of removal and replacement of the transducer holder and the op ical position sensor
tool.
An assessment of the replacement precision of the transducer holder and the optical tool was
made by removing:
1. The transducer holder and optical tool as a connected unit from the transducers
2. The optical position sensor tool from the transducer holder.
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To test replacement precision of the transducer holder, the transducerass mbly was clamped
onto a workbench and the transducer holder and tool were removed from the transducer (see
Figure 3.12). For assessment of the repeatability of the mounting of the optical tool, the rod for
the tool was mounted to a sheet of aluminium plate which was clamped to a workbench (see
Figure 3.13). The optical tool was then removed and replaced from the rod. Ten measurements
of the position of the tool were made using the NDI Polaris optical position sensor. This process
was repeated ten times for both operations. The precision of the location of the position sensor
tool was then calculated.
Figure 3.12: The L12-5 transducer clamped to a workbench to assess replacementprecision
of the transducer holder.
Figure 3.13: The Traxtal Adaptrax optical position sensor tool clamped to a workbench to
assess tool replacement precision.
The design of a transducer holder is dependent on the shape of the transducer. Transducers
with rectangular or uniformly shaped casings lend themselves to the type of transducer holder
design used by Treece et al. [38]. However, many transducers feature ergonomically shaped
asymmetric casings with compound curves and few planar surfaces (see Figur 3.14a). The
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C5-2 transducer has an especially irregular casing design with an indentin the rear for the
sonographer’s fingers. To enable an optical tool to be mounted to this transducer an aluminium
channel was used which was sized to the largest dimension on the upper part of the transducer
casing. An impression was made of the rear of the transducer using aluminiumputty. The putty
was laid into the channel and the transducer was covered with a thin smearingof petroleum
jelly. The transducer was then pressed into the putty until an impression of thetransducer was
clearly made (see Figure 3.14b). It was then left to harden. Once hardened, the transducer was
removed and the transducer holder was ready for use.
The L12-5 transducer has a symmetrical design with a conical upper end (Figure 3.15). A
CAD model was made of this transducer developed from measurements made using a vernier
caliper. Using this model, a tapered channel was designed with a spring steel bar to hold the
transducer in place. The blunt edged bar was covered with rubber tubing to prevent scratching
the transducer.
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(a) C5-2 transducer
(b) C5-2 transducer holder
(c) C5-2 with Adaptrax
Figure 3.14: The C5-2 curvilinear array transducer and the transducer holder designed to
hold the Traxtal Adaptrax optical tool.
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(a) L12-5 transducer
(b) L12-5 transducer holder
(c) L12-5 with Adaptrax
Figure 3.15: The L12-5 38mm linear array transducer and the transducer holder design d to
hold the Traxtal Adaptrax optical tool.
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3.3 Results
3.3.1 Reconstruction accuracy
The reconstruction accuracy for the two transducers are listed in Table 3.5. Reconstruction
precision is shown in Table 3.6. Volume reconstruction error using the egg phantom is recorded
in Table 3.7 for the C5-2 transducer.
Transducer Depth setting (cm) Horizontal accuracy (mm) Vertical accuracy (mm)
C5-2 8.7 0.18 1.84
L12-5 7.0 0.58 0.91
L12-5 3.9 0.17 0.68
Table 3.5: Reconstruction accuracy of filament position for the two transducers.
Transducer Depth setting (cm) Horizontal precision (mm) Vertical precision (mm)
C5-2 8.7 ± 0.37 ± 0.23
L12-5 7.0 ± 0.47 ± 0.06
L12-5 3.9 ± 0.35 ± 0.08
Table 3.6: Reconstruction precision of filament position for the two transducers.
Large egg volume (ml) Small egg volume (ml)
Volume from automatic thresholding 69.30±0.26 6.27±0.11
Actual egg volumes 72.40 7.20
Reconstruction error 3.10 0.93
Table 3.7: Volume reconstruction error of the 3D US system using the C5-2 transducer.
3.3.2 Calibration Precision
Calibration precision for the L12-5 transducer at the3.9 cm depth setting using the Cambridge
phantom is shown in Table 3.8. The same results for the C5-2 transducer appear in Table 3.9.
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Parameter Mean 95% Confidence limit Unit
RES_XTRANS 135.31 1.20 mm
RES_YTRANS −53.51 0.27 mm
RES_ZTRANS −23.86 0.57 mm
RES_AZIMUTH 89.46 0.08 degree
RES_ELEVATION 0.07 0.05 degree
RES_ROLL 180.91 0.72 degree
RES_XSCALE 0.008136 0.000007 cm/pixel
RES_YSCALE 0.008136 0.000007 cm/pixel
Reported RMS error 0.047842 cm
No. of calibration lines 163.6
Table 3.8: Analysis of five calibrations of the L12-5 transducer at the3.9 cm depth setting,
showing mean calibration parameters and the95% confidence limit for each parameter.
Parameter Mean 95% Confidence limit Unit
RES_XTRANS 118.32 1.30 mm
RES_YTRANS −116.99 0.11 mm
RES_ZTRANS −23.45 0.50 mm
RES_AZIMUTH 91.30 0.06 degree
RES_ELEVATION 3.47 0.15 degree
RES_ROLL −179.52 0.55 degree
RES_XSCALE 0.023002 0.000035 cm/pixel
RES_YSCALE 0.023002 0.000035 cm/pixel
Reported RMS error 0.079392 cm
No. of calibration lines 168.0
Table 3.9: Analysis of five calibrations of the C5-2 transducer at the8.7 cm depth setting,
showing mean calibration parameters and the95% confidence limit for each parameter.
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3.3.3 Optical tool and transducer holder replacement precision
Table 3.10 presents the replacement precision values for the four different sets of experiments
to calculate replacement precision.
Replacement precision value x (mm) y (mm) z (mm) α (◦) β (◦) γ (◦)
Adaptrax rod on transducer holder± 0.13 ± 0.15 ± 0.18 ± 0.11 ± 0.06 ± 0.11
Adaptrax on rod ± 0.03 ± 0.01 ± 0.13 ± 0.02 ± 0.02 ± 0.02
L12-5 transducer holder ± 0.20 ± 0.08 ± 0.20 ± 0.11 ± 0.15 ± 0.04
C5-2 transducer holder ± 0.05 ± 0.08 ± 0.29 ± 0.03 ± 0.03 ± 0.03
Table 3.10: Values of replacement precision measured for four different methods with the two
US transducers.
3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Assessment of whole system reconstruction accuracy
From the three accuracy values in Table 3.5, the L12-5 transducer at the3.9 cm depth setting
has the highest accuracy of the two scanheads. This increase in accuracy is caused by the higher
frequency and hence spatial resolution of the linear array transducer.
Volume reconstruction accuracy measures 3D accuracy, and is dependent on the accuracy of
the position sensor and the US image. From the volumes scanned using the C5-2 transducer
presented in Table 3.7, volume reconstruction accuracy is12.92% for the small egg and4.28%
for the small egg. A volume reconstruction error of13.46% for a Stradx system using a Philips
HDI5000 with the L12-5 scanhead and a magnetic position sensor (Ascension Technology
PC-Bird) was found by Rousseau et al. [87]. The reconstruction accur y presented here is
therefore comparable with the findings of other groups in this field.
3.4.2 Assessment of calibration precision
Treece et al. [38] report 3D calibration precision values of up to±0.60 mm from their tests
using the calibration phantom described by [80]. This value is the largest95% confidence
interval for calibrations carried out with a10 − 22 MHz probe at2 cm depth setting. The
best calibration precision for the Stradx program is reported by Gee et al. [81] using their
semi-automatic calibration device. This provided a 3D mean calibration precisionof 0.28 mm.
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However, this is the most expensive method of calibration currently describd in the literature,
requiring a precision-machined mechanism as discussed above.
Calibration precision varies from this previously published result due to thedifference in trans-
ducer frequencies and depth settings. A maximum calibration precision result for this system
could be calculated by using the minimum depth setting of2.4 cm. However, few US scans of
the arterial systemin-vivo are carried out at this depth — the3.9 cm depth is more commonly
used, so±1.20 mm is typical for normal use of the system.
3.4.3 Replacement precision
Replacement precision is an important factor in any practical situation wherea dedicated 3DUS
research machine or many optical position sensor tools for each transducer are not available.
The replacement precision of±0.29 mm is comparable to the effect that replacement of the
optical position sensor tool had on the calibration process reported by Gee et al. [81].
3.4.4 Whole system characterisation
The effect of calibration precision and whole system accuracy should be considered in the
context of scanning patients. Movement of the patient is likely to be greater than the reported
errors measured using a phantom. It is vital to consider issues such as patient comfort and
positioning as much as methods of improving calibration and whole system accuracy. Ideally,
as Gee et al. [81] report, the position sensor tool and the transducer hold r should remain on
the transducer at all times once calibration has been carried out. This should guarantee the
maximum accuracy of the acquisition system.
3.5 Conclusion
A freehand 3DUS system using the Stradwin program, a Philips HDI5000 USscanner and an
NDI Polaris optical position sensor was characterised by calculating the calibration precision,
reconstruction accuracy and replacement precision of the transducerhold and position sensor
tool. Whole system accuracy was found to be± 0.17 mm (L12-5 transducer,3.9 cm depth
setting), comparable with systems reviewed by Mercier et al. [85]. Calibration precision was
± 1.20 mm (L12-5 transducer,3.9 cm depth setting), which is similar to the results of Treece
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et al. [38] using the Stradx program. Volume reconstruction accuracy was12.92% for the C5-2
transducer, which is comparable to the results of Rousseau et al. [87] using the Stradx program.
Replacement precision of the transducer holder was± 0.20 mm for the L12-5 transducer and
± 0.29 mm for the C5-2. Replacement precision of the optical position sensor tool onthe
transducer holder was± 0.13 mm. For best calibration precision, appropriate design of the
transducer holder is required. Highest accuracy is guaranteed by maintaining the transducer
holder and optical position sensor tool on the transducer once calibrationis c mplete.
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The effect of rigid registration on
artery mesh curvature: an analysis of
probe pressure correction using
Stradwin
4.1 Introduction
The process of scanning arteries with US changes the shape of the artery and the blood flow
patterns within the artery. The pressure applied to the transducer casing tomaintain contact
between the piezoelectric elements and the skin surface can change the curvature and position
of the artery within the patient (see Figure 4.1). Arteries are typically smoothlycurved when
at rest. It is this at rest position that is required for computational simulation of the blood
flow patterns within the artery. To generate an at-rest geometry, gating is used (a described in
Chapter 5). However gating only removes artery movement as a result of pulsatile flow: probe
pressure effects remain.
To recover the shape of the artery without probe pressure effects, two US image registration
techniques are included with Stradwin. These are both described by Treece et al. [88]. The
first is a rigid registration technique which translates the acquired US images inthe plane of
each image until the whole dataset is aligned. This does not make any assumptions about the
content of the US image, but only considers the alignment of each image in 3D space relative to
each other. The second registration technique is a non-rigid method which changes the image
according to the change in transducer position over the whole 3DUS dataset.
The non-rigid method assumes uniform elasticity of the tissue in the US image. Thisassump-
tion may be valid in (for example) breast scanning or prostate scanning where the tissue has
relatively uniform elasticity. However, due to the different types of tissuepresent around an
artery (such as smooth muscles, veins, fat) and the way in which an artery changes shape dur-
ing scanning, this assumption is not valid in arterial scanning. The large arteries are very rigid
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structures due to the high pressure of the blood flow travelling through them.An artery, when
pressure is applied, will tend to move downwards and sideways in the US image, rath r than
compressing and changing shape as an assumption of uniform elasticity in theimag would
suggest.
The effectiveness of the rigid registration technique included with Stradwincan be assessed
by measuring the change in curvature of the artery. If the curvature of the unregistered artery
decreases once registration is applied, the rigid registration technique removes the effect of
probe pressure. If curvature of the registered artery increases, then rigid registration enhances
the probe pressure effect and changes the artery away from the at-rest position required for
computational simulation. If rigid registration is proven to reduce artery curvat e, it should be
used in the creation of patient-specific artery models for fluid flow simulation. This chapter will
measure whether rigid registration reduces probe pressure effects onthe centreline curvature of
3D artery models, and discuss whether it should be used in the creation of artery models for
computational flow simulation.
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(a) No probe pressure is applied to an area of the body with noticeable
surface curvature (such as the neck). Only one part of the transducer is
in contact with the skin/ultrasound gel layer, producing an incomplete
image of the artery (the hatched area shows the portion of the US beam
















































(b) Probe pressure is now applied to the curved area. Probe pressure
is necessary here to produce contact between the transducer and the
skin/gel surface, but it has the unwanted effect of changing the anatom-
ical structure of interest. Artery curvature will be increased at this
point.
Figure 4.1: The effect of probe pressure during scanning on a straight artery. Probe pressure
needs to be applied to provide contact all along the array of piezoelectric elements in the
transducer. Without this contact, the artery will be incompletely imaged (Figure (a)). Applying
pressure to the transducer maintains contact with the skin surface but deforms the underlying
anatomy (Figure (b)), locally increasing the curvature of the artery.
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4.2 Methods
To assess the effect of rigid registration on the curvature of arterial scans, 3DUS scans were
acquired from healthy volunteers and patients with diagnosed arterial disese. Scans from an
abdominal aorta (AA); four carotid arteries (CA), consisting of the commoncarotid, the carotid
bifurcation and sections of the internal and external carotid arteries; and four superficial femoral
arteries (FE) were acquired using the Stradwin freehand 3DUS system adescribed in Chapter
3. The Analyze medical image analysis package (AnalyzeDirect, Inc., Overland Park, KS,
USA. http://www.analyzedirect.com) was used to manually define the shape of thelumen on
each acquired image for each dataset. More details of this technique are found in appendix B.
Segmented artery contours were extracted from the Stradwin program using a LabVIEW Vir-
tual Instrument (VI) described in section F.3.3 of Appendix F. This VI extracts the posi-
tions of the points representing the outline of the segmented contour and saves them as a file
that can be imported into the Rhino solid modelling package (McNeel AssociatesInc., USA.
http://www.rhino3d.com). The VI also calculates the position of the centroid of each segmented
contour and saves its 3D position into an ASCII text file. The data acquisition and image pro-
cessing path used in creating each geometry is summarised in Figure 4.2.
A surface model of the segmented contours was created using Rhino, using the procedure de-
scribed in appendix D. The curvature of the centreline of the arterial geometries was calculated
before and after applying the rigid registration technique, and curvaturebefore and after was
compared using a statistical test.
4.2.1 Lofting registered and unregistered surfaces in Rhino
Registered and unregistered artery contours were lofted using the Rhinosol d modelling pack-
age. The “normal” lofting style option was used in each case. This produces a surface that
closely reflects the underlying contours. If the contours are not smoothly curved, a lumpy sur-
face model will result. Comparing lofted models of registered and unregistered artery contours
allows immediate qualitative assessment of the effect of registration on curvature.
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to Analyze andScan Patient
segment
Figure 4.2: The steps taken to produce a registered (or unregistered) artery geometry for cur-
vature measurement. The patient or healthy volunteer is firstly scanned using Stradwin. The
images from each scan are exported to Analyze for manual segmentation.The outlines of
the segmented artery shape found in each image are imported back into Stradwin to create
a spatially-registered set of artery outlines. These are then exported asa .obj containing the
spatially-registered segmented contours. A LabVIEW VI (see AppendixF, Section F.3.3 for
more details) is used to produce this file. Rhino is then used to create a surface model of the
artery using the contours defined in the .obj file. A similar procedure is followed for the regis-
tered artery datasets, except that each dataset is rigidly registered using Stradwin before export
to Rhino.
4.2.2 Measuring arterial curvature
To measure the curvature of each artery geometry, the text file containing the positions of the
centroid of each segmented contour in 3D space was used.1 The radius of the circle joining
three contiguous centroids was calculated at every position along the centrline [89]. This is
known as an osculating circle. It is a circle that is uniquely defined by thesethre points.
Figure 4.3 shows the osculating circle joining three contiguous points along thecentreline of a
3D artery model.
The pointsA(x1, y1, z1), B(x2, y2, z2), andC(x3, y3, z3), respectively signify thenth, (n +
1)th and (n + 2)th points along the centreline. To find the radius of the osculating circle
1This algorithm was developed by William T. Lee.
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Figure 4.3: An osculating circle connecting three contiguous points along the centreline of a
3D artery model.
through these three points, the following distances are calculated:
|
−→
BA |2 = (z2 − z1)
2 + (y2 − y1)




CB |2 = (z3 − z2)
2 + (y3 − y2)




AC |2 = (z1 − z3)
2 + (y1 − y3)
2 + (x1 − x3)
2. (4.3)





BA |2 · |
−→






X2 = (ux · vy − uy · vx)
2 + (uz · vx − vz · ux)
2 + (uy · vz − vy · uz)
2, (4.5)
ux = x3 − x2, uy = y3 − y2, uz = z3 − z2, vx = x1 − x3, vy = y1 − y3 and
vz = z1 − z3.
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4.2.3 Assessing the effect of registration using a statistical test
To determine whether curvature with rigid registration is greater than that without, a Wilcoxon
test for two paired samples [90] was applied to the difference between each s t of curvature
results. This test was used because the curvature data before and after registration were not
normally distributed. The null hypothesis in each case was: the median of the differ nce be-
tween the curvature of the registered and unregistered artery centrelines was zero.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Graphically assessing the effect of registration on lofted artery surface
models
To get an immediate understanding of the effect of rigid registration, images oflofted surface
models for each artery dataset are shown in Figures 4.4 to 4.12. The registe d and unregis-
tered surfaces are shown in two separate images, with a third image showing the unregistered
geometry superimposed on the registered geometry. The codes attached to each dataset name
mean:
• AA - abdominal aorta
• CA - carotid artery
• FE - superficial femoral artery
and a number is attached to each code to distinguish different datasets (e.g.CA1, FE2 etc.). The
images with the unregistered and registered geometries overlapping allow a qualit tive estimate
of the effect of registration to be made. Regions where registration has had a noticeable effect
on the shape of the original geometry are made clear by comparing the two geometries in this
way. A good example is shown in Figure 4.11 where the removal of an obvious discontinuity
in the shape of the artery by applying registration can be seen.
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(a) Unregistered artery
(b) Registered artery with unregistered artery overlaid
(c) Registered artery
Figure 4.4: A comparison of registered and unregistered datasets for AA1
(a) Unregistered artery (b) Registered artery with unregistered artery
overlaid
(c) Registered artery
Figure 4.5: A comparison of registered and unregistered datasets for CA1
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(a) Unregistered artery
(b) Registered artery with unregistered artery overlaid
(c) Registered artery
Figure 4.6: A comparison of registered and unregistered datasets for CA2
(a) Unregistered artery (b) Registered artery with unregistered artery
overlaid
(c) Registered artery
Figure 4.7: A comparison of registered and unregistered datasets for CA3
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(a) Unregistered artery (b) Registered artery with unregistered artery overlaid
(c) Registered artery
Figure 4.8: A comparison of registered and unregistered datasets for CA4
(a) Unregistered artery
(b) Registered artery with unregistered artery overlaid
(c) Registered artery
Figure 4.9: A comparison of registered and unregistered datasets for FE1
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(a) Unregistered artery
(b) Registered artery with unregistered artery overlaid
(c) Registered artery
Figure 4.10: A comparison of registered and unregistered datasets for FE2
(a) Unregistered artery
(b) Registered artery with unregistered artery overlaid
(c) Registered artery
Figure 4.11: A comparison of registered and unregistered datasets for FE3
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(a) Unregistered artery
(b) Registered artery with unregistered artery overlaid
(c) Registered artery
Figure 4.12: A comparison of registered and unregistered datasets for FE4
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4.3.2 Summary of changes in curvature
Mean curvature± the 95% confidence interval for each artery is shown in Table 4.1.
Artery Unregisteredκ Registeredκ
AA1 0.074 ± 0.031 0.073 ± 0.029
CA1 1.336 ± 0.210 1.510 ± 0.303
CA2 0.599 ± 0.118 0.479 ± 0.111
CA3 1.187 ± 0.215 1.564 ± 0.311
CA4 0.188 ± 0.046 0.144 ± 0.034
FE1 0.052 ± 0.020 0.050 ± 0.017
FE2 0.690 ± 0.085 0.642 ± 0.097
FE3 1.322 ± 0.225 1.262 ± 0.248
FE4 0.148 ± 0.082 0.186 ± 0.142
Table 4.1: A summary of the changes in artery curvatureκ due to rigid registration. Mean
curvature± the 95% confidence interval is shown for each artery.
4.3.3 Statistical test results
The results from applying the Wilcoxon test for two paired samples are presnt d in Table 4.2.
The estimated median of the difference between registered and unregistered curvature values,
along with the confidence intervals, are presented. The null hypothesis in each case was that
the median of the differences between the centreline curvature of registerd and unregistered
arteries is zero. Where the upper and lower confidence intervals contained value of zero, the
null hypothesis was not rejected (i.e. rigid registration was found to have no effect on artery
curvature) and a “0 ” appears in the “Effect” column. Where the confidence interval bounds
were both less than zero, the null hypothesis was rejected; rigid registration was considered to
decrease curvature; and a “−” appears in the “Effect” column. Where the confidence interval
bounds were both greater than zero, the null hypothesis was rejected; rigid registration was
considered to increase curvature; and a “+” appears in the “Effect” column.
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Artery N Median Upper confidence interval Lower confidence interval Effect
AA1 19 −0.001 −0.012 0.009 0
CA1 161 −0.059 −0.112 −0.002 −
CA2 81 −0.104 −0.175 −0.046 −
CA3 84 −0.243 0.058 0.469 +
CA4 23 −0.052 −0.100 −0.006 −
FE1 36 0.000 −0.007 0.004 0
FE2 154 −0.062 −0.098 −0.024 −
FE3 74 −0.063 −0.185 0.064 0
FE4 29 −0.001 −0.180 0.020 0
Table 4.2: Wilcoxon Test Results. Here, N is the number of measurements of localised curvature
κ made in each geometry. The “Effect” column interprets the results of the upp r and lower
confidence interval columns. If the confidence intervals are both less than 0, curvature was
reduced. If the confidence intervals incorporate0, there was no significant effect on curvature.
If the confidence intervals are both greater than0, curvature was increased.
4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 Corrugated surface models
Despite the use of rigid registration with a subsequent decrease in artery curvatureκ, some
surfaces show heavy corrugations such as CA1 (Figure 4.5a) and FE2 (Figure 4.10a). These
are non-physiological results which will produce spurious flow patternswhen used for CFD
simulation. This is caused mainly by poor delineation of the lumen boundary, which gives
abrupt changes in area between images.The geometries where surface co rugations are most
apparent (CA1, Figure 4.5 and FE3, Figure 4.11), which also have two of the highest mean cur-
vatures (Table 4.1), are from a patient with poorly defined lumen boundaries. The geometries
that show least corrugation (CA4, Figure 4.8 and FE1, Figure 4.9), which also have the low-
est mean curvatures (Table 4.1), are from young healthy volunteers withclearly defined lumen
boundaries. The abdominal aorta dataset (AA1, Figure 4.4) also has some breathing movement
and movement from surrounding tissue which further affect centreline curvature.
One method of reducing these effects, which are not eliminated by rigid registration, is to
change the way in which the surface is created. There are several options for producing a lofted
surface in Rhino. Normal lofting is the default setting. This produces curved lofted sections
between each contour. Straight section lofting draws straight sections between each contour
and produces a very corrugated effect. Tight lofting follows the curves used to create the lofted
surface more closely than the Normal setting. Loose lofting allows the surface to move away
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from the original curves to increase the smoothness of the lofted surface. The effect of each
of these lofting styles is shown in Figure 4.13. Applying loose lofting with smoothing to the
CA1 and FE2 datasets gives a reduction in corrugations at the expense of less respect of the
underlying US data (Figure 4.14).
4.4.2 Statistical test results
From the results of the Wilcoxon test in Table 4.2, it is clear that
• For 4 out of 9 arteries (44%) registration decreased focal curvature
• For 1 out of 9 arteries (12%) registration increased focal curvature
• For 4 out of 9 arteries (44%) registration had no significant effect on curvature.
Out of these arteries,
• 3× carotid arteries and1× femoral arteries had decreased curvature
• 1× carotid artery had increased curvature
• 1× abdominal aorta and3× femoral arteries had unaffected curvature.
On the basis of these results, it is apparent that rigid registration has most effect on the curvature
of the carotid artery, and least effect on the femoral artery. In most cases for the carotid artery,
rigid registration had the desired effect of decreasing focal curvature, hus removing some of
the effects of patient movement and probe pressure.
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(a) Normal lofting
(b) Straight section lofting
(c) Tight lofting
(d) Loose lofting
Figure 4.13: A comparison of different styles of lofting using Rhino. (a) Normal lofting is the
default setting. (b) Straight section lofting draws straight sections between each contour. (c)
Tight lofting follows the curves used to create the lofted surface more closely than the Normal
setting. (d) Loose lofting allows the surface to move away from the original curves to increase
smoothness.
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(a) CA1
(b) FE2
Figure 4.14: Loose-lofted surfaces for CA1 and FE2. The upper image in each pair shows the
surface created with “normal” lofting. The lower image in each pair shows thesame contours
with “loose” lofting with a smoothing factor of1.5. Loose lofting with smoothing respects the
underlying data less, but reduces corrugations in the surface.
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4.5 Conclusion
Rigid registration may reduce patient movement and probe pressure artefacts, specially in the
carotid artery. Variation in the area of manually segmentated lumen boundariesand arterial
movement are responsible for the corrugated effect that remains in many registered artery mod-
els. When a solid modelling package is used to create artery models, the use ofloose lofting
and smoothing is recommended to reduce this effect.
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Chapter 5
Gating ultrasound data using Stradx:
is retrospective gating equivalent to
ECG gating?
5.1 Introduction
Retrospective gating of US data finds wide use where gating using the electrocardiogram (ECG)
signal from the heart cannot be used. One application of retrospective gating is found in IVUS
where the implantation of the US catheter can interfere with the surrounding tissue [91]. It is
also useful when 3D freehand US is used with a magnetic position sensor. Using retrospective
gating cuts down on the presence of metal cables and electrodes which canause interference
with magnetic position sensors [92]. Retrospective gating can also be usedwhen imaging mode
settings do not allow the use of ECG gated data acquisition. This is the case with the HDI5000
US scanner used in this study. Use of the SonoCT compounding mode [23] does not allow use
of ECG gating. This is due to the complexity of synchronisation of the compounded images
received from each movement of the steered US beam (see Figure 5.1).SonoCT compounding
improves resolution, reduces edge shadowing artefacts [23, 28] and enhances the visibility of
the artery wall. These are highly desirable qualities which can enhance US data for use with
manual and automatic segmentation techniques.
Gated data is required for the creation of artery geometries for computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) simulation [66]. Therefore the use of a retrospective gating technique to find data from
one consistent timepoint throughout a US dataset to enable the generation of an artery model is
required.
The Stradx 3DUS program [53], a predecessor to the Stradwin program, fe tures a retrospective
gating function. Considering the backward compatibility of Stradwin data as used throughout
this thesis, a modification of the Stradx retrospective gating method was used. The Stradx
retrospective gating method was used with modification due to its inability to correctly calculate




Figure 5.1: Steering of the US beam in SonoCT to produce a compound image. In normal US
scanning, the US beam is directed vertically into the patient, and produces dirctional effects
such as the bright outlines at the top and bottom of the circular vessel shown. With SonoCT, the
US beam is steered back and forth and the steered images are compounded to produce a bright
outline all the way round the vessel wall.
The use of a retrospective technique should lead one to question its validity:are retrospectively
gated datasets the same as ECG gated datasets? The use of SonoCT compounding should
also lead one to question how similar images recorded with this imaging mode are to images
recorded without compounding. This chapter will describe the use of a straigh tube flow phan-
tom to study these two issues.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Scanning straight phantoms to assess variation in gating methods and
scanning mode
Considering that patients and healthy volunteers were scanned, it would seem reasonable to
use in-vivo data to assess the variability of gating methods and scanning modes. However
several factors prevent the use of freehand 3DUS data from being used to make meaningful
comparisons between datasets:
• No control over the angle of the transducer is available. Different scans will contain
artery images with different diameters.
• No control of the position of acquisition of each image can be attempted. Start and end
points of scans for comparison will not be the same.
• The spacing of individual images along the artery cannot be controlled. Multiple scans
of the same artery therefore may not be spaced at the same distance.
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Figure 5.2: Straight phantom datasets (L to R: ECG gated, B-mode, B-mode with SonoCT).
These false 3D reconstructed datasets are shown with data shown in the x and y axes from the
US images in each dataset, and the z axis showing image number (time) in each dat set. The
ECG gated dataset shows minimal variation in cross-section, whereas theungated datasets
show changes in cross-section due to pulsatile flow.
• Anatomical variation (e.g. a gradual increase in artery diameter over a section of artery)
cannot be controlled. Variation in area caused by acquisition settings may bemasked by
anatomical variation.
Because of these issues, a straight tube flow phantom was used to assess variation in gating
methods and scanning mode (see Figure 5.2). The wall-less flow phantom was constructed
from tissue mimicking material according to the method described by Ramnarine etal. [46].
A sinusoidal input velocity profile was sent into the flow phantom using a computer-controlled
pump. Blood-mimicking fluid was pumped through the phantom which was made to therecip
of Teirlinck et al. [93]. To avoid variation in measured phantom area fromdifferent transducer
angles, the transducer was clamped in one position using a clamp stand. The L12-5 38mm
transducer was used with the “Cerebrovascular/Carotid” preset. Nine datasets were captured in
total: three each of ECG gated data, ungated data and ungated data with SonoCT compounding.
The depth setting was fixed at3.9 cm and the TGC sliders were set to the mid position for each
acquisition.
5.2.2 Measuring phantom area using thresholding
To simplify the task of measuring phantom area, a LabVIEW Virtual Instrument (VI) was
created (see Appendix F section F.2.3). This VI reads in the straight phanom data from the
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captured Stradwin file and allows the user to define a region of interest (ROI) on every image
corresponding to the position of the inside of the phantom tube. A threshold isapplied to the
image and the area of the thresholded pixels is calculated and saved as a textfile. Consistent
thresholds (from grey levels of 27 to 58) were used for every datasetto allow direct comparison
between results. The threshold was defined to fill only the section of the imageth t corre-
sponded to the fluid-filled region of the flow phantom. If a grey level highert an the upper
bound of these values were used, the fluid-filled region of the phantom would be overfilled and
any variation in phantom shape due to pulsatile flow would not be detected. Similarly, if grey
level lower than the lower bound of the threshold values were used, the fluid-filled region would
be underfilled and variation in phantom shape would not be detected. The calculation of these
grey values is specific to the US scanner and the phantom used for this analy is and may vary
with other US scanners and phantoms.
5.2.3 Retrospective gating using Stradx
To retrospectively gate a 3D scan of an artery the user needs to define wher the artery is on
each image. The Stradx program allows the user to set a ROI over the artery in every image,
and then threshold the image. Thresholded pixels covered by the ROI are counted and the result
from every image is used to develop a cardiac activity (CA) waveform (see Figure 5.3).
An ECG phase angle value for each image is then calculated on the basis of theCA waveform.
The dominant periodic component of the whole CA waveform is found by Stradx to create the
ECG phase plots. CA waveforms from a straight flow phantom with pulsatile flow, a healthy
volunteer, and a diseased patient are given in Figure 5.4. Note that in all cases, CA has arbitrary
units. The phase angle plot created for the straight tube phantom (5.4a) shows a clearly periodic
waveform that is in phase with the CA waveform, as would be expected. However, the phase
angle plot for the healthy volunteer (5.4b) is out of phase with the periodic CA waveform. For
the patient with arterial disease, the CA plot is clearly periodic, but the ECG phase angle plot
is again out of phase (5.4c).
Instead of using the calculated ECG phase angle to gatein-vivo data, the peaks of the periodic
CA trace were used. A LabVIEW VI was developed to read the CA trace from the Stradx
datafile and find the peaks (Appendix F, section F.4.3). User intervention was then required
to move through the selected peaks and ensure that they corresponded to thlargest area of
the artery at each point (see Figure 5.5). Peaks that were erroneouslyidentified were manu-
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Peak flow No flow (trough)












Figure 5.3: Calculating the cardiac activity waveform. The flow images are taken from a
straight tube phantom with a sinusoidal flow profile. The size of the thresholded ROI on each US
image (shown in pink) is measured. Cardiac activity is related to segmented area in pixels, but
is calculated with arbitrary units. In this case, a sinusoidal cardiac activity trace is produced
in phase with the sinusoidal flow profile.
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(a) Cardiac activity and phase angle for a straight tube
phantom. The peak cardiac activity is consistently aligned
with zero phase angle.
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(b) Cardiac activity and phase angle for a healthy carotid.
The periodic nature of the cardiac activity waveform can
be clearly seen. The phase angle trace is unaligned to the
cardiac activity waveform.
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(c)Cardiac activity and phase angle for a carotid with steno-
sis in the common carotid.
Figure 5.4: Cardiac activity (arbitrary units) and phase angle (degrees) comparedfor three
different US scans, onein-vitro on a straight tube phantom and twoin-vivo from a healthy
volunteer and a patient. Vertical dashed lines show the position of the imageswith peak cardiac
activity. The horizontal dashed lines show zero phase angle or cardiac activity.
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Figure 5.5: The LabVIEW VI used to gate a Stradwin dataset using a .sxp file. The program
finds the peaks (or troughs) of the CA waveform automatically. The user can scroll through the
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Figure 5.6: The image processing path used to create retrospectively-gated datasets. Explana-
tions of the function of the two VIs used here are given in Appendix F, sections F.4.3 and F.5.3
for “SW gate to SXP peaks.vi” and “SWselect.vi” respectively.
ally removed, and peaks that were erroneously ignored could be addedmanually. The image
numbers corresponding to the edited peaks were saved as a text file. Another VI (Appendix F,
section F.5.3) was developed to create a gated Stradwin datafile by filtering it using the text file
of peak CA image numbers. The full processing path from image acquisition togeneration of
a retrospectively-gated dataset is shown in Figure 5.6.
Retrospective gating produces unsatisfactory results for unclear images, especially from pa-
tients with severe disease. More manual intervention is required in this case toproduce a
correctly-gated data file. Despite this shortcoming, using ungated data has the dvantage of be-
ing able to measure arterial wall motion over the whole artery, given an automatic segmentation
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technique capable of using US images. Also, in patients who suffer from cardia arrhythmia,
it may be impossible to use ECG gating. This leaves retrospective gating as the only option
available to produce gated data from such patients.
5.2.4 Statistical Analysis
Two statistical tests were carried out on thresholded phantom areas usingMINITAB (Minitab
Inc., State College PA, USA. http://www.minitab.com). Data were treated as unpaired in both
cases because although all measurements were made on the same phantom, different imaging
modes or gating methods were used each time. Areas from each of the three datas ts for each
type of acquisition were concatenated into one file for analysis.
5.2.4.1 Comparing SonoCT and non-SonoCT data
SonoCT and non-SonoCT data were compared to find out if there was anydifference in the
thresholded area of the phantom due to imaging mode. The SonoCT data werenot normally
distributed (see Figure 5.8b), so a Mann-Whitney U-test was used to compare SonoCT and
non-SonoCT data [90]. The null hypothesis was: areas measured using SonoCT are equal to
areas measured without SonoCT.
5.2.4.2 Comparing retrospectively gated data to ECG gated data
Retrospectively gated datasets captured without SonoCT were comparedto ECG gated datasets
to find out if there was any difference in the area of the phantom due to gating method. Ret-
rospective gated data without SonoCT was compared to ECG gated data becuse (as will be
shown later) images captured with SonoCT gave larger thresholded areasthan without SonoCT.
Therefore retrospective gating was applied to images captured without SonoCT for this com-
parison. A Mann-Whitney U-test was used to test gated data due to the small sa p e size of the
retrospectively gated dataset (No. of samples (N)= 18 compared toN = 594 for ECG gated





5.3.1 Straight phantom areas
Figure 5.7 shows a comparison between phantom areas measured with ECG gating and with
and without SonoCT compounding. This figure shows that areas measured with SonoCT are
consistently up to10% larger than areas measured without it. Low variation of up to2% in






















SonoCT normal ECG gated
Figure 5.7: Thresholded areas of the flow phantom measured from a scan without SonoCT (la-
belled as “normal” on the chart), a scan with SonoCT, and an ECG gated scan. SonoCT areas
are consistenly larger than areas measured without SonoCT. The imageresolution (pixels/mm)
is the same for each of the three scans, so the different numbers of pixelscorr pond to different
measured areas.
5.3.2 Summaries of the data
Figure 5.8 shows histograms of ungated phantom areas with and without SonoCT compound-
ing. Figure 5.9 shows box-whisker plots of these datasets. Figure 5.10 shows histograms
of gated phantom areas using retrospective gating and ECG gating. Figure 5.11 shows box-
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(a) A histogram of ungated phantom areas mea-
sured from an ungated phantom 3DUS dataset
imaged without SonoCT compounding. The
data appear to be normally distributed.
(b) A histogram of ungated phantom areas mea-
sured from an ungated phantom 3DUS dataset
imaged with SonoCT compounding. The data
do not appear to be normally distributed.
Figure 5.8: Histograms of ungated phantom areas. The fact that both the datasets arenot
normally distributed implies that a statistical test that assumes normal distribution of the data
(such as a T-test) may not be used to compare them.
whisker plots of these datasets. The box-whisker plots summarise all of the areas measured
from each dataset. Whiskers (the horizontal lines extended above and below the boxes) show
the maximum and minimum areas respectively measured in each dataset. The upper and lower
bounds of the box indicate the 3rd quartile and 1st quartile of the dataset resp ctively, while the























Figure 5.9: Box-whisker plots of phantom area measured without SonoCT (labelled “nor-
mal”) and with SonoCT image compounding. Measured phantom areas using SonoCT are
usually larger than those measured without SonoCT, as shown by the highr median value of
the SonoCT dataset.
(a) A histogram of gated phantom areas mea-
sured from an ECG gated phantom 3DUS
dataset.Number of images (N) =594.
(b) A histogram of phantom areas measured
from a retrospectively gated 3DUS dataset
without SonoCT. Number of images (N) =
18.
Figure 5.10: Histograms of gated phantom areas. The large difference in sample sizesof the
two datasets implies that a statistical test that assumes similar sample size (such as the T-test)




















Figure 5.11: Box-whisker plots of phantom area measured from a retrospectively gated 3DUS
dataset with SonoCT and an ECG gated dataset. Both datasets have similar ranges nd similar
median values. The retrospectively-gated dataset has a lower interquartile r nge, implying that
this method suffers from less variation in measured area than ECG gating.
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5.3.3 Statistical test results
Summaries of the Mann-Whitney U-test with unequal variances for the data comparing phan-
tom areas with and without SonoCT compounding are shown in Table 5.1. Theresults of the




Probability (adjusted for ties) p < 0.05
Table 5.1: Mann-Whitney U-test results for the ungated datasets
Dataset N Median
Retro gated 18 2687
ECG gated 594 2683
Probability (adjusted for ties) p = 0.04
Table 5.2: Mann-Whitney U-test results for the gated datasets
5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Statistical analysis of area with and without SonoCT compounding
As can be seen from Table 5.1, the difference between areas with and without SonoCT is
statistically significant (p < 0.05). Therefore the null hypothesis, that areas measured using
SonoCT are equal to areas measured without SonoCT, was rejected. By inspection of Figure
5.7, areas measured with SonoCT are consistently larger than areas measured without it. This
is most likely due to the increased resolution of images recorded with SonoCT.
Before the US image is captured using Stradwin, it is resampled and converted to an analogue
video format. For images captured with and without SonoCT, the size of the captured video
frame is the same, but the display resolution on the US machine screen is different. The clearer
outline of the walls of the straight phantom on SonoCT images is suggestive ofthis increase in
resolution which is masked by the process of video conversion. A closeupof the same section
of the straight phantom (Figure 5.12) shows this effect.This effect is onlyof significance when
comparing images captured with SonoCT to images captured without SonoCT.
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(a) A closeup of the straight tube phantom im-
aged without SonoCT.
(b) A closeup of the straight tube phantom im-
aged with SonoCT.
Figure 5.12: Comparing closeups of video captured images from the straight tube phantom
imaged with and without SonoCT compounding. Figure (a) shows more speckle noise and a
less smooth outline of the side of the phantom. The increased smoothness of Figure (b) is
indicative of the higher resolution of the SonoCT scan before video conversion.
5.4.2 Statistical analysis of retrospective and ECG gating
From Table 5.2 the difference between retrospective and ECG gated datasets is statistically
significant (p < 0.05). Therefore there is some evidence to reject the null hypothesis that the
areas of images gated retrospectively are the same as the areas of images gated using ECG. This
difference points to two factors for the difference in areas measured using each gating method:
the acquisition parameters used in capturing ECG gated data, and the lag between measured
phantom area and cardiac activity for the same dataset.
ECG gating cannot be set automatically: the user must select the position of thepoints on the
ECG trace using the US machine console. This requires a degree of skill to set up, and the point
of peak flow (for example) on the ECG trace can easily be missed by a few milliseconds. Figure
5.7 demonstrates this. Area measurements from three scans of the same dataset (two without
gating and one with ECG gating at peak flow) show that for 6 out of 8 flow waveforms, the ECG
gated area is smaller than the ungated peak areas without SonoCT. Retrospective gating gives a
more robust and repeatable measure of the point of peak flow in an arterydataset because it can










































Normalised cardiac activity Normalised phantom area
Figure 5.13: A comparison of cardiac activity to thresholded phantom area. Cardiac activity
consistently leads phantom area.
A factor that may contribute to the observed difference between gating methods is the delay
between the change in phantom area and the change in the CA waveform (see Figure 5.13).
The CA waveform is based on the change in thresholded area, so it should change at the same
time as the thresholded area. However, the CA trace precedes the changein phantom area. This
difference may further explain differences in gating methods. To guarantee correct retrospective
gating, the user can manually check the position of each peak of the CA waveform using the
LabVIEW VI discussed in section 5.5.
5.5 Conclusion
Comparing the area of a straight tube flow phantom measured with and withoutSonoCT com-
pounding showed that area measured with SonoCT was larger than when measured without
SonoCT. This was due to the enhanced resolution of SonoCT imaging, producing more smaller
pixels around the borders of the thresholded phantom area. A comparison of retrospectively
gated and ECG gated US images from a straight flow phantom revealed that areas of the flow
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phantom measured using retrospective gating were different to areas measured using ECG gat-
ing. This was due to the cardiac activity waveform generated by the retrosp ctive gating al-
gorithm in Stradx lagging behind the true area of the phantom, and the variabilityinherent
in setting up and recording ECG gated data with the HDI5000 US scanner. Careful selection
of the gated peaks using the described software ensures that a retrospec ively gated dataset is
produced that is equivalent to an ECG gated dataset.
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Segmentation of 3D ultrasound data: a
comparison of automatic methods with
manual methods
6.1 Introduction
Segmentation of 3DUS data is an important step in the creation of patient-specificartery mod-
els. Segmentation is the process of defining anatomical boundaries on a medical image. Many
segmentation methods exist that vary depending on the anatomical structure of interest and the
type of data used for segmentation. Recent advances in the field are reviewed by Noble and
Boukerroui [27]. In most cases manual segmentation (also known as manual planimetry) is
considered a “gold standard” technique. An outline drawn by an experienced expert observer
(in most cases a radiologist or sonographer) is considered to represent the best available seg-
mentation in any particular case. Expert observer time is expensive, and manual segmentation
is a difficult and time-consuming manual task and vulnerable to variation. This isespecially so
for large studies with many thousands of images. The drive towards developing semi-automatic
techniques that rely on little manual input is therefore based on reducing thetime to segment
and increasing the repeatability of segmentation.
To create a patient-specific artery model from a 3DUS scan, the lumen (the area inside the
artery that carries blood) needs to be identified. Due to the directional nature of US scanning,
the sides of the lumen as seen in arterial US images are often less well definedtha the top and
bottom of the lumen. The US beam is transmitted into the body from one direction (typicall
from above the artery in arterial scanning) resulting in increased resolution of the top of the
artery but reduced resolution of the sides (see Figure 6.1). The absence of data at the sides
of arterial US scans is a fundamental limitation of US imaging, and is an important ch llenge
for both manual and semi-automatic segmentation techniques: if there is no clearutline at the
sides of the lumen, how can the “true” lumen boundary be defined in these regions? SonoCT
compounding [23] can reduce this artefact but does not eliminate it completely in most scans.
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Three-dimensional compounding of several scans taken at differentangles around the artery
of interest is another method which may reduce this artefact [94]. However for some arteries
it is impossible to move the transducer far enough around to completely reducethis artefact.
Performing multiple scans at different angles also increases the time required to scan a patient.
Figure 6.1: An example of how the directionality of US imaging affects the clarity of the lu-
men outline. The top and bottom edges of the lumen reflect more of the US beam back to the
transducer, and are clearly seen. The edges of the lumen are less welldefined.
A semi-automatic registration-based segmentation method was used to segment arterial d tasets.
The segmentations produced by this method were analysed by calculating the accuracy of the
method compared to manual segmentation and by calculating the precision of the method from
repeated segmentations performed on three test datasets.
6.2 Methods
The Sheffield Image Registration Toolkit (ShIRT) is a registration-based semi-automatic seg-
mentation method [95]. This was developed initially for the segmentation of MRI and CT
images. This represents the first time this toolkit has been used on US data. The toolkit is
available as a compiled program which can be used with Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick,
MA, USA. http://www.mathworks.com). It is a registration-based segmentation tech ique: the
images are registered before segmentation. A schematic of how ShIRT is used is hown in
Figure 6.2, and another example using real US data is shown in Figure 6.3. The user defines a
registration region on a single image near the centre of the dataset, showing the major features
of the images which will be registered. In this case, a region defined around the outside of the
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artery is used as the registration region. ShIRT then registers the images, ali ning the defined
features in the other images to the image with the registration region. A segmentation outl ne
is then defined on an image in the dataset with good contrast and clear lumen boundaries. This
segmented outline is then morphed to suit the other images in the dataset. To createa s t of
segmented contours which corresponds to the original set of images, the segmented contours
are unregistered and exported to Stradwin where they can be superimposed on the original US
images to confirm the accuracy of the segmentation.
Gold standard manual segmentation was carried out using Analyze (AnalyzeDirect, Inc., Over-
land Park, KS, USA. http://www.analyzedirect.com). Images from the Stradwin3DUS datafile
were imported and segmented individually using a spline-based drawing method. T e spline
from imagen − 1 may be imported to imagen to provide continuity between the shape of the
segmented contour on different images. A more comprehensive description of its use is found
in Appendix B. A diagram of the image processing route used with manual andsemi-automatic
segmentation methods is shown in figure 6.4.
6.2.1 Methods to measure the accuracy and precision of segmentation tech-
niques
There are almost as many methods of assessing the performance of segmentation techniques
as there are segmentation techniques. Some groups consider a single important factor that is
measured by a segmentation routine such as heart chamber volume [25] or the diameter of
a foetal head measured from one image [96]. Other factors could be considered such as the
position of the centroid of the automatically-segmented contour compared to thatf the gold
standard contour. However, as Hammoude [96] points out
A meaningful indication of border accuracy is provided only if the error measure
is a mathematical metric. A metric generates a real-valued, non-negative quantifi-
cation of contour error which is zero only when the two contours are truly ident -
cal...Relatively few investigators implement metrical error measures. Other inves-
tigators, therefore, base system evaluation on misleading error criteria.
It is therefore important to define a valid metric for assessing the performance of a segmentation
technique. Rules to define a valid metric are given by Chalana and Kim [97].
Many metrics only assess one aspect of the performance of a segmentationtechnique. They
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(a) US images are read from
the Stradwin file. The registra-
tion of each image to the po-
sition sensor is discarded and
the images are treated as a se-
quence of non-spatially regis-
tered images.
(b) The US images are rigidly regis-
tered. In a centrally located image in
the sequence, a region of interest (ROI)
is defined that covers the artery. ShIRT
rigidly registers the other images in the
sequence to the features in the ROI by
rotating and translating them until the
portion of the artery shown in each im-
age overlaps.
(c) The user defines an ini-
tial segmentation using the
mouse, clearly outlining the
shape of the lumen.
(d) The initial segmentation is mor-
phed to match the shape of the artery
in the other images in the sequence.
(e) To create a segmented ver-
sion of the original US images,
the registered image sequence
with the overlaid segmented
contours is unregistered.
Figure 6.2: A schematic showing how ShIRT is used to register and segment 3DUS images.
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(a) Cropped portions of the original US images. Using a cropped image reduces memory use and pro-
cessing time for registration and segmentation.
(b) Registered US images. The left-hand and middle images have been translated and rotated to match
the right-hand image, which is at the centre of the image sequence. The imag s earing at the left-hand
border of the registered images shows where some movement has taken pl c .
(c) Segmented registered US images. A manually-defined contour was drawn on one of the images and
then morphed to match the shape of the artery in the other images.
(d) Unregistered and segmented US images. To recover the original imageswith an overlaid segmented
contour, the images are unregistered. These images may then be imported back into Stradwin and used to
create a 3D segmented artery outline.
Figure 6.3: Using ShIRT to segment US images (following the example in Figure 6.2). Figure
(a) shows some cropped images from a section of a common carotid. In Figure (b), the images
have been rigidly registered to an image at the centre of the dataset. Figure(c) shows the
registered images with a segmented outline applied to each. The final step, shown in Figure
(d), involves unregistering the segmented dataset using the mapping previously defined in the
registration step. The segmentation now corresponds to the original imagedata.
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Figure 6.4: The image processing path used to create segmented 3DUS images. The pa-
tient or volunteer is scanned using the Stradwin 3DUS system. The images captured in this
3DUS dataset are exported to bitmap (BMP) format. For manual segmentatio , the images
are imported into Analyze and the lumen shape is manually outlined on each image. For semi-
automatic segmentation, the images are imported into the ShIRT segmentation and registration
program. An initial lumen shape is manually defined on the first image in the dataset. The
initial shape is then morphed to match the shape of the lumen on subsequentimages.
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usually calculate how different a contour created using a partially automatedsegmentation tech-
nique is to a manually-outlined gold standard segmentation. The metrics proposed by Udupa et
al. [98] allows a more comprehensive assessment. They can measure howmuch the automati-
cally segmented contour was inside and how much it was outside of the gold standard contour.
This set of metrics was intended originally for a 3D volumetric dataset. These wr modified
to be applicable to 2D image space, since segmentation of Stradwin 3DUS data was done on an
image-by-image basis without reference to the 3D coordinate system provided by the position
sensor. The applicable metrics are defined in the following sections. Before describing these
metrics, some definitions are required.
• O is the physical object of interest. In the context of this study, this is the lumen of the
artery of interest.
• Ud is the scene containing the objects to be segmented. This is equivalent to the whole
image in a 2D case.
• Ctd is the true delineation (td), considered in this case to be the pixels on the image
corresponding to the manually-defined gold standard segmentation.
• CMd is the automatically-segmented delineation defined using methodM, where method
M in this case is the ShIRT segmentation method.
Several quantities can be derived from these basic definitions. These ar the false negative
sceneCFN
CFN = Ctd − C
M
d , (6.1)
the false positive sceneCFP
CFP = C
M
d − Ctd, (6.2)
the true negative sceneCTN
CTN = Ud − C
M
d − Ctd (6.3)
and the true positive sceneCTP
CTP = C
M
d ∩ Ctd. (6.4)
These scenes are illustrated in Figure 6.5.
Two important measures of segmentation performance are derived from [98] to suit a 2D image.
The true negative area fraction (TNAF ) expresses the fraction of the image in the gold standard
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Figure 6.5: An illustration of the different scenes used to define a set of segmentation error
metrics. Ud is the US image.Ctd is the manually segmented outline (the true delineation).
CMd is the outline created using ShIRT.CTP is the True Positive scene, the portion inside the
manually segmented outline correctly identified by ShIRT (shown with horizontal lines). CTN
is the True Negative scene, the portion of the image that is not inside the manually segmented
outline (shown in white).CFP , the False Positive scene, is the portion of the image identified
by ShIRT that is outside the manually segmented outline (shown in vertical lines). CFN , the
False Negative scene, is the portion of the manually segmented outline that was not identified
by ShIRT (shown in grey).
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(a) The original image show-
ing the true delineation (Ctd)
as the black circle near the
centre of the image.
(b) The automatically-defined
segmentation (CMd ) outlined
in grey is smaller in area
than Ctd. A small portion
of CMd extends beyondCtd
(TPAF = 0.89, TNAF =
0.93).
(c) CMd has a smaller area
than Ctd and has roughly
half its area inside and half
outside the true delineation
(TPAF = 0.58, TNAF =
0.90)
(d) CMd resides completely
outside of Ctd and has a
smaller area (TPAF = 0,
TNAF = 0.96).
(e) CMd has a larger area than
Ctd and partially covers it
(TPAF = 0.08, TNAF =
0.64).
(f) CMd andCtd have the same
diameter and centre and com-
pletely overlap (TPAF = 1,
TNAF = 1)
Figure 6.6: The effect of changes in the automatically-defined segmentationCMd on the value
of theTNAF andTPAF metrics. In each case the true delineationCtd is outlined in black
and the automatic segmentationCMd is in grey.
segmentation that was missed by the automatic method.




The true positive area fraction (TPAF ) expresses the fraction of the image falsely identified





To illustrate the effect of different segmentation results on these two metrics,Figure 6.6 shows
a simulated image with the true delineation (Ctd) in black. The automatically-defined segmen-
tationCMd is outlined in grey on each image. Values ofTNAF andTPAF are given for each
image to show the effect of variations in the position and shape ofCMd on the value of each
performance metric.
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By using these two fractions we can measure thedelineation sensitivityusingTPAFMd (O)
and thedelineation specificityusingTNAFMd (O). The closer these two measures are to1, the
more closely the ShIRT segmentation matches the gold standard manual segmentation. These
two measures were used to evaluate the accuracy of ShIRT compared to manual segmentation.
6.2.2 Assessing the precision of ShIRT
Precision is another important feature of segmentation. The precision (PR)of the same image
segmented twice using a single techniqueM is defined by
PRMT1(O) =
|C01 ∩ C02 |
|C01 ∪ C02 |
. (6.7)
This is the intraobserver precision. It represents the total area of the imagth t is common to
bothC01 andC02 as a fraction of the total area of the image in the union ofC01 andC02 .
To calculate the inter-operator precision, three 3DUS datasets representative of the three differ-
ent arteries considered in this thesis (the abdominal aorta, the carotid artery, nd the superficial
femoral artery) were segmented (see Figure 6.7).
Each dataset consisted of up to 11 images taken from three healthy volunteer 3DUS scans.
These were segmented five times manually and five times using ShIRT. The settingsused in
each ShIRT segmentation are listed in Table 6.1.
The intraobserver precision for both segmentation methods was calculated using the method
Figure 6.7: Three segmented arteries (L to R: abdominal aorta, carotid artery, femoral artery).
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Image cropping Sufficient to include the artery on all images plus 50 pixels
Registration node spacing 8
Registration method Rigid.
Segmented image The first image in the series was used for initial manual segmentation
Initial segmentation method By hand. A new initial segmentation was used each time.
Segmentation node spacing16
Table 6.1: Settings used with ShIRT to register and segment US data. Registration nodespacing
refers to the number of nodes in the alignment grid used to perform the initial image registra-
tion. Higher values of node spacing produce a higher resolution registrat on at the expense
of increased computing time. Segmentation node spacing refers to the numbr of nodes in the
grid used to map the segmented shape. A higher node spacing will produce a higher resolution
segmentation, again at the expense of increased computing time.
described by equation 6.7. To assess whether ShIRT is as precise as manual segmentation, a
Mann-Whitney U-test [90] was used. This statistical test was used becaus the precision values
for the ShIRT segmentations were not normally distributed. The null hypothesis (H0) was: the
sample of precision values for the ShiRT-segmented dataset comes from thesame population as
the sample of precision values for the manually-segmented dataset. This hypothesis was tested
against three alternative hypotheses for each dataset. The alternativehypotheses considered the
median (η) of values of PR for the ShIRT segmented datasets (ηS) and the manually segmented
datasets (ηm). They were:
• ηS < ηm
• ηS 6= ηm
• ηS > ηm.
Testing these alternative hypotheses showed which of the two segmentation techniques had the
highest precision for the three 3DUS datasets considered here.
6.2.3 Comparing ShIRT to a set of intraobserver segmentations
A quick and simple method of assessing whether ShIRT is as good as manual segmentation
is reported in Chalana and Kim [97] with modifications suggested by Alberola-L pez et al.
[99]. The percent statistic test computes the percentage of images where the ShIRT-generated
segmentation lies within the range of segmentations created by a human observer. This was
originally designed to compare an automatic method with theint robserver error. However
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here ShIRT is compared to theintraobserver error which is a much more stringent test: one
observer is more precise than several observers. The percent statistic est checks whether the
maximum ShIRT-to-observer error is less than or equal to the maximum intraobserver error i.e.
max
i
{e(C, Oi)} ≤ max
i,j
{e(Oi, Oj)} (6.8)
whereC is the computer-defined segmented contour andOi is a manually defined contour
wherei 6= j. This test is carried out on a per-image basis, deciding whether the ShIRTseg-
mentation on imageN is as good as the manual segmentations on imageN . To determine
whether a set of ShIRT segmentations on the images in a given 3DUS datasetis good as the
sets of manual segmentations, the percentage of times that the ShIRT segmentations lie within
the intraobserver range is compared to the expected probability that the ShIRT segmentations
should lie in the intraobserver range.
Given the hypothesis that the expected probability that the ShIRT segmentedcontour and the
manually-segmented contours are samples from the same distribution, the expected rcentage
of times that the ShIRT-segmented boundaries lie within the intraobserver range is given by




wheren = number of observers. To test whether the percent statistic calculated from the ShIRT







whereN = number of images,p is defined in equation 6.9,q = 1 − p, z1−α is the value for
which G(z1−α) = 1 − α andG(·) is the distribution function of a normal standard variable.
Here,z1−α = 1.6449 for α = 0.05. WhenZ > p − ǫ (whereZ = the mean percent statistic
calculated from the ShIRT segmented boundaries using equation 6.8) the ShIRT segmented
dataset is considered to be part of the population of manually-segmented datasets.






which measures the fraction of the image in the true delineationCtd that was missed by seg-
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which measures the area of the image falsely identified by segmentation methodM as a fraction
of the area of the imageUd that is truly not in the object. These two metrics were used instead
of theTNAF andTPAF metrics used earlier because lower values ofFNAF andFPAF
imply better performance of the ShIRT segmentation technique, in the same way that a lower
value of error implies better performance.
Values of theFPAF andFNAF metrics were calculated for the set of three datasets rep-
resenting a healthy example of an abdominal aorta, a carotid artery and a superficial femoral
artery. Each human-segmented image was tested against every other human-seg ented image
using these two metrics, and the highest value of each metric was found. Similarly, ShIRT
segmentations were tested against the human segmentations and the maximum valueof e ch
metric was found. The percent statistic test was used to determine whether theighest value of
each metric for the ShIRT vs. observer tests was greater than or equal tothe highest value of
each metric for the intraobserver tests on each image. The percentage of timesthat the ShIRT
vs. observer tests met this condition was tested using equations 6.9 and 6.10,giving an in-
dication of whether ShIRT was as accurate as the observer at segmentingach 3DUS artery
dataset.
6.2.4 Assessing the accuracy of ShIRT on full artery scans
Using ShIRT to segment small sections of healthy arteries is useful for defining precision and
comparing its results to those of manual segmentation. The use of ShIRT on a full d taset with
all the variation in image quality, artery position and edge definition found in typical in-vivo
scanning for healthy volunteers and patients with disease was used to provide a realistic test.
Six full datasets from healthy volunteers and patients were segmented manually using Analyze.
These were then segmented using ShIRT and theTNAF andTPAF metrics were calculated
for each image. The six datasets are described in the following sections.
6.2.4.1 An abdominal aorta from a healthy volunteer
A young healthy volunteer was scanned using the C5-2 abdominal probe.The abdominal aorta
is clearly visible among the other vessels in the abdomen (see Figure 6.8). Thescan begins at
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the point where the AA ascends from above the spinal column and ends asthe two iliac arteries
branch off into the pelvis. Some respiratory movement is visible, although the volunteer was
scanned with their breath held.
6.2.4.2 A carotid from a healthy volunteer
The right carotid artery and internal and external carotid arteries of a yung healthy volunteer
were scanned. This is a very good quality scan, with the intima-media layer clearly visible on
many images (see Figure 6.9), especially in the common carotid before the bulb.
6.2.4.3 A carotid from a patient with a large plaque near the carotid bulb
A thin patient with no reported carotid artery disease was scanned. The patient was found to
have a large plaque located downstream of the bulb in the common carotid (seeFigur 6.10).
Very complex plaque geometry was clearly visible here. Although the patient was hin, and in
many places in the scan intimal-medial thickening is visible, the intima-media layer was not
well defined on many of the images in the dataset. The lumen boundary was alsovery poorly
defined at and beyond the bulb, resulting in poorly defined outlines of the internal carotid artery
in particular.
6.2.4.4 A femoral artery from a healthy volunteer
This scan was from a healthy volunteer (see Figure 6.11). The scan extends from above the
inguinal ligament to where the superficial femoral descends behind the knee. The lumen outline
is poorly defined at the start (near the groin) and the end (near the knee) of this scan, but more
clearly defined in the middle.
6.2.4.5 A femoral artery from a patient
The superficial femoral artery of a patient with no reported femoral artery disease was scanned
(see Figure 6.12). No disease is visible in this scan, although image quality is very poor,
especially where the artery descends into the thigh. A large intima-media layer isvisible in
many images.
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AA
Vena cava
(a) A typical image of the abdominal aorta (centre of image), with the inferior vena cava to the right of the vessel
Left iliac Right iliac
(b) The iliac branches, showing the reduced clarity of the artery outline at this pos tion.
Figure 6.8: Some images from the abdominal aorta of a healthy volunteer.
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Intima−media layer
(a) A very clear image of the common carotid showing the intima-
media layer.
(b) The carotid bulb.
External carotidInternal carotid
(c) The carotid artery above the bulb showing the internal and external
carotid artery branches.
Figure 6.9: Some images from the common carotid of a healthy volunteer.
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Intima−media layer
(a) The intima-media layer is clearly defined in this image.
(b) The complex plaque encountered just downstream of the carotid bulb.
Internal carotid External carotid
(c) Poorly defined internal and external carotid arteries.
Figure 6.10: Some images from the common carotid of a patient with a complex plaque near
the bulb.
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Artery
Vein
(a) A good quality image of the superficial femoral artery
with a clearly defined lumen boundary. Note the larger
femoral vein beneath the artery.
Artery
(b) Further downstream, the image quality reduces as the
artery descends into the thigh.
Figure 6.11: Some images from the superficial femoral artery of a healthy volunteer.
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Artery
(a) A typical image showing the thick artery wall.
Artery
(b) Downstream, as the femoral artery descends into the leg,
the image quality is degraded making accurate identification
of the location and shape of the lumen difficult.
Figure 6.12: Some images from the superficial femoral artery of a patient.
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6.3 Results
6.3.1 Assessing the precision of ShIRT
Figure 6.13 shows a summary of the precision values calculated for the threemanually-
segmented datasets. This can be compared with the summary data for the datasets segmented
using ShIRT shown in Figure 6.14. Median values ofPR ± 95% confidence interval for the
three 3DUS datasets are found in Table 6.2. Mann-Whitney U-test results toevaluate whether





Table 6.2: Median precision (PR) ± 95% confidence interval for ShIRT and manual segmen-
tations of the three arteries.
Artery H0 H1 P Result
ηS = ηm ηS < ηm cannot rejectH0
AA ηS = ηm ηS 6= ηm < 0.001 PRm > PRS
ηS = ηm ηS > ηm < 0.001
ηS = ηm ηS < ηm cannot rejectH0
CA ηS = ηm ηS 6= ηm < 0.001 PRm > PRS
ηS = ηm ηS > ηm < 0.001
ηS = ηm ηS < ηm < 0.001
FE ηS = ηm ηS 6= ηm < 0.001 PRm < PRS
ηS = ηm ηS > ηm cannot rejectH0
Table 6.3: Mann-Whitney U-test results for comparing the precision (PR) of ShIRT segmen-
tations to the precision of manually-segmented segmentations for the three arteries. PRm
denotes manual segmentation precision;PRS is the ShIRT segmentation precision;H0 is the
null hypothesis that is tested by the U-test;H1 is the alternative hypothesis;ηS is the median
value of ShIRT segmentation precision; andηm is the median value of manual segmentation
precision.
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Figure 6.14: Box-whisker plots of precision (PR) for the three datasets segmented using ShIRT.
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6.3.2 Comparing ShIRT to a set of intraobserver segmentations
Values ofFNAF andFPAF were calculated for a ShIRT-segmented datasetversusthe in-
traobserver manually segmented datasets (figures 6.15 and 6.16).FNAF and FPAF are
calculated for every image in each artery dataset; this shows variation in each metric in each
part of the dataset. Values for ShIRT vs. manual segmentation and intraobserver manual seg-
mentation are plotted together on each Figure to directly compare their performance. If values
of the ShIRT segmentation metric are below the intraobserver segmentation metricth n ShIRT
is as accurate as manual segmentation at that point. The percent statistic (PS) was also calcu-
lated for these datasets and pass/fail results for each value for each artery are shown in Table
6.4.
Artery Metric p p − e Z Z > p − e Result
Abdominal aorta
FPAF 0.667 0.319 1 True Pass
FNAF 0.667 0.319 0 False Fail
Common carotid
FPAF 0.667 0.319 0.400 True Pass
FNAF 0.667 0.319 0.300 False Fail
Superficial femoral
FPAF 0.667 0.319 0.273 False Fail
FNAF 0.667 0.319 1 True Pass
Table 6.4: Percent statistic (PS) results, testing whether a segmentation of each artery using
ShIRT was as good as five manual segmentations.p is the expected probability that the value of
the error metric calculated for the ShIRT segmentation compared to the manual segmentations
will be within the range of error metric values for each manual segmentationtested against
each other.p− e is the critical value of the error metric.Z is the mean probability of the value
of the metric calculated for the ShIRT segmentation lying within the range of intraobserver
metric values. The column withZ > p− e tests this condition, and the Result column confirms
whether the ShIRT segmentation for each artery dataset is as accurate asset of intraobserver
segmentations.
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ShIRT vs. manual segmentation
Intraobserver manual segmentation
(a) FNAF for the abdominal aorta
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ShIRT vs. manual segmentation
Intraobserver manual segmentation
(b) FNAF for the common carotid
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ShIRT vs. manual segmentation
Intraobserver manual segmentation
(c) FNAF for the superficial femoral artery
Figure 6.15: False Negative Area Fraction (FNAF ) calculated for the five repeatedly seg-
mented scans from three healthy arteries.
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ShIRT vs. manual segmentation
Intraobserver manual segmentation
(a) FPAF for the abdominal aorta
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ShIRT vs. manual segmentation
Intraobserver manual segmentation
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ShIRT vs. manual segmentation
Intraobserver manual segmentation
(c) FPAF for the superficial femoral artery
Figure 6.16: False Positive Area Fraction (FPAF ) calculated for the five repeatedly seg-
mented scans from three healthy arteries.
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6.3.3 Assessing the accuracy of ShIRT on full artery scans
Figures 6.17 to 6.26 show graphs ofTNAF andTPAF for the five 3DUS arterial scans de-
scribed in section 6.2.4. For every image of every scan it is possible to compare the performance
of ShIRT with the gold standard manual segmentation. Values of each metric could n t be cal-
culated for some images. These are shown with dark grey filled bars. These occur when the
US image is not clear enough to be segmented manually. Table 6.5 summarises these figur ,
giving the mean± 95% confidence interval ofTNAF andTPAF for each 3DUS scan.
For the abdominal aorta,TPAF is lowest at the beginning of the abdominal aorta scan (Figure
6.17), reaching a minimum of0.78. This corresponds to an area of poorer image quality at this
point in the scan. Values ofTPAF in the right iliac were lowest of all (down to a mimimum
of 0.6). TNAF was typically higher thanTPAF for the AA, and varies in a similar way to
TPAF (Figure 6.18).
The image numbers in Figures 6.17 and 6.18 increase as the transducer moves down the body.
This scan was begun with the transducer placed below the sternum where the aor a was clearly
visible. Image0 is at the beginning of the abdominal aorta. Image70 is at the root of the iliac
bifurcation, and from images71 onwards the iliac branches are segmented separately.
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Figure 6.18: TNAF for the healthy AA.
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In the healthy carotid artery, variation in image quality with changing anatomy alsoaffects
TPAF . In the images taken in the common carotid artery (images 0 to 38 in Figure 6.19),
there are two main minima, at images 6 and 47. The minimum at image 47 is related to reduced
image quality in the carotid bulb, and is confirmed by the lack of a manually segmented contour
nearby.TPAF is smaller in the more clearly defined internal and external carotid arteries. In
the external carotid artery,TPAF increases distally to the carotid bulb, which is related to the
improved image quality in this area.TNAF shows similar trends (Figure 6.20).
The image numbers in Figures 6.19 and 6.20 begin on the neck above the collarbone where
the common carotid is visible. Image number increases as the transducer heads tow rds the
mandible. Images0 to 54 contain the common carotid artery and the carotid bulb. From image


























































Figure 6.19: TPAF for the healthy CA.
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Figure 6.20: TNAF for the healthy CA.
The majority of the images in the healthy femoral artery show highTPAF , but have notable
troughs at the beginning and end of the scan (Figure 6.21). Image quality isreduced at these
two areas, and especially near the knee where the superficial femoral artery descends into the
thigh (image 0 is taken near to the top of the thigh; image 160 is from≈ 5 cm above the knee).
Here it reaches a minimum of0.1. The graph ofTNAF (Figure 6.22) shows a similar trend
near the knee (e.g. at image 140) but has a less pronounced trough thanTPAF at the top of
the thigh.
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Figure 6.22: TNAF for the healthy FE.
The diseased carotid artery shows no clear trend inTPAF (Figure 6.23). In the internal and
external carotid arteries,TPAF is lower than in the carotid artery.TNAF once again shows
no clear trend (Figure 6.24), but is again higher in the common carotid than in theless poorly
defined external and internal carotid arteries.
The image numbers in Figures 6.23 and 6.24 begin on the neck above the collarbone where
the common carotid is visible. Image number increases as the transducer heads tow rds the
mandible. Images0 to 71 contain the common carotid artery and the carotid bulb. Images50
to 62 contain complex atherosclerotic plaque. Next to the plaque, image quality is reduced in
the carotid bulb, and manual segmentation was not able to determine the lumen outline (images
64, 65, 69 and70). From image72 onwards the internal and external carotids are segmented
separately. The scan ends near the mandible.
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Figure 6.24: TNAF for the diseased CA.
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The scan of the patient femoral artery has a higherTPAF than the scan of the healthy vol-
unteer (Figure 6.25). The thickened intima-media layer may have helped with improving the
segmentation here.TPAF showed large variations at the centre of the vessel (images 19 to
42), whileTNAF showed no clear trend (Figure 6.26). The difference in image quality at the
start and end of the vessel is less apparent here than in the healthy volunteer scan.
Image0 corresponds to the start of the common femoral artery, near to the femoralbifurcation
at the top of the leg. At image80, the femoral artery has begun to descend into the leg to






























Figure 6.26: TNAF for the patient FE.
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Artery TNAF TPAF
Healthy AA 0.99±0.00 0.92±0.02
Healthy CA 0.99±0.00 0.90±0.01
Healthy FE 0.85±0.03 0.99±0.00
Diseased CA 0.99±0.00 0.87±0.02
Patient FE 0.99±0.06 0.85±0.03
Table 6.5: MeanTNAF andTPAF for the five full artery segmentations, comparing ShIRT
segmentation to manual segmentation using Analyze. The data presented above represents the
mean value of the metric used± the 95% confidence interval.
6.4 Discussion
6.4.1 Assessing the precision of ShIRT
ShIRT was less precise than manual segmentation for the carotid artery andabdominal aorta
datasets, but more precise for the femoral artery dataset (Table 6.3). The difference in median
precision was not significant for all three arteries, at around 1% for the AA dataset and 2% for
the CA and FE datasets (Table 6.2). This difference can be attributed to the slig tly differing
manually-defined initial segmentations and ROI used for each ShIRT segmentation. In practice,
this slight variation in precision implies that ShIRT segmentation can be considered as precise
as manual segmentation.
It is noteworthy that the range of precision values for the carotid artery dataset segmented with
ShIRT (see Figure 6.14) is wider than for the other two arteries. The imagesfrom the carotid
artery scan used here are close to the carotid bulb, where the diameter of thvessel increases
and the shape changes. This is indicative of how ShIRT is not as good asmanual segmentation
at responding to changes in vessel size or shape.
6.4.2 Comparing ShIRT to a set of intraobserver segmentations
ShIRT passes the percent statistic test for one metric for all of the three arteries (Table 6.4). For
the CA and AA datasets ShIRT passed theFPAF test but failed theFNAF test. Conversely,
for the FE dataset, ShIRT passed theFNAF test but failed theFPAF test. This can be
interpreted as
• For the AA and CA ShIRT consistently identified a shape that is wholly enclosed by the
manually segmented boundary.
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• For the FE ShIRT consistently identified a shape that extended outside the manually
segmented boundary.
This may reflect the quality of the US images found in each artery. AA and CA images tend to
have more clearly defined artery walls, whereas in the FE the wall is less clear.
6.4.3 Assessing the accuracy of ShIRT on full artery scans
From inspection of figures 6.17 to 6.26, theTPAF metric for ShIRT varies according to change
in image quality, which is related to anatomical changes of the scanned arteries. TPAF is
generally lowest in the internal and external carotid arteries and the iliac arteries. TNAF
showed similar correlation for most datasets, and in most cases had a highervalue thanTPAF .
6.4.4 How appropriate is ShIRT for use with ultrasound data?
Certain characteristics of 3DUS arterial scans caused increases in the values ofTNAF and
TPAF for comparing ShIRT with manual segmentation. On images where there is a poor
outline of the artery wall ShIRT was often as good as manual segmentation (see Figure 6.27).
Due to the three-dimensional nature of the ShIRT segmentation algorithm, goodquality images
placed before and after poor-quality images in the sequence of images in a 3DUS scan can
affect the segmentation generated on the poor-quality images, allowing greater continuity of
the shape of the segmented contour.
In general, to maximise the quality of the output from ShIRT, it is best to split upthe artery
where there is significant change in lumen shape or at bifurcations. This includes sections that
contain disease, which may require great care and multiple segmented sectionfor complex
plaque. Each section should be segmented individually, then combined afterwards to produce
a whole artery. The results forTPAF from comparing manual segmentation to ShIRT seg-
mentation on a patient with carotid artery disease confirms this (Figure 6.23) where TPAF is
maintained in the diseased portion of the vessel (images 53 to 66) due to the newShIRT seg-
mentation initialised at this point. However this may increase the processing time to begreat r
than or equal to the time taken to produce a manual segmentation.
Given that ShIRT was originally designed for use with MRI and CT scanned data, it can be
confirmed from the above analysis that ShIRT is also suitable for use with 3DUS data. It is as
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(a) The original US image (b) US image plus manually segmented contour. It
is difficult to tell whether the manually segmented
lumen is in the correct place.
(c) US image plus ShIRT segmented contour. The
ShIRT contour was attracted by the more clearly de-
fined structure beneath the lumen.
Figure 6.27: Segmentation of a poor quality image, comparing manual segmentation and
ShIRT.
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precise as manual segmentation (Table 6.2), and the percent statistic confirms that in most cases
it is as accurate as manual segmentation (Table 6.4). High values of theTNAF andTPAF
metrics across most whole artery datasets also confirm this conclusion (figures 6.17 to 6.26).
6.5 Conclusion
From tests comparing ShIRT to manual segmentation it was found that ShIRT issuitable for use
as a semi-automatic segmentation technique for 3DUS images of the abdominal aorta and the
carotid and femoral arteries. ShIRT segmentations were as precise and as ccurate as several
manual segmentations made on the same 3DUS arterial datasets. Comparing ShIRT to arterial
scans from various patients and healthy volunteers confirmed high valuesof the TPAF and
TNAF metrics for all arteries. The performance of ShIRT was reduced in poorer quality
images where it was difficult to identify the lumen.
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Chapter 7
Image-guided flow modelling of
patient-specific artery geometries
7.1 Introduction
In previous chapters, the initial steps of creating an image-guided modelling system using
3DUS were described. The development of an image acquisition system (Chapter 3), image
processing to identify the artery lumen (Chapter 6) and methods to reduce patient movement
artefacts (Chapter 4) were described. The final stage in image-guided modelling, that of sim-
ulation using a computer model of an artery, is described in this chapter. Themethod used
to create the artery model from 3DUS data is described, and results of flowsimulations using
artery geometries created with this method are given. The artery geometry is compared to the
original segmented 3DUS images to assess its realism, and flow simulations are compared toin
vivomeasurements of flow patterns and wall shear stress (WSS).
Every image-guided modelling system requires some method of creating an artery model from
image data. To this end, several methods have been developed to create a computational mesh
from serially scanned medical images [100]. Some methods use a “two-dimensional erial
reconstruction” technique [101]. This typically includes the following steps:
1. The lumen is segmented from each image in the 3DUS dataset. This is essentiallya two-
dimensional operation: only the features present in the image are segmented,without
considering features in other images.
2. A three-dimensional surface mesh is constructed from the segmented lumen o tlines.
3. A volume mesh is created from the surface mesh. The volume mesh defines the locations
of the finite elements used to simulate the flow domain in the lumen.
The method described by Augst et al. [66] is an example of this technique. Segmented con-
tours are created manually by fitting an ellipse to the shape of the lumen. Smoothedsplines
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are fitted to the control points of each ellipse on each image, and are then used to create a
smoothed surface mesh. A volume mesh is then created manually from the surface mesh using
a commercially-available meshing package.
Alternative methods of mesh creation that may speed up this process and require l ss skilled
user input are available. An example of these is the registration-based meshgeneration method
developed by Barber et al. [102]. In this chapter, this method is applied to segmented 3DUS
data as described in Chapter 6 for healthy and diseased carotid artery scans. The artery models
created using this method are compared to the original segmented 3DUS data to assess the
realism of the models. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) results using these mod ls are
presented. WSS and flow recirculation patterns are compared to expectedr sults fromin vivo
studies of flow and WSS in diseased arteries [3, 58, 103].
7.2 Methods
7.2.1 Artery geometry creation
The method of creating artery models using the package developed by Barber et al.[102] is
described in this section. Before doing so, the term “computational mesh” is clar fied in the
context of image-guided modelling, and the challenges facing mesh creation from 3DUS im-
ages are evaluated.
7.2.1.1 Types of computational mesh
Artery geometries for flow simulation are defined using a computational mesh model of the
shape of the artery. In this context, a computational mesh is a set of irregulaly sp ced points
that represent the shape of a patient artery. There are two types of mesh mentioned in this chap-
ter: a surface mesh, and a finite element mesh. A surface mesh representsonly the boundary of
the artery. Typically, this is saved as a triangulated mesh file in STL (Stereolithography) format.
This format is widely used to define three-dimensional surfaces in the fieldsof computer-aided
design (CAD) and rapid prototyping. It provides a compact and complete representation of
complex shapes. The surface mesh is defined as a set of triangles, where the three corner
points and a normal to the three points defines the shape and orientation of each triangle. Some
lines from an STL file, showing how points and normals are defined for each triangular surface
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element are shown in Figure 7.1.
A finite element mesh represents the volume that defines the interior of the artery. It is filled
with finite elements, each of which defines a portion of the internal volume of thear ery. Each
finite element may be one of several three-dimensional forms, such as prisms and tetrahedrons.
The location of each finite element is necessary as an input into CFD simulation software.
Figure 7.2 compares a finite element mesh to a surface mesh, showing the differ nce in their
scope.
solid
facet normal 0.021137 -0.756586 0.653552
outer loop
vertex 426.450000 113.647000 -1778.234000
vertex 425.549200 113.066400 -1778.877000
vertex 426.450000 113.081200 -1778.889000
endloop
endfacet
facet normal 0.021137 -0.757079 0.652981
outer loop
vertex 426.450000 112.515400 -1779.545000
vertex 426.450000 113.081200 -1778.889000
vertex 425.549200 113.066400 -1778.877000
endloop
endfacet
facet normal 0.021862 -0.756575 0.653542
outer loop
vertex 426.450000 112.515400 -1779.545000
vertex 425.549200 113.066400 -1778.877000
vertex 425.549200 112.500600 -1779.532000
endloop
endfacet
Figure 7.1: An excerpt from an STL file, showing how triangular elements are definedusing
three corner points (each labelled “vertex”) and the normal to the three points.
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(a) A surface mesh created from spatially-registered and segmented lumen
outlines from a healthy volunteer. The black outlines show slices taken
through the mesh, spaced evenly along the artery.
(b) A closeup of sliced sections taken through the
surface mesh. The slices show that only the outer sur-
face of the mesh is defined in a surface mesh. There
is no internal detail.
(c) A volume mesh created from the surface mesh in Figure (a). Slices
through the mesh are shown outlined in black.
(d) A closeup of sliced sections taken through the
volume mesh. The internal definition of elements is
shown clearly inside each slice.
Figure 7.2: Comparing a surface mesh to a volume mesh. The volume mesh in Figure (c) was
created using the surface mesh in Figure (a).
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7.2.1.2 Challenges to mesh creation using 3DUS images
Important challenges to the creation of realistic artery models from any imagingmodality are
patient movement and image misregistration. Surface mesh smoothing is often used to reduce
these effects. CFD simulations of arterial flow typically use data which is gatedat one timestep
on the cardiac cycle. At this instant in time the artery shape is assumed to be smooth and free
from movement caused by pulsatile blood flow, breathing motion or other patient movement.
This reflects the shape of arteries cast and measuredex vivofrom cadavers [104]. Techniques to
reduce misregistration and smooth the position of segmented contours for a two-dimensional se-
rial reconstruction technique include registering the centrelines of segmented contours [29] and
applying a surface smoothing technique [105]. Chapters 4 and 5 also preent post-processing
steps to reduce patient movement artefacts from pulsatile flow and patient movement. In most
cases these were found to reduce but not eliminate motion artefacts, necessitating a further
smoothing stage after registration and gating to improve the shape of a surface mesh. In most
cases the degree of smoothing to apply to an artery mesh requires the judgement of a skilled
user [26, 105]. In addition, if a single smoothing is applied to the whole of an artery, physiolog-
ically significant details such as the shape of complex atherosclerotic plaquemay be removed.
One approach that has been suggested to reduce this effect is to apply aglobal smoothing factor
to all of the model, but allow for a different local smoothing factor to be applied to regions with
plaque [29].
Modelling bifurcations from sequentially-scanned medical images is a large field of research
[100]. The shape of a bifurcating vessel is dependent on its location in the ar erial tree [106] and
can also vary with age [107] and with head position in the carotid artery[108]. The bifurcation
of the carotid in particular is a site of significant plaque development, so changes i the shape
of the artery mesh here (especially at the flow divider, the curved area at the intersection of the
two branching arteries) could lead to an incorrect understanding of the location of sections of
the patient artery most at risk from disease development or plaque rupture. St dies on the effect
of small changes in geometry in models of the abdominal aorta confirm that changes in flow
divider curvature [109] and branching angle [110] have significanteffects on WSS.
An important limitation of using sequentially-scanned images (such as those from the 3DUS
system used here) to reconstruct bifurcating vessels is that insufficient information on the shape
of the artery bifurcation is given using one set of sequential scans from one direction. When
modelling bifurcating arteries, if images are not closely enough spaced at the flow divider, the
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shape of the bifurcation cannot be imaged accurately. This is due to the low elevational reso-
lution of US scanning, and the fact that during freehand 3DUS scanning, ima es are often cap-
tured before or after the flow divider, but not precisely at the flow divider [29]. Several methods
have been used to overcome this problem. Barratt et al. [29] fitted smoothingspl es to the re-
gion of the flow divider to improve modelling of this area as part of their two-dimensional serial
reconstruction technique. Yim et al. [106] manually adjusted overlapping semi-automatically
created vessel surfaces to create a bifurcation free from discontinuities. Barber et al. [102] reg-
istered an assumed geometry to segmented two-dimensional lumen contours. These methods
vary in complexity and the time required to produce a smooth artery model free from the effects
of image misregistration and patient movement.
7.2.1.3 Artery mesh creation
Patient-specific artery geometries are created by firstly segmenting the 3DUSdataset using
a semi-automatic segmentation technique. Chapter 6 explains this process. Theegm nted
images are loaded into the Stradwin 3DUS program using the code describedin Appendix F,
section F.2 and saved as a Stradwin (.sw and .sxi) file (Figure 7.3a). The segmentation process
is done without reference to the original position of each image in the 3DUS dataset, so this
step is required to spatially re-register the segmented US images.
The segmented 3DUS dataset is mapped onto a voxel grid using the “Exportvoxels” function
of Stradwin (Figure 7.3b). The voxel mapping function of the Stradwin program uses a linear
interpolation scheme to fill in the spaces between each US image in the 3DUS dataset. Thi
introduces some interpolation artefacts into the data (as discussed previously in Chapter 3).
However, a voxel dataset is the only type that can be used with the mesh creation method
developed by Barber et al. [102]. Voxels are the standard method of repres nting 3D image
data in most other 3D medical imaging modalities, and their method was originally designed
for use with these.
An idealised geometry is then created that approximates to the shape of the artery geometry in
the voxel-mapped 3DUS dataset. Each idealised geometry is made up of solid model primitives
such as cylinders and planes (Figure 7.3c). A different idealised geometry is required for each
3DUS dataset. However, if a large library of idealised geometries were created (perhaps once
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this method is mature and available more widely) this step may not be required.1
Once the idealised geometry has been created, it is reshaped to closely matchthe shape of the
artery in the voxel-mapped 3DUS dataset. This 3D mesh registration techniqueis implemented
in a MATLAB-compatible executable file and a MATLAB toolbox (The MathWorks Inc., US.
http://www.themathworks.com)2. The reshaped geometry is created in a volume mesh format,
eliminating the need for further volume mesh creation steps. The reshaped geometry is saved as
an ANSYS-compatible mesh file format (ANSYS Inc., US. http://www.ansys.com) fr import
into the Fluent CFD package (ANSYS Inc., as above)3. The stages used in this process are
summarised in Figure 7.4.
1Idealised geometries and technical help with the creation of reshaped geometries were provided by Adam Jeays
of the University of Sheffield.
2The executable file and MATLAB toolbox were developed by D. C. Barberand D. R. Hose at the University of
Sheffield.
3In practice, the ANSYS mesh file could not be imported into Fluent. To work around this problem, a surface
mesh was created from the volume mesh using the ANSYS finite element solver. This was imported into GAMBIT,
the Fluent preprocessor, and used to create a volume mesh
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(a) 3DUS images segmented using the auto-
matic method described in Chapter 6. This im-
age shows the segmented contours of the lu-
men on each image of the dataset. All images
are spatially registered using position data from
the position sensor.
(b) Voxelised segmented 3DUS data. The
dataset in Figure (a) is remapped to a regular
voxel grid.
(c) An idealised mesh is created which roughly corresponds to the dimensionsand hape of
the artery imaged in the 3DUS dataset.
(d) The idealised mesh in Figure (c) is automatically reshaped to match the segment d lumen
contours in the voxelised 3DUS dataset.
Figure 7.3: Creating a patient-specific artery mesh from 3D US data.
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Figure 7.4: A schematic diagram showing the processes used in creating a 3D artery model.
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7.2.1.4 Assessing the realism of artery models
Assessing the accuracy of an artery geometry creation method could be made by comparing
the original segmented contours to the geometry. However, this may not be themost important
consideration in assessing an artery geometry. The original segmented contours incorporate
variability from the segmentation process. Patient movement may still influence the location
and shape of the segmented contours. US imaging artefacts, though reduced by ompounding,
may still affect the shape of the segmented contours in different areas.
Comparison with the original contours is made more complex when assessing meshes created
using the registration-based mesh generation method. The artery mesh creation package used
displaces the created artery geometry from the position of the voxelised segmented contours.
No accurate direct comparison is therefore possible.
An additional method of assessing the realism of a computational mesh is to compare eshes
generated using this method to 3D scanned meshes of excised carotid arteries f om cadavers.
A study [104] excised and measured the carotid arteries from cadaversof patients who had a
history of arterial disease. The shape of the bifurcation created using the registration-based
mesh generation method can be compared to theseex vivomeasurements. This shows the
realism of mesh geometries created from 3DUS images using the registration-bsed method.
Overall, these factors imply that in the absence of a coherent and rigorous framework of assess-
ing the accuracy of a patient-specific artery mesh creation method, only a qualitative approach
can be used to decide whether a physiologically accurate artery mesh was created. To qualita-
tively assess the realism of artery models, cross-section slices of the artery mesh are compared
side-by-side with the original segmented 3DUS data to identify areas where the cross-sectional
shape of the mesh deviates from the shape of the segmented images. Segmented i ages regis-
tered in 3D are overlaid onto the artery model to assess where the shape ofthe mesh in 3D space
differs from the shape of the segmented contours. In addition, the shapeof th bifurcation is
compared to bifurcations measured from cadavers to assess the realism of the bifurcation shape.
7.2.2 Simulating flow patterns and wall shear stress
The topic of how to simulate blood flow in a computational model of an artery has received
wide coverage in the literature [e.g. 62, 100, 111]. However, in-depth consideration of the
merits of different strategies for flow simulation is beyond the scope of this chapter. The flow
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simulation featured here serves to demonstrate the feasibility of using a 3DUS-based approach
to image-guided modelling.
Simulations of a diseased carotid artery from a patient and a healthy carotid artery from an
asymptomatic volunteer were created. The carotid artery was simulated in both cases because
this is one of the most critical sites for the development of arterial disease. Di ase that devel-
ops here is most likely to cause a fatal or disabling stroke than that found in other arteries. The
carotid also bifurcates, leading to more complex flow patterns than straight arteries. This also
demonstrates the ability of the mesh generation technique reported here to reconst u t the com-
plex shapes found in a bifurcation. The two carotid simulations are based onthe same datasets
used for segmentation in Chapter 6. The healthy carotid dataset and the disease carotid dataset
are the same as those displayed in Figures 6.9 and 6.10 respectively in sectio6.2.4 of Chapter
6.
The blood flow field in each artery mesh was simulated using the Fluent CFD package. A
turbulentk − ω flow model was used to model the flow. Second-order simulations of blood
flow were carried out for the diseased artery geometry to calculate blood vel cities and WSS
in the artery model. Womersley profiles [112] were calculated at the inlet to create a 3D ve-
locity inlet boundary condition. Womersley profiles assume a circular inlet cross-section and
create parabolic flow profiles. These profiles were calculated using an angle-corrected spec-
tral Doppler US flow measurement from the centreline of the patient artery.Spectral Doppler
waveforms were downloaded from the Phillips HDI5000 US scanner usingthe HDI Lab pro-
gram and converted to a velocity waveform. The Doppler acquisition windowwas placed at
the centreline of the artery to measure peak velocity. Each spectral Doppler scan was taken
from the volunteer during the same scanning session as 3DUS image acquisition. Once the
flow field was simulated, visualisations of WSS contours and velocity streamlineswere created
using ParaView (Kitware Inc., NY, USA. http://www.paraview.org).
7.2.2.1 Comparing CFD simulations toin vivo flow measurement
The expected flow patterns and distributions of WSS in an artery have beenext sively mea-
sured using accurate models of geometries foundin vivo [103]. Using these results, the realism
of flow patterns and WSS locations in simulations made using an artery geometry may be as-
sessed. The exact WSS values and velocity values within a specific arterye patient-specific
and geometry-specific, making a like-for-like comparison between flow simulations and results
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reported in the literature impossible. However good qualitative comparisons of the location of
recirculation zones and areas of high WSS may be made.
To assess the accuracy of artery mesh reconstruction, positions of recirculation and peak WSS
are compared with expected positions from typicaln vivo results [104] and simulations from
other groups [66]. These studies show that in a healthy carotid artery, ar as of recirculation
are expected to be found in the carotid bulb during peak systole (see Figure 7.5). Disease can
add significant turbulent flow to this area, dependent on the shape of theplaque. WSS would
be expected to peak at the centre of the flow divider, and may also peak atareas of vulnerable
plaque.
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(a) The main features of the carotid artery at the bifurcation. The common carotid (left)
ascends from the aortic arch and supplies blood to the head. At the carotidbulb the common
carotid enlarges and bifurcates into the internal and external carotid arteries. The internal
carotid artery usually has a slightly larger diameter than the external carotidartery. The
internal carotid supplies the brain, forehead, eyes, nose and the innerear. The external carotid


























































(b) Areas of flow recirculation in the carotid
artery. The arrows show the direction of
flow. The shaded areas show where recircu-
lation zones occur, and by implication where
atherosclerotic disease and oscillating WSS is
most often found.
Figure 7.5: The main features of the carotid artery and areas of flow recirculation.
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7.3 Results
7.3.1 Assessing the realism of artery models
The healthy and diseased carotid artery geometries are considered in turn. To best assess the
realism of an artery mesh, meshes are displayed with the original segmented co tours from
the 3DUS dataset overlaid. Plan, side and isometric views of the mesh with overlaid contours
are given to review how faithfully the artery mesh resembles the original segmented data. The
shape of the bifurcation of each artery mesh is also displayed in detail to assess the realism of
the bifurcation shape.
7.3.1.1 Assessing the healthy artery mesh
Images of the healthy artery mesh with overlaid segmented contours are displayed in Figure
7.6. These images show that there is some deviation between the shape of the outsid f the
segmented contours and the mesh shape. This deviation may be due to misregistration of the
segmented contours. The artery mesh reduces the discontinuities presentin th segmented data
to produce a smoother mesh shape.
The bifurcation is shown in Figures 7.7b and 7.7c. The flow divider has a smoothed internal
shape (Figure 7.7c) but the shape of the external carotid artery at the bifurcation (shown at the
top of Figure 7.7b) does not develop smoothly from the rest of the artery.There is a sharp join
visible in this image where the ICA is butted on to the rest of the artery.
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Figure 7.6: The healthy carotid artery mesh compared to the original segmented contours.
Comparing the mesh to the original segmented contours shows how the shap of the mesh is
different to the original segmented dataset.
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(a) The whole of the surface mesh of the healthy carotid artery geometry.
(b) A closeup of the side of the bifurcation flow divider. The discontinuous joinbetween the
internal (lower branch) and external (upper branch) carotid arteries at the carotid bulb creates
the hard line between the two sections of the artery.
(c) The side of the bifurcation flow divider. The mesh is rendered semi-transparently to show
the shape of the internal structure of the mesh. A smooth rounded internal shape is apparent
at the bifurcation.
Figure 7.7: The bifurcation region of the healthy carotid artery mesh.
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7.3.1.2 Assessing the diseased artery mesh
Images of the diseased artery mesh with overlaid segmented contours are displayed in Figure
7.8. For the majority of the mesh, especially in the common carotid, the segmented cotours
are wholly enclosed by the mesh rather than appearing on the surface as would be expected.
The diseased mesh has a large section of diseased plaque near the bulb. Figure 7.9b shows US
images of this section with segmented contours drawn on each image. Figure 7.9a shows these
segmented contours registered in 3D space using the position information from the position
sensor which was captured at the same time as the images. Comparing these images to the
mesh shape at this point is made easier by drawing contours on to the surface of the mesh to
show how its shape develops in 3D (Figure 7.10). This reveals that the diseased section is
largely smoothed out by the mesh. For comparison, a mesh was created in a similar way to that
used by Barratt et al. [29] using the method described in Appendix D. Contours drawn onto
the surface of this mesh confirm that this method more faithfully models the shape of complex
disease (Figure 7.11).
The bifurcation shape of the diseased artery mesh is shown in Figure 7.12.In the same way
as the healthy carotid mesh, the bifurcation internal shape is smooth but the outer shape of the
mesh shows discontinuities where the branching internal and external carotid rteries develop
from the carotid bulb. A sharp dividing line is visible at the bifurcation (Figure 7.12b) which
will have the effect of increasing WSS results in this region.
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Figure 7.8: The diseased carotid artery mesh compared to the original segmented contours.
Comparing the mesh to the original segmented contours shows how the shap of the mesh is
different to the original segmented dataset.
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(a) The segmented contours at the diseased portion of the carotid artery reconstructed in 3D
space. The black contours are at the throat of the stenosis. Grey contours are from the healthier
sections of the vessel before and after the stenosis.
(b) US images of the diseased portion of the carotid artery.
Figure 7.9: Segmented contours of disease shown with US images for the diseased caroti
artery.
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(a) An isometric view of the diseased portion. (b) A view from above the diseased portion.
(c) A view from the side of the diseased portion.
Figure 7.10: A closeup of the diseased portion of an artery geometry created using the3D
method. Contours are drawn on to the surface to demonstrate how the geometry changes
through the diseased area.
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(a) An isometric view of the diseased portion. (b) A view from above the diseased portion.
(c) A view from the side of the diseased portion.
Figure 7.11: A closeup of the diseased portion of an artery geometry created using the2D
method. Contours are drawn on to the surface to demonstrate how the geometry changes
through the diseased area.
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(a) The whole of the surface mesh of the diseased carotid artery geometry.
(b) A closeup of the side of the bifurcation flow divider. A sharp dividing line ispresent
between the two branches of the artery.
(c) A closeup of the side of the bifurcation flow divider.
Figure 7.12: The bifurcation region of the diseased carotid artery mesh.
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7.3.2 Simulating flow patterns and wall shear stress
Flow simulations using Fluent4 can confirm whether flow patterns and WSS contours in the
artery geometries resemble those foundin vivo. For both arteries, simulation results are shown
at peak systole where flow is fully developed and WSS is at its peak.
7.3.2.1 Healthy artery simulations
Figure 7.13 shows a closeup view of the carotid bulb of the healthy carotid artery simula-
tion. Streamlines of flow are shown. The results are shown at peak systole, which occurred at
t = 0.07s. Turbulent streamlines are shown to fill the carotid bulb region, with low velocity
recirculation regions shown at either side coloured in varying shades ofblue.
To show the development of flow along the whole artery geometry, velocity profiles along
the artery are displayed in Figure 7.14. Peak velocities are shown along thecentr line of the
common carotid leading up to the bulb. At the bulb, the flow splits and recirculationcauses the
asymmetric plot found here. Higher velocities are then found in the internal carotid branch (on
the left of the image) than in the external carotid.
A closeup of the carotid bulb, showing the location of peak WSS, is shown in Figure 7.15. WSS
peaks at the flow divider, a result that is similar to that seen in other flow simulation studies and
in vivo. The highly localised peak WSS value shown at this point is an effect of the sharp
division between the internal and external carotid arteries found in the idealised geometry.
4CFD simulations using Fluent were performed by William J. Easson and WilliamT. Lee and visualised by the
author.
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Figure 7.13: Flow streamlines in the healthy carotid artery mesh. Streamlines are coloured
by velocity (m/s) and are shown at peak systole (t = 0.07s). The internal and external carotid
arteries are at the top left and right of the image respectively.
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Figure 7.14: Velocity profiles in the healthy carotid artery mesh. Velocity profiles are coloured
by velocity (m/s) as shown in the colour bar and are shown at peak systole(t = 0.07s). The
internal and external carotid arteries are at the top left and right of the image respectively.
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Figure 7.15: Contours of high WSS in the healthy carotid artery mesh. Peak values are found
near the flow divider. WSS contours are shown at peak systole (t = 0.07s)
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7.3.2.2 Diseased artery simulations
Figure 7.16 shows streamlines coloured by velocity in the bulb of the diseasedc rotid artery.
A large recirculation zone is apparent on the left of the image at the beginninof the external
carotid artery. Flow accelerates through the narrowed region distal to thediseased portion of
the artery inferior to the bulb.
Recirculation in the diseased artery is also demonstrated by the velocity profilel t in Figure
7.17. The flow is most disturbed at the flow divider between the internal andexternal carotid
arteries. However, the disease shown in Figure 7.9a has been smoothed ouin this mesh, and
has little effect on the flow other than to moderately increase the flow velocity here.
The smoothed diseased portion of the artery is shown to have little effect on WSS in Figure
7.18. WSS is increased slightly in the diseased portion, but appears no higher than in the
internal and external carotid arteries (all shown shaded in blue, with values of WSS ranging
from 12 to 15 Pa). WSS, in a similar way to the healthy artery, peaks at the flow divider. This
corresponds to the sharp division between the two branching arteries atthi point.
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Figure 7.16: Flow streamlines in the diseased carotid artery mesh. The internal carotid artery
is the branch at the left of the image. Streamlines are coloured by velocity (m/s) and are shown
at peak systole (t = 0.07s). The internal and external carotid arteries are at the top right and
left of the image respectively.
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Figure 7.17: Velocity profiles in the diseased carotid artery mesh. The internal carotid artery
branch appears at the top right and the external carotid at the top left of the image. Ten velocity
profiles are mapped along the mesh. Velocity profiles are coloured by velocity (m/s) with values
as shown in the colour bar and are shown at peak systole (= 0.07s). The internal and external
carotid arteries are at the top left and right of the image respectively.
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Figure 7.18: Contours of high WSS in the diseaed carotid artery mesh. Peak values arefound
near the flow divider. WSS contours are shown at peak systole (t = 0.07s). The internal and
external carotid arteries are at the top right and left of the image respectivly.
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7.4 Discussion
Simulations of flow in healthy and diseased carotid artery meshes using a registration-based
mesh creation technique gave results for WSS and flow velocity in the expected range for
healthy and diseased patients. However the distributions of WSS in each meshwere eavily
dependent on the mesh creation process.
In both healthy and diseased meshes, WSS peaked at the flow divider. This is typically what
happensin vivo [104]. However, these coincided with the sharp divisions between the external
and internal carotid arteries on both geometries. A smooth transition, without sharp dividing
lines, is more typically found in real arteries. To more accurately simulate WSS,the shape of
the bifurcation at this point needs to be more physiologically realistic.
Recirculation zones were found in the carotid bulb in both arteries, anotherflow feature shown
in vivo. However, in the diseased artery mesh, the large irregular plaque foundproximal to
the carotid bulb would be expected to have more effect on the flow entering the bulb. The
registration-based method did not accurately simulate the shape of the plaquein this region,
leading to unexpectedly smooth flow into the carotid bulb in the diseased region.A mesh
created using the method described in appendix D created a diseased region with plaque that
was more similar to the original segmented images, at the expense of requiring more ti e and
expertise to create the mesh. The registration-based mesh generation methoday be improved
using a hybrid approach. This would use a two-dimensional serial reconstruction approach (like
that described in Appendix D) to create regions of complex plaque, combined with registration
of an assumed geometry for healthier regions of the artery. However, a hybrid approach would
increase the complexity of the mesh generation process.
The registration-based technique was found to give acceptable flow simulation results for healthy
arteries except at the flow divider. It did not model diseased portions correctly, smoothing out
complex disease. This implies that, as a method of creating artery meshes from 3DUS data in
diseased arteries, further development work is required. The registration-based method may
decrease the time taken to create artery meshes given more accurate idealised models and a
more sensitive method of modelling complex disease.
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7.5 Conclusion
Artery meshes were created for CFD simulation using a registration-based segmentation and
mesh generation method. The shape of bifurcating vessels and a diseasedcarotid artery were
compared with the original 3DUS images and expected bifurcation flow dividers from arteries
in vivo. Simulation results were compared withn vivo results of flow patterns and regions of
peak wall shear stress. The shape of the flow divider in healthy and diseased artery meshes was
found to have sharp discontinuities which affected the distributions of wall shear stress at this
point. Complex plaque in a diseased artery mesh was smoothed out, giving a greatly reduced
effect on flow recirculation in the carotid bulb. Further development of the registration-based




Evaluation of arterial wall motion
software as a validation tool for
moving-wall arterial simulations
8.1 Introduction
Once a patient-specific artery mesh has been created from 3DUS data, a method of measuring
the properties of blood flow and the arterial wall is required to develop moving wall artery
simulations. For flow simulation, angle-corrected spectral Doppler US [100] is typically used
to give a velocity profile on the centreline of the inlet and outlet(s) of an arteri l segment. For
moving wall simulations, a pressure boundary condition [111] is also requird which can be
measured using US tonometry, which uses a small US transducer to measure the pr ssure wave
in an artery. Additional information on the stiffness of the artery wall can also be used to
develop more realistic simulations with inhomogeneous wall properties. In diseased arteries
the mechanical properties of diseased plaque and regions with intimal thickening are different
to healthy arteries [113]. The mechanical properties of the artery wall in these regions may
be estimated by measuring the motion of the arterial wall [114]. The measured motion of the
artery wall may also be used to validate moving wall arterial simulations.
A variety of different methods of measuring arterial wall motion (AWM) usingUS are reported
in the literature. These include M-mode imaging [115], video frame analysis ofB-mode images
[116], techniques using radio-frequency (RF) signal processing [117, 118], and Tissue Doppler
Imaging (TDI) [114, 119]. In common with allin-vivo measurement techniques, it is common
practice to assess the accuracy of a technique using anin-vitro approach. This is a vital step in
the assessment of an AWM measurement method. Many of these techniques for flow phantoms
are reviewed in [120].
Mechanically controlled methods of creating wall motion in a phantom are most useful for
determining accuracy and precision of a wall motion measurement technique.A controlled
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method creates well-defined wall movements free from the inherent uncertai ty of using flow
phantoms to produce a controlled wall displacement. Cylindrical flow phantomsare more sim-
ilar to an artery than a single moving wall. However flow phantoms do not offerdir ct control
of the motion of the wall. Only flow can be directly controlled. To establish the accur y and
precision of wall motion measurement, a wall motion phantom capable of simulating arans-
verse view through an artery was developed. Bonnefous et al.[16] used a similar technique
for the assessment of a TDI-based method for estimating the wall distension waveform. They
used a computer-controlled motor in a water bath to move a single flat plane. A physiologi-
cally realistic wall motion displacement waveform was used to move the plane. Their reported
results covered only one physiological waveform and did not assess theffect of changes in
wall velocity on the measurement accuracy of the TDI-based method. This chapter describes
a more rigorous treatment of the TDI-based method, providing a fuller chara terisation of its
performance than previous published studies.
This chapter describes the design, construction and accuracy assessment of the wall motion
phantom. An assessment of a TDI-based method for estimating the distension waveform [121]
is presented, finding the minimum resolvable displacement of the method and the effect of
changing velocity on its accuracy. The suitability of this TDI-based method for validating
moving wall arterial simulations is discussed.
8.2 Wall motion phantom design
8.2.1 Wall motion phantom assembly
The wall motion phantom is designed to resemble a transverse view of a straight section of
artery. Two flat tissue mimicking material (TMM) layers made from an agar solution [93]
resting in a water bath simulate the top and bottom walls of an artery. The top wall isfixed just
below the US transducer using two wire supports that rest on the top edge of the water bath (see
Figure 8.1). The lower surface is precisely controlled using a stepper motor driven Unislide
linear table (LG Motion Ltd., Hampshire, UK. http://www.lg-motion.co.uk).
While it is recognised thatin-vivo both walls are moving and both may be used to obtain wall
motion measurements, the design of a phantom in which both walls move would be more
challenging and expensive. In this study a single-moving wall was used asthis simplified both
the complexity of the design and decreased cost to acceptable levels. It is noted that one moving
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wall is the minimum required to provide a valid displacement signal for TDI-based wall motion
measurements [16]. The linear table has two support arms that rest in the water bath and hold
a sandwich of a rigid aluminium frame, a layer of TMM, a layer of acoustic absorbing foam,
and a layer of aluminium plate. This assembly provides rigidity and a flat surface to the TMM
layer. Using TMM layers provides a similar level of backscatter and textureto artery tissue,
providing a realistic test of the TDI-based wall motion method. All motion experiments used a
water plus 9% glycerol solution to set the speed of sound in the water bath to1540 m · s−1. This
is different to the speed of sound in blood (1570 m · s−1) [122], giving a possible measurement
error of2 % in the reported results for the wall motion measurements reported here.
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Figure 8.1: The wall motion test phantom. Figure 8.1a shows the entire wall motion test tool
assembly. The US transducer is held in place using a clamp stand. Both layers of TMM are
shown in Figure 8.1b. The upper layer is fixed in place just below the transducer using a wire
frame. The lower layer is held on to the moving paddle attached to the linear tableusing rubber
bands.
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8.2.2 Wall position
The separation of the two artery walls was set to6 mm. This is similar to that found in a healthy
carotid artery. The upper wall was positioned15 mm below the lower edge of the transducer.
The depth of the artery could be increased by using a thicker upper layerof TMM and lowering
it using the wire supports. Maximum lower wall displacement is limited by the 40 mm peak
travel of the linear table. Due to the thickness of the lower wall assembly and the position of the
upper TMM layer, peak usable displacement is limited to 32 mm. Maximum artery diameter
is 12 mm, which allows the simulation of larger peripheral arteries. Figure 8.2 showsa typical
image with the TDI colour box positioned over the two TMM layers.
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Figure 8.2: A US image of the test phantom walls. The colour box is placed over the straightest
part of the lower wall.
8.2.3 Generating wall motion waveforms
The lower artery wall is controlled by a Parker (Parker Hannifin Corp., Ohio, USA) L25i In-
telligent Stepper Motor Controller via a PC running EASITools, a terminal interfac for the
L25i controller. Displacement of the lower wall is defined using a custom-written LabVIEW
(National Instruments Corp., Texas, USA) program (see Appendix F.6.3). Using this program,
the user may choose from a variety of preset displacement waveforms ordevelop their own
custom waveform. The program plots the predicted displacement of the lower wall and allows
the user to download the EASITools program for that movement. The user can then load the
EASITools program into the on-board memory of the L25i controller and move the lower wall.
The physiological wall motion waveforms used for this work had a cycle length of 1.2 s, which
is similar to that found in a healthy carotid artery. However the waveform generation program
is not limited to this cycle length: the user can create shorter or longer waveforms t simulate
the motion of whichever artery is desired. Permitted movement velocity of the lower wall can
be between 0.05 and 250mm/s with accelerations ranging from 0.5 to 5220mm · s−2.
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8.2.4 Removal of stepper motor interference
There were three sources of noise that caused interference to wall motion measurements that
were identified in our system:
• Noise from the switching of the coils in the stepper motor was transmitted to the lower
wall.
• Vibrations from the movement of the motor were transmitted to the transducer casing.
Figure 8.3 shows how these sources of noise affected the recorded wall motion. These sources
of noise were remedied using the following techniques:
• Acoustic absorbing foam was applied to the lower moving layer of the tool.
• The US transducer was isolated from the rest of the system by mounting it ona clamp
stand resting on acoustic absorbing foam.
• The water bath was grounded to remove electrical interference from the stepper motor.
Figure 8.4 shows the effect of these noise suppression methods on the recorded wall motion.
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Figure 8.3: The effect of stepper motor noise on recorded AWM displacements. Thewaveform
in Figure 8.3a is a700 µm peak displacement physiological wall motion waveform. This was
used to move the stepper motor repeatedly with a1 sec gap between waveforms. Electrical
grounding for the stepper motor was not used, and vibration reducing foam w s not applied
to the lower arm of the test phantom. The recorded results (Figure 8.3b) show the effect of
mechanical and electrical noise. Peak recorded displacement was upto 50% less than the peak
sent displacement; negative displacements were recorded; and the shap of the waveform is
lost after the initial peak displacement.
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Figure 8.4: Stepper motor noise has been removed from this set of results. The700 µm peak
displacement physiological wall motion waveform in Figure 8.4a was used tomove the lower
wall. The recorded displacements from the wall motion software (Figure 8.4b) show faithful
reproduction of the shape of the waveform.
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8.2.5 Assessment of wall motion phantom accuracy
A laser vibrometer (Polytec GmbH, Waldbronn, Germany) was used to assess the positional ac-
curacy of the test phantom. The resolution of the laser was0.32 µm and its positional accuracy
was0.0032 µm. The resolution of the laser refers to the minimum measurable displacement of
the laser vibrometry equipment. This means that movements of the wall motion test phantom
as small as0.32µm could be measured using this equipment. The AWM test phantom was
set up with no water in the water bath, no upper TMM layer and without the US transducer.
The laser spot was directed onto the flat upper surface of the lower wallat n angle of90◦.
Displacements from a300 µm peak displacement physiological waveform and a700 µm peak
displacement waveform were measured and compared to calculate the accuracy of the system.
Five measurements using each waveform were recorded and the peak displ cement of the sent
waveform was compared to the mean of the peak displacements of five sets ofmeasured wave-
forms. The difference in the mean peak displacement of these waveforms cmpared to the sent
waveform gives the positional accuracy of the test phantom.
8.2.6 TDI-based wall motion software assessment
To illustrate the use of the wall motion phantom, a TDI-based method for estimating ar e-
rial wall motion was analysed [16]. TDI is used in a similar way to Colour Doppler US for
blood flow. The colour box is placed over the artery, encompassing a part of both upper and
lower walls. Instead of displaying colour blood flow in the lumen, coloured pixels representing
wall motion are superimposed on the artery wall. The TDI technique was usedwith a Philips
HDI5000 US scanner and the L12-5 38mm linear array transducer. Cineloops of TDI data were
recorded on the US scanner and downloaded to PC via an ethernet cableto rterial wall motion
software for offline analysis. Each cineloop was captured with identical machine settings (see
Table 8.1) save for velocity setting which was set to0.4 or 0.6 cm/s depending on the peak
velocity of the lower wall.
Displacement and strain rate can then be calculated and saved as a spreadsheet file for further
analysis. The wall motion phantom was used to assess the following key parameters of the
TDI-based technique:
• Measurement accuracy using a range of physiological wall motions
• Minimum resolvable displacement
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Parameter Setting




Dynamic Motion Differentiator (DMD) Off
Colour gain Saturated (>85 %)
Velocity Scale Dependent on peak velocity of wall motion waveform
2D gain Minimum for clear wall definition
Frame Rate Optimisation (FRO) Maximum
Time Gain Control (TGC) Mid Range
Colour box size 0.75 × 1.3 cm
Table 8.1: US machine settings for use with TDI. The same settings were used with each
acquisition for consistency.
• Change in accuracy with change in wall velocity
8.2.6.1 Measurement accuracy using a range of physiological wall moti ns
To assess the accuracy of the TDI wall motion software, a series of scaled physiological wall
motion waveforms were created (see Figure 8.5.) Peak displacements variedfrom 689 to
85 µm. The wall motion phantom was assembled, and the lower wall was moved using each
waveform. Five measurements of each movement waveform were recorded, with each mea-
surement covering three complete wall motion movements. This fills the US scanner buffer
completely, and allows for the software misregistering some of the movements. The peak dis-
placement was recorded from the recorded waveform which best resembled the actual move-
ment waveform of the wall. This was then compared to the actual peak displacement of the
lower wall. From the five peaks, the mean error and the95% confidence interval of the er-
ror were calculated. The velocity setting of the US scanner was set to0.4 cm/s for the 100
to 400 µm waveforms since the highest velocity in these movements was< 0.4 cm/s. The
velocity setting for the500 to 700 µm peak displacement waveforms was0.6 cm/s
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Figure 8.5: Seven physiological AWM displacement waveforms ranging from 100 to 700 µm
peak displacement.
8.2.6.2 Minimum resolvable displacement
Determining the minimum resolvable displacement (dcrit) of the TDI wall motion software
shows how useful the software is for measuring fine displacements. Two constant-velocity
waveforms were created (Figure 8.6 and 8.7). Each waveform was used to move the wall mo-
tion phantom. The displacement of the wall was recorded in a similar way to the physiological
waveform experiments. The height of each peak was measured from thebest data provided by
the TDI software. The velocity setting of the US scanner was set to0.6 cm/sfor both wave-
forms. Measured peak displacements were recorded and analysed as bfore. The minimum
resolvable displacement was found to be at the point of lowest position measurement error.
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Figure 8.6: The first constant velocity and variable displacement waveform used to determine

















Figure 8.7: The second constant velocity and variable displacement waveform usedto d ter-
minedcrit. Peak displacements are 25, 22.5, 20, 17.5, 15 and 12.5µm.
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8.2.6.3 Change in accuracy with change in wall velocity
The velocity of the artery wall can vary significantly within one cardiac cycledu to the pul-
satile nature of blood flow. Wall motion software must therefore respond accur tely to a large
range of velocities. The effect of changing velocity on wall motion displacement error was
calculated by using two variable velocity but constant displacement waveforms (figures 8.8 and
8.9). These were used to move the wall motion phantom in a similar way to the earlierconstant
velocity waveforms. Peak displacements were measured and error was calculated for each peak
















Figure 8.8: The first constant displacement and variable velocity waveform used to find the
effect of changing velocity on accuracy. The velocities of the four peaksare 0.6, 1.2 and 2.4
mm/s.
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Figure 8.9: The second constant displacement and variable velocity waveform usedto fin the
effect of changing velocity on accuracy. The velocities of the four peaksare 1.2, 1.5, 1.8, 2.1
and 2.4mm/s.
8.3 Results
8.3.1 Wall motion phantom accuracy
Using the laser vibrometer as described above, positional accuracy was(7 ± 2) µm for the
300 µm peak waveform and(36 ± 2) µm for the700 µm peak waveform. Positional accuracy
refers to the ability of the wall motion phantom to reproduce a wall motion waveform. For
example a positional accuracy of36µm means that the peak displacement of the phantom will
be within36µm of the waveform used to control the movement.
8.3.2 Measurement accuracy using a range of physiological wall motions
Error in recorded wall motion from the TDI-based method is displayed in Figure 8.10. Error
bars show the95% confidence interval above and below the calculated error for each of the
seven physiological waveforms. Error is consistently below10% for the300 to 700 µm peak
displacement waveforms. These error values range from(6 ± 2)% for the300 µm waveform
to (8 ± 2)% for the700 µm waveform. Measurement error increases from(12 ± 10)% for the
200 µm waveform up to a peak of(39 ± 14)% for the100 µm waveform.
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Figure 8.10: Error as a function of displacement for the seven physiological wall motionwave-
forms.
8.3.3 Minimum resolvable displacement
Figure 8.11 shows the error in the recorded constant velocity displacements. The waveforms
with peak displacements of25 and22.5 µm both have errors of around25%. Beyond22.5 µm,
error increases to a maximum of(51 ± 65)% at12.5 µm.
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Figure 8.11: Accuracy of measured displacement from the two constant velocity and variable
displacement waveforms shown in figures 8.6 and 8.7.
8.3.4 Change in accuracy with change in wall velocity
Changes in motion velocity induce changes in the accuracy of the recordedwall motion (see
Figure 8.12.) For the250 µm waveforms measured at different velocities, measurement error
was consistently around20% for velocities from1.2 to 2.1 mm/s, and increased to(39 ± 23)%
at2.4 mm/s.
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Figure 8.12: Accuracy of measured displacement from the two constant displacement and
variable velocity waveforms shown in figures 8.8 and 8.9
8.4 Discussion
8.4.1 Assessment of wall motion test phantom
The arterial wall motion test phantom simulates a transverse slice through a straight artery
when imaged with US. It has a positional accuracy of36 µm, which is less than 0.25 pixels at
the3.9 cm/s depth setting on the 12 MHz linear array used for these experiments. Since the
phantom does not simulate a cross-sectional view of an artery, it is not suitable for arterial wall
motion measurement methods that rely on measuring change in diameter of a cross-section of
an artery. However, it is suitable for other techniques (like the TDI-based m thod described)
that require two clearly defined walls. Controlling the test phantom requiressome specialist
knowledge of the terminal commands for the stepper motor controller. The testphan om uses
layers of agar-based TMM created in our laboratory. However, off-the-shelf materials such as
Zerdine (Computerized Imaging Reference Systems, Inc., Norfolk, Virginia, USA) could be
used instead. Nonetheless, the test phantom is a useful tool for the accurate alibration of US
arterial wall motion techniques that require two parallel lumen walls.
In principle a vessel phantom could be used as a calibration device provided that the motion
of the wall was accurately known. Bergel [123] measured the Young’smodulus of arteries by
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distending the arteries under pressure and measuring the change in outerdiam ter. The change
in inner diameter was calculated from the outer diameter and the known volume ofth arterial
wall. It was assumed that this did not change during the distension. The diameter variation was
measured by illuminating the artery with a light source and using a photomultiplier positioned
behind the vessel to monitor the light. Alterations in the detected light brightness were lin arly
related to diameter, though there is no indication of measurement accuracy in the paper. In
principle a laser based technique could be used to monitor the position of the outer wall of the
vessel. The wall motion phantom described in this chapter used a reflector positioned on the
moving surface to reflect the laser light, so provided that a reflector was positioned on the wall
of the vessel, the technique described in [123] might work. The wall motion pha tom described
in this chapter has the advantage over the use of a vessel phantom in that the position of the
moving plate can be precisely controlled, something which is difficult to achievein a vessel
phantom [70].
Forces experienced by the moving wall of the phantom and the two arms that support it will
be different in the water and glycerol solution than in air. The laser vibrometer measurements
were made in air because reflection from the solution/air surface, and scattering and diffraction
effects in the solution would prevent accurate measurement of the moving wall. Larger drag
forces on the moving wall, coupled to the additional weight of the TMM layer, would produce
a larger bending force on the support arms and the moving wall than in air. Afinite element
simulation (ANSYS, Pennsylvania, USA.) confirmed that these effects produced a negligible
deflection (< 0.001µm) of the support arms and the moving wall. The greater forces on the
wall have no significant effect on the motion of the stepper motor. When the load on the motor
is greater, the current is increased to compensate and the displacement reai s the same.
8.4.2 Assessment of wall motion software
The TDI-based technique was compared to the lumen diameter over time (LDOT)function in
the HDI Lab software [124, 125]. This technique creates a virtual M-mode image by choosing
one scan line of data from each dataset and thresholding the scan line to isola e the artery wall.
The relative height of the wall from each image is plotted and then compared tothe measure-
ment using the TDI-based technique (Figure 8.13). Effects similar to that shown occurred in
approximately10% of recorded datasets. The source of this variation is difficult to determine.
It may be due to data transmission and encoding errors from the US scanner that cause errors in
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wall motion data but not in B-mode data. It may also be caused by a programmingerror in the
experimental wall motion software used in this study. Full investigation of this issue would be
required by the developers of the wall motion software to find its source. Inpractice, it suggests
that the wall motion waveforms recorded by this TDI-based wall motion technique require care-
ful analysis to ensure their validity. This could most easily be done using a comparison with
the LDOT function as reported here.
Using constant velocity waveforms to move the phantom and calculatedcrit, the minimum
resolvable displacement (as in Figure 8.7), an error of(25 ± 4)% was found for a22.5 µm
peak displacement. However, using a100 µm physiological waveform to move the phantom
resulted in an error of(39 ± 14)%. The TDI-based wall motion technique also demonstrated
variability in error with changes in wall motion velocity. Wall motions with velocities greater
than1.8 mm/s experience errors greater than(24 ± 1)%. The large and variable positional
error associated with AWM measurements using the TDI-based technique implies that it would
not be suitable for validating moving wall arterial simulations. The suitability of other US-
based techniques for AWM measurements may be easily assessed with the wallmotion test
phantom described here. For methods of AWM measurement developed in future this device
can easily be used to provide an assessment of the accuracy and repeatability of the method.
The use of this test phantom with some of the other methods mentioned in the literature such
as an M-mode technique [115] or a technique based on signal processing of RF data [117, 118]
would show the potential of these rival techniques for providing accurate v lidation of moving
wall arterial simulations.
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Figure 8.13: Figure 8.13a shows a normal recorded wall motion result using the TDI-based
wall motion technique. The TDI displacement result (solid line) is compared with the displace-
ment recorded using the HDI Lab Lumen Diameter Over Time (LDOT) tool.H wever up to
10 % of our recorded datasets delivered incorrectly read wall motion displacement results (see
Figure 8.13b). This comparison with LDOT using the same data confirms that the variation
was not due to uncontrolled motion of the test phantom moving wall.
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8.4.3 Conclusion
The suitability of the use of arterial wall motion measurements from a TDI-based AWM mea-
surement technique to validate moving wall arterial simulations was assessed using a wall mo-
tion test phantom. The test phantom has a positional accuracy of(36 ± 2) µm. It simulates a
transverse slice through a straight artery, and reproduces physiological displacements, veloci-
ties and accelerations. Typical displacement errors measured by this technique varied between
10 and20%, and increased with decreasing wall displacement and increasing wall velocity. The
TDI-based technique was rejected as a tool for validating moving-wall artery simulations due
to its high variability and low accuracy.
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Chapter 9
Critically evaluating the 3D ultrasound
system for image-guided modelling
9.1 Introduction
In earlier chapters, the development of a system for image-guided modelling(IGM) using
3DUS was described. This system was developed to provide a diagnostic system for arterial
disease in symptomatic patients. Other systems have also been developed that aim o ccurately
image and model diseased arteries.
This chapter assesses the IGM system developed in this thesis, comparing the performance of
important system components with other IGM systems presented in the literature.It evaluates
the ability of the 3DUS imaging system to image healthy and diseased arteries. Theability to
create an accurate computational mesh model of healthy and diseased arteri s is also evaluated.
These evaluations will contribute to the understanding of 3DUS-based IGMsystems, and will
help to identify areas of development that hinder their adoption into routine clinical practice.
9.2 Comparisons with other IGM work
IGM in the literature has received considerable attention [65]. Principal groups that have used
IGM techniques with 3DUS to simulate the arterial system include the group led by Xu at
Imperial College in the UK [e.g. 111], the group at Robarts Research Institute, London, Ontario,
Canada led by Fenster, Holdsworth and Steinman [e.g. 63] and the ThoraxCenter in Rotterdam,
NL, led by Slager [69]. The group led by Slager has concentrated on IGM in the coronary
artery using IVUS, which is not directly comparable to theextravascularUS system described
in this thesis. The process of capturing 3D coronary artery images using from IVUS has many
different challenges to the extravascular 3DUS system developed in this thes . Recent work by
the group led by Fenster has concentrated on the use of 3DUS to study plaque morphology [45];
its IGM work has mainly been concerned with the use of MRI images to create patient-specific
artery geometries.
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This section evaluates the work of the two groups mentioned above that haveused 3D extravas-
cular US. The 3DUS acquisition system for IGM presented in this thesis is compared to similar
systems used by the Fenster and Xu groups. Methods of creating patient-specific artery geome-
tries and segmenting B-mode arterial US images will be compared. Finally, simulations using
different CFD packages based on US data will be compared. To avoid confusi n between the
works cited from different groups, Table 9.1 lists the papers that are referenced in this chapter.
Works published which refer to different methods used by each group often do not feature the





3DUS acquisition system [39, 92]
Segmentation and mesh generation[26, 29, 66]
CFD simulations [66, 67, 78]
Fenster (Robarts,
Canada)
3DUS acquisition system [28, 45]
Segmentation and mesh generation[28, 126, 127]
Table 9.1: Published works by the two image-guided modelling groups that have usedextravas-
cular 3D US.
9.2.1 3DUS acquisition system
The specification of a 3DUS imaging system is partly dependent on the historical development
of US machines and positioning systems. It is also dependent on the availabilityof equipment
and budget constraints. The Philips HDI5000 US scanner used by Barratt et al.[92] is an older
version of the scanner used in this thesis (see Chapter 3). The scannerused in the system de-
scribed in this thesis features newer imaging technologies such as SonoCT ad XRes. These
features mean that the accuracy of 3DUS segmentation can be increased due to the improved
image quality they provide. Landry et al. [45] also made use of these improved imaging tech-
nologies to clearly define plaque boundaries using their 3DUS system.
The position sensor used by a 3DUS system also governs the overall accuracy of the system.
The magnetic tracking system developed by Barratt et al. [92] features alower positional accu-
racy than the optical system used here. The magnetic system is also affected by m tal objects in
the tracking volume of the sensor, which was reduced (but not eliminated) by using a wooden
bed for the patient. A more accurate system was used by Landry et al. [45]. Their mechanically-
controlled system was used to image carotid plaque in diseased patients. This system has po-
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tentially higher accuracy than the optical position sensor reported here (see Chapter 3), but only
has a limited scanning range. Longer artery scans would require several acquisitions plus a reg-
istration step to provide a full-length scan. The freehand optical system prsented here avoids
this problem (see Chapter 1, section 1.4.3 for more on this issue).
The spacing between arterial images captured using a 3DUS system has aneffect on the res-
olution of artery geometries. Large spacings between images will miss out important changes
in vessel morphology; scanning with very close spacings increases the duration of the scan,
with implications for patient comfort and clinical utility. Freehand systems (suchas that pre-
sented in this thesis, and that developed by Barratt et al. [92]) have no absolute control over
the spacing of images. The motorised system developed by Landry et al. [45] has the highest
spatial resolution, with the associated disadvantage of a limited maximum scanningle gth. A
method for specifying a theoretical optimal slice spacing was developed by Tong et al. [128].
This is only of practical significance for a motorised system. Freehand systems rely on the
skill and endurance of the operator to minimise image spacing. Of the three syst ms discussed
here, slice spacings of the two freehand systems are both around1 mm for scans of the carotid
arteries (see Figure 9.2) while the motorised system has spacings of up to0.1 mm. The system
described in this thesis therefore has as good image spacing as other freeand systems in the
literature.
System origin Type of system Image spacing (mm) Notes
[28] Mechanical 0.1 no gating
[78] Magnetic freehand 1.0 ECG gated
This thesis Optical freehand 1.10a Retrospectively gated
aMedian image spacing for 7 gated femoral and carotid scans using the L12-5 high-resolution transducer
Table 9.2: Image spacing for 3DUS systems developed by different groups.
The speed of 3D image reconstruction is an additional indicator of the usefulness of a system.
The 3DUS system using Stradwin described in this thesis featured instantaneous 3D recon-
struction of 3DUS data. This was at the expense of image quality: some artefacts and loss of
resolution was inevitable from the process of converting US image data fromthe scanner into
a video signal, then digitising it for storage with the video capture card. The syst m developed
by Barratt et al. [39] used the HDILab program to download digital data direct from the scan-
ner to a networked PC. Images from HDILab were reconstructed offlineusing simultaneously
recorded position data from the magnetic position sensor. The long download times due to the
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slow network card in the older-generation Philips HDI5000 US machine usedwould mean a
lengthy wait post-scan for the backup of data. Images would then have to be c nverted post-
capture to another image format for segmentation. No indication of how long thisprocess took
is given in the papers related to the development of their system. The HDILabprogram was
also used by Ainsworth et al. [28] along with the same generation of HDI5000 US machine as
used in this thesis. The faster download times available with this machine would spee u im-
age capture and backup. Neither the systems reported in [28] nor [39] were able to reconstruct
3DUS data in real-time like the Stradwin-based system reported here.
9.2.2 Creating patient-specific artery geometries
Patient-specific artery meshes for CFD simulation used by the Xu group werecr ated using
a 2D serial reconstruction method. Individual US images were manually segmented. The
3D-registered segmented contours were imported into a solid modelling program. Centreline
smoothing was applied to remove traces of patient movement and misregistration.Finally a
solid modelling program was used to create a surface mesh, representing the 3D artery lumen.
The Xu group reports carotid bifurcations created from patient-specificdata [78] and a carotid
model with plaque [26]. Reconstruction of the diseased lumen to compare it withhe original
artery wall shape were also carried out using this method [29]. In contrast to the work of this
group, this thesis presents the effect of a rigid-registration based approach to reducing the effect
of patient movement on artery mesh generation (see Chapter 4). As discussed in Chapter 7, this
method may produce more anatomically realistic models of arterial disease and flow ividers
than the registration-based reconstruction method used in this thesis. However, it should be
noted that the diseased artery meshes created by this group had less complex plaqu than that
described in Chapter 7. A side-by-side comparison of both mesh generatiomethods on the
same image data would confirm which is more accurate at modelling complex arterial dise se.
No use of semi-automatic segmentation was reported by the Xu group. The group led by
Fenster developed a semi-automatic method of segmenting artery lumens from 3DUS images
[126]. This method also automatically generated a 3D patient-specific artery mesh from the
segmented data without any additional solid modelling step. However for the morcomplex
diseased artery geometries scanned in a 3DUS study quantifying plaque volume [28] manual
segmentation (referred to in this paper as “manual planimetry”) was used to identify the dis-
eased lumen. Perhaps due to the complexity of the plaque morphology found inmore severely
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diseased patients, their semi-automatic segmentation method was not able to identifyth lu-
men. This would reinforce the findings presented in this thesis, comparing semi-automatic
segmentation with manual segmentation for a variety of arterial US scans (seeChapter 6). It
was found that reinitialisation of the ShIRT semi-automatic segmentation method wasrequired
in images of the artery where the lumen shape changes significantly. In addition, the automatic
artery mesh generation method (also employing different features of the ShIRT package) was
not sensitive enough to changes in segmented lumen shape, and smoothed out complex plaque
geometries creating unrealistic flow patterns and WSS results.
Overall, the lumen segmentation and patient-specific artery mesh creation methods presented
in this thesis are equivalent to those reported by the Fenster and Xu groups. Comparison of
each method on the same image data would confirm which method produces the mosaccurate
reconstructions of complex arterial disease and flow dividers.
9.2.3 CFD simulations based on 3DUS data
The main focus of this thesis has been concerned with the development of a 3DUS acquisition
system and the creation of patient-specific arterial geometries based on 3DUS images. It is
beyond the scope of this work to comment on the different flow models and CFD solvers used by
the various groups considered here. However, a consideration of how artery geometry creation
methods based on 3DUS affect the results of computational simulation will be mad.
A primary factor that influences how 3DUS images are captured is the positionof the patient.
For carotid artery scans, the patient needs to be positioned comfortably, revealing enough of the
neck to allow scanning of the common carotid and the internal and external branches. This in-
evitably produces an arched appearance to the neck, leading the carotidto bend sympathetically
with the position of the rest of the neck. This has an effect on the flow patterns in the carotid.
Glor et al. [78] considered this effect and how geometries based on 3DUS scans produce differ-
ent wall shear stress patterns to geometries based on MRI scans of the same patient. In addition,
some patients are not suitable for 3DUS examination because not enough ofthe branches of the
carotid artery are visible using US. The carotid may begin to bifurcate abovethe jaw line in
some patients. High bifurcations were reported in [66] and were also experi nc d while using
the system described in Chapter 3. This represents a fundamental limitation of3DUS scanning
when performed in the extravascular method presented in this thesis and alsothat used by the
Xu group. However, this problem is not encountered in all patients, meaning that 3DUS is still
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considered beneficial in clinical examinations and in current IGM research.
Flow effects experienced from the misregistration of 3DUS images were dealt with in other
groups mainly through the use of smoothing. The amount of smoothing applied inany particu-
lar case was determined empirically, relying on the expert judgement of the user of the system.
This thesis has attempted to compare different methods of patient-specific artery geometry cre-
ation and its effect on flow simulation (see Chapter 7). Other groups (e.g. the Fenster group
in [127]) have only considered different segmentation methods. Chapter7 highlights how the
smooth appearance of an artery geometry may hide its lack of physiological realism, especially
in the case of complex disease.
Comparisons of CFD simulations also obviate the lack of a benchmark method forcomparing
simulations using different mesh generation methods. Peak values of WSS [67, 12 ] or the
shape of flow patterns may be compared. Chapter 7 uses both of these comparis ns. These two
methods are qualitative and imprecise. They only compare one factor of the flow field simula-
tion that can be conveniently measured. This type of comparison may attract asimilar criticism
as Hammoude [96] gave to the field of comparing the performance of different segmentation
techniques (see Chapter 6). Further work on an objective standard for comparing simulations
would be a constructive contribution to this field.
9.2.4 Summary
The 3DUS system for image-guided modelling presented in this thesis was compared to litera-
ture from other US and modelling groups. The freehand 3DUS system presented here is more
accurate and faster than the freehand system developed by the Xu group. It was less accurate
with larger image spacing than the mechanically controlled system developed byFenster. Solid
modelling to create artery mesh models was as good as that created by the Xu group for healthy
arteries, with further work required to effectively arteries with regions ofcomplex plaque.
9.3 Evaluating 3DUS imaging in healthy and diseased arteries
3DUS imaging builds on the advantages of conventional 2D US by providing a3D represen-
tation of 3D arterial geometries. 2DUS provides real-time images of moving arterial anatomy,
and gives high-resolution images of small arterial structures within the limitationsof beam pen-
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etration depth found with high frequency transducers. However, the performance of 3DUS is
inherently limited by the disadvantages of 2DUS imaging.
US image quality is degraded due to bony structures obscuring the artery ofinterest; subcuta-
neous fat attenuating the US signal and preventing clear images of the lumen;and bowel gas
causing shadowing of the abdominal vasculature. These effects on carotid artery, femoral artery
and abdominal aorta scanning are considered in the following sections.
9.3.1 3DUS imaging of the carotid artery
The carotid artery is a superficial large artery which runs up either side of the neck, supplying
the brain and the face with blood. It bifurcates into the internal and external carotid arteries. The
carotid is typically found between2 and4 cm deep under the surface of the skin. Its superficial
position allows the use of high frequency (7–12 MHz) transducers for imaging.
In most patients, few problems are encountered in producing a clear image of most of the carotid
artery. However, in some, subcutaneous fat prevents clear US imaging.Some patients may have
sufficient fat in the neck (Figure 9.1) to obscure the outline of the lumen. This prevents accurate
segmentation of the lumen, limiting the length of the computational mesh model that is created
for CFD simulation.
It is not possible to reliably image below bony structures since US is absorbed and scattered due
to the high-density structures found in bone. This limits the number and type of patients that can
receive a full 3DUS carotid examination: patients with a carotid bifurcation that is positioned
superior to the mandible may not present a sufficient length of the internal and external carotid
arteries or the carotid bulb to create a complete computer mesh model of the carotid [108].
This effect may also prevent Doppler measurement of peak flow in the carotid branches which
reduces the number of boundary conditions available to correctly configure a flow simulation.
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Figure 9.1: Subcutaneous fat in this carotid image from a patient causes strong reflections at
the top of the image, attenuating the signal and preventing clear imaging of thecarotid artery.
The carotid is only2.5 cm deep at this point.
9.3.2 3DUS imaging of the femoral artery
Femoral 3DUS imaging uses the same type of transducer as for the carotid. The femoral is
located deeper than the carotid, lying4–5 cm below the surface of the skin. The femoral artery
gradually assumes a more profound position as it approaches the knee, and eventually becomes
the popliteal artery as it runs behind the knee. The presence of more muscle tis ue and subcu-
taneous fat above the femoral artery than above the carotid artery mean that the image quality
of femoral scans is degraded compared to carotid scans. In most patientsnd volunteers, clear
images of the femoral artery were captured. In some patients, as the femoral arte y travels down
the leg, a noticeable drop in image quality was found due to the increased depthof the artery
(see Figure 9.2).
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Artery
Vein
(a) The superficial femoral artery imaged near the groin. At this point
it is 1.4 cm below the surface of the skin. The femoral vein is visible
directly below it. The lumen is clearly outlined.
Artery
(b) The superficial femoral artery imaged near the knee. The depth is
now2 cm and the artery (pictured at the left) is indistinct compared to
the texture of the surrounding muscle tissue.
Figure 9.2: Changes in image quality of US scans of the femoral artery as it approaches the
knee.
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9.3.3 3DUS imaging of the abdominal aorta
Abdominal imaging using US is particularly challenging due to factors such as bowel gas and
subcutaneous fat. The large movements experienced in the abdomen due to respiration also
affect 3DUS imaging. Respiratory gating is recommended to reduce misregistration artefacts
in this region. The aorta is situated anterior to the spinal column in the abdominal cavity, so
a transducer with high penetration depth and low resolution (in comparison to the ransducers
used for the carotid) is used. A curvilinear5 MHz transducer was used for abdominal scanning.
In many cases, bowel gas prevents accurate imaging of the abdominal vasculature. Bowel gas
scatters US signals, preventing imaging of structures below it. It is normal in abdominal scan-
ning practice to ask the patient to fast before scanning to reduce the build-up of gas. However
some patients still have bowel gas, making clear imaging impossible.
The location of bony structures over the aneurysm may also prevent clear imaging of an AAA.
If the aneurysm is high up in the abdominal cavity, it may be partially obscuredby the ribs,
preventing a complete 3D scan of its geometry.
Subcutaneous fat may also be commonly found over the abdominal cavity. This has an adverse
effect on scanning the abdominal aorta. The depth setting of the scanhead is usually increased
to enable imaging of the more profoundly located vasculature. The increasein depth setting re-
duces the quality of imaging, an effect which is especially pronounced when using a curvilinear
abdominal transducer.
The combination of bowel gas, aneurysms located high in the abdominal cavity, and subcuta-
neous fat meant that it was not possible to create a 3DUS scan of an abdominal aortic aneurysm
(AAA). It was possible to image the aorta of some healthy volunteers (Figure9.3). However
the limited number of participants (3 in total) who were diagnosed with AAA does not e able a
definitive conclusion on the suitability of 3DUS for AAA imaging to be made. An asses ment
of more patients diagnosed with AAA would help to determine the suitability of using 3DUS
for imaging this type of arterial disease.
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AA
(a) A clear image of the abdominal aorta from a healthy volunteer.
AA
Spine
(b) Another image of the abdominal aorta, clearly showing the outline of the lumen as it runs
above the spinal column.
Figure 9.3: Some images of the abdominal aorta scanned from healthy volunteers.
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9.3.4 Successful arterial 3DUS scanning
When the effects of bowel gas, significant subcutaneous fat and obstructing bony structures
are not present, clear imaging of patient anatomy is possible. Figure 9.4 demonstrates where
clear imaging in the carotid, femoral and abdominal aorta in patients and healthyvo unteers
has resulted in clear scans with sufficient images of the lumen to create a computational mesh
model of the artery.
(a) The carotid artery of a diseased patient showing the shape of a
complex plaque proximal to the carotid bulb.
Artery
Vein
(b) An image of the superficial femoral artery
with the femoral vein positioned inferiorly.
AA
(c) An abdominal aorta US scan from a healthy volunteer showing a
clearly defined lumen.
Figure 9.4: Various high-quality US images captured using the freehand 3DUS system.
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9.4 Computational modelling of arteries
Segmentation of US images has relied mainly on manual segmentation by an experttrain d in
interpreting US images. The semi-automatic segmentation technique used in Chapter 6 was
assessed against manual segmentation. This technique created similar lumen shap s to manual
segmentation when measured using several performance metrics. This is thefir t time that this
segmentation code has been applied to US images, demonstrating its accuracy and vers tility.
The task of segmentation still requires careful choice of manually-definedinitial conditions,
and care is also required to ensure that at areas where the shape of thelumen changes suddenly
(e.g. at bifurcations and disease) the initial conditions have to be modified to prevent inaccurate
segmentation.
A significant area for development is that of computational mesh generation. The registration-
based mesh generation method described in chapter 7 represents the firstattempts at using this
method on 3DUS images. For healthy arteries, the shape of the mesh was realistic, except for
the shape of the bifurcation. For diseased arteries, regions of complex plaque were smoothed
out, and the bifurcation shape was not rendered realistically. This registration-based mesh
generation method was shown to produce meshes feasibly from 3DUS images, but requires
further development to realistically model the shape of arteries.
For the creation of diseased artery meshes, a more conventional (and more ti e-consuming)
method using a solid modelling package is recommended. To develop the registration-b sed
method further, more accurate idealised models of arteries are required, wth evelopment of a
realistic carotid bifurcation shape a priority.
9.4.1 Summary
From the above analysis, the 3DUS based IGM system is able to produce 3Dimages of arterial
anatomy from most patients and is limited mainly by the anatomical characteristics thatpre-
vent successful US imaging (e.g. bowel gas, excessive patient movement and bony structures
obscuring arterial anatomy). The semi-automatic segmentation method used to identify th lu-
men shape does so successfully when compared to manual segmentation. Care should be taken
to reinitialise the segmentation package at sites where arterial anatomy changes significantly
such as at bifurcations or disease. 3D arterial mesh models were succesfully created using a
registration-based mesh generation method using the segmented 3DUS images.How ver this
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method did not model the true shape of the carotid bifurcation or a complex atherosclerotic
plaque from a patient. Improvements to mesh generation are recommended before this method
is used on a larger study. The mesh models created using the mesh generationmeth d were
successfully used to simulate arterial flow in the carotid artery, producing physiological flow
effects such as recirculation in the bulb and high WSS at the bifurcation flowdivider and at
areas of disease.
9.5 Conclusion
The 3DUS-based system for IGM was found to be as accurate as other syst m in the litera-
ture. This is the only system reported that used a registration-based methodof creating artery
computational mesh models. The 3DUS system is limited by US imaging problems such as
bowel gas, subcutaneous fat and certain types of patient anatomy whichprevent imaging of
some arteries. Modelling of patient-specific artery computational mesh models isf as ble us-
ing the registration-based mesh generation method, but requires improvementsto the shape of




This thesis contributes to the field of 3DUS imaging and image-guided modelling in thefol-
lowing ways:
• The first recorded application of the Stradwin 3DUS acquisition package toimage-guided
arterial flow modelling is described. The development work involved in characte ising
the Stradwin package and using 3DUS data for segmentation and flow modellingare
documented.
• A method for evaluating the effectiveness of different 3DUS image registration algo-
rithms was developed. This provides a realistic method of measuring the effect of r gis-
tration by measuring the change in centreline curvature of a segmented artery geometry.
This method may also be used to evaluate registration of other anatomy where probe pres-
sure has an effect on the shape of 3D surface models created using segment d outlines of
anatomical features.
• A set of metrics developed to evaluate segmentation performance [98] was applied for
the first time to the segmentation of US images. This used two metrics which describethe
delineation sensitivity and the delineation specificity as a means of assessing the accuracy
of a segmentation. A semi-automatic segmentation technique was tested using these
metrics against gold-standard manual segmentation. The precision and intra-observer
variability of both segmentation techniques were also evaluated.
• The first application of a 3D computational mesh generation technique using aregistered
idealised geometry fitted to 3DUS data was described. The mesh generation techniqu
was used on segmented lumen contours from bifurcating healthy and diseased arteries.
• A wall motion test phantom was developed to calculate the accuracy of a TDI-based
AWM measurement technique. The wall motion test phantom is the most accurate-
rently described in the literature, and is capable of simulating physiological and idealised
artery movement waveforms to rigourously test wall motion measurement techniques.
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Conclusions
This thesis demonstrates the feasibility of using 3DUS-based IGM using alternative techniques
to those discussed in the literature. Firstly, a different 3DUS acquisition system was used com-
pared to other published 3DUS systems [28, 92], demonstrating that the Stradwin system can
also be used for IGM applications. Secondly, a registration-based semi-autom tic segmentation
method was used to segment the lumen shape, which reduces the human interactio required
and time taken to segment an artery geometry compared to the manual segmentationmeth ds
used elsewhere [29, 44]. Thirdly, a registration-based mesh generation technique was used to
create patient-specific artery geometries in healthy and diseased arteries.Th s contrasts with
other more time-consuming methods that require the use of a specialised surface modelling
package and a user trained in surface modelling to create artery geometries[66].
Future work in this field should focus on developing mesh generation and registration for
registration-based segmentation of 3DUS data. The registration-based mesh generation method
did not realistically reproduce the flow patterns and WSS foundin vivo. This was due to the
shape of the idealised mesh at the point of bifurcation. The development ofa m re physio-
logically realistic method of modelling artery bifurcations would enhance the clinica utility
of this IGM system. In addition, complex atherosclerotic plaques were smoothed in an unre-
alistic manner by the registration-based mesh generation technique. An improved method of
adapting idealised mesh models to complex patient-specific artery geometries would improve
the accuracy of IGM. This thesis also demonstrates the complexity of the developm nt of an
IGM system. Significant development was required to implement and evaluate a3DUS system,
perform image processing to develop a computational mesh model, and then simulate the flow
field within the artery model. The research and diagnostic value of IGM wouldbe increased by
reducing the time taken and work required to move from the initial patient 3DUS scan to the
creation of a patient-specific flow model.
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Appendix B
Manually segmenting ultrasound data
using Analyze
Analyze (AnalyzeDirect Inc., KS, USA. http://www.analyzedirect.com) is a fully-featured med-
ical image processing and analysis package. It is designed to process many different types of
medical image from most modalities. It features several useful manual segmentation tools that
were used to create the “gold standard” manual segmentations used in chapter 6.
Manual segmentation using Analyze is more difficult than using the simple segmentation tools
included with Stradwin. However, Analyze allows the user to copy the segmentation from the
previous image to the current image, maintaining continuity with the rest of the segmented
images in the dataset. The segmentation tools provided with Stradwin are more basic and
cannot be exported from Stradwin into other formats as easily. The user interface of Analyze is
also more powerful than that of Stradwin for segmentation, giving the usermore flexibility to
modify the segmented contour.
Step by step runthrough
The following set of steps are required for using Analyze with Stradwin files:
• Write all Stradwin images to a sequence of bitmap files
• Load the images into Analyze
• Create an Object Map
• Use the spline tool to outline the lumen
• Save the Object Map as a series of bitmap images
• Convert the bitmap images to a Stradwin image file
• Threshold the images in Stradwin to produce spatially registered 3D contours.
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B.1 Write all Stradwin images to a sequence of bitmap files
The Stradwin file required for segmentation should be opened in Stradwin. To export frames
from Stradwin, the command “File→Export frames...” should be used. A range of images
should be selected (typically 0:N, where N is the highest frame number in the frame counter
on the bottom of the Stradwin window) and a location to save the files should thenbe chosen.
“Windows Bitmap” should be chosen in the “Save as type:” field that appearsin the file box.
The numbering of the exported frames should be changed using XnView (http://www.xnview.com/)
or a similar graphics program to ensure that leading zeroes are added to the image file names.
Appendix C contains instructions on how to do this.
B.2 Load the images into Analyze
The Analyze program should then be opened. The window shown in figure B.1 should be
visible. Then the Import/Export program should be opened (use File→Import/Export...) (figure
B.2). The Volume tool (Tools→Volume tool...) should then be opened. With the volume tool,
a list of graphic files or other 3D file format files for import into Analyze may beselected. The
“Wild Cards” button brings up a file dialog where a directory of images can bechosen (figure
B.3. Pressing the “Load” button will load these into the Analyze workspace as a volume file.
An icon should appear on the main Analyze window that represents this data.Once this is done,
the Volume Tool and Import/Export windows can be closed.
Now that the data is loaded into the Analyze workspace, it is advisable to saveit. “File→Save
as...” should be used, and a location chosen to save the file (figure B.4).
Figure B.1: The Analyze main screen. All other functions are available from this window.
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Figure B.2: The Import/Export tool used to load files of various formats into Analyze.
Figure B.3: The Volume tool, used to load bitmap files into Analyze.
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Figure B.4: The Save As... window.
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B.3 Create an Object Map
An object map is the filetype used in Analyze to define the location of segmented contours
on the ultrasound images. The segmentation program (Segment→Image Edit...) can be used
to define an object map and change it for every image of the ultrasound dataset. To do this,
the “Change” radio button on the bottom left of the Image Edit window (figureB.5) should
be set to “Object Map”. A new object map may be defined by selecting File→Create Object
Map (figure B.7). This should be given a meaningful name such as “CommonCar tid”. It is
helpful to increase the size of the displayed image. “View→Size...” may be used to increase the
displayed size of the image. Increasing the image size will slow down the displayof images.
Figure B.5: The Image Edit window.
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Figure B.6: The Image Size window.
Figure B.7: The Objects window. Here the name of the current Object Map may be define , a
new Object Map may be created or a currently loaded Object Map may be removed.
B.4 Use the spline tool to outline the lumen
To segment the dataset a shape should be drawn outlining the lumen using the spline tool (figure
B.8). A delayed fill (the icon with a paint can with a clock face next to it) shouldbe placed
in the centre of the spline once it has been closed. Once this has been done, the “Apply &
Advance” button ahould be pressed to save the segmented spline to the object map and move
to the next image. The spline from the previous image is moved to the next image and can be
moved around or modified to suit the new image. The object map should be saved frequently
during segmentation.
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Figure B.8: The Spline Tool. The various buttons below the image allow the user to add or
remove spline points and move spline points around to suit the image. The “Fill” in the centre
of the spline is a delayed fill which will fill in the spline outline once the “Apply & Advance”
button has been pressed.
B.5 Save the Object Map as a series of bitmap images
To spatially reconstruct the segmented splines they will have to be imported into Stradwin. To
do this the object map will need to be exported as a bitmap file. In the main Analyze windo
“File→Save as...” should be selected, which opens the window shown in figure B.9. “BMP”
should be selected from the Format pull-down menu. Analyze should now save the object file
as a set of bitmap images in the directory specified in the “Directory” box.
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Figure B.9: Save the object map as a series of bitmap images.
B.6 Convert the bitmap images to a Stradwin image file
This step is covered in appendix C. The bitmaps may have to be converted (again using XnView
or similar) from the RGB colour space to 256 shades of grey. This can be don using the
Sequence Convert function of XnView.
B.7 Threshold the images in Stradwin to produce spatially regis-
tered 3D contours
Once valid .sxi and .sw files have been created, the images should be thresholded in Stradwin to
produce spatially registered contours. The .sw file should be loaded into Stradwin. The “Draw”
task pane should be shown, and the “Use threshold sliders” checkbox selected. The thresholds
should be changed so that the filled blob is outlined in pink in every image. As there is no fully
automatic threshold segmentation yet available in Stradwin, the user has to move through all
the images and click the mouse on the centre of each blob. Stradwin should thendraw a contour
around the blob (figure B.10). This should be done until every blob is segmented. To save time,
it is possible to click on the blob to segment it and use the PageUp or PageDownkeys to move
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through the images after each click.
Figure B.10: Thresholding segmented blobs using Stradwin
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Generating a Stradwin image file from
a series of bitmap graphics files
A Stradwin image file (.sxi) often has to be made from a series of bitmap (.bmp) grahics files.
This appendix shows how to create a .sxi file from a series of sequentially numbered bitmaps
using “BMP2SXIarray.vi” (see Appendix F, section F.2 for documentationof this program).
Step by step runthrough
The following steps are required:
• Save a series of sequentially numbered bitmaps
• Renumber the images if required using XnView
• Run BMP2SXIarray.vi to create a Stradwin image file
• Modify the Stradwin header file (.sw) to suit the new image file.
C.1 Save a series of sequentially-numbered bitmaps
Analyze and ShIRT can save a sequentially-numbered series of bitmap files. Appendix B gives
an explanation of how to do this using both programs.
C.2 Renumber the images if required using XnView
If the bitmaps are either numbered incorrectly or are of the wrong type, XnView (http://www.xnview.com/)
may be used to change them. The bitmaps should be numbered using a format such asimage_###.bmp
with a minimum of three numerals. There should be leading zeroes in each filename where ap-
plicable. For example,
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In XnView the “Sequence Convert” (Tools→ Sequence Convert...) command can change the
numbering of the image sequence and also convert the image to 256 colour greyscale.
C.3 Run BMP2SXIarray.vi to create a Stradwin image file
“BMP2SXIarray.vi” (figure C.1) should be used to convert all the bitmap files in a chosen
directory into a Stradwin image file. Note that colour/power Doppler bitmap imagescan also
be converted into .sxi files. The resulting file is placed in the directory of bitmaps with the same
name as the directory.
Figure C.1: The front panel of “BMP2SXIarray.vi”
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C.4 Modify the Stradwin header file (.sw) to suit the new image
file.
To use the image file with Stradwin, a header (.sw) file is required. If a header file from another
acquisition is to be used, theRES_BIN_IM_FILENAME resource in the .sw file will need to
be changed to match the newly created .sxi file. A text editor such as WindowsN tePad or
XEmacs (http://www.xemacs.org) may be used to modify this value. Once this has been done,
double-clicking on the .sw file should open both files in Stradwin.
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Development of surface models of
bifurcating arteries using Rhino
D.1 Introduction
This appendix contains a step-by-step runthrough of how artery surface models were created
using the Rhino solid modelling package. This is the technique used to create theg ometries
shown in chapter 7 on page 133.
D.2 Importing segmented points into Rhino
The segmented contours from the Stradwin file must be converted into an OBJfile using “SW
create OBJ file from segmented file.vi” (figure D.2). Optionally, the centre points f each seg-
mented contour may be imported as an .xyz file using “SW create XYZ file from seg ented
file.vi” (figure D.2). This allows a centre line to be created which clearly shows misregistered
segments. More information about these LabVIEW Virtual Instruments can be found in Ap-
pendix F, section F.3.3.
Figure D.1: SW create OBJ file from outer edges of contours.vi
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Figure D.2: SW create OBJ file from segmented file.vi
The command “File→Import...” in Rhino must be used to import each of the files that are
created. One VI creates a Wavefront Object file from the outer edges of the segmented artery.
The other creates an ASCII points file (.xyz) with positions of the centrelinesof the artery
segments. The two files should be imported into different layers (figure D.3).
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Figure D.3: OBJ and XYZ files imported onto different layers. The OBJ file is imported to
“contours” and the XYZ file to “centrelines”
D.3 Rebuilding the segmented contours
By default, the points defining the outline of the artery are converted to an OBJ file by fitting a
curve of degree one through them. The contours should be rebuilt with degree 3 curves before
meshing. This is done by selecting the contours and using the “Rebuild” command (figure D.4).
A point count of 80 or more should be used.
Once the “Rebuild” command has been issued on all the contours, the “Smooth” c mmand
should be used to smooth each contour (see figure D.5). The following setting give the best
results:
• Smooth X, Y and Z
• “World Coordinates” checked
• “Smooth factor” set to 0.5.
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Figure D.4: Rebuilding the imported OBJ file contours using the “Rebuild” command.
Figure D.5: Smoothing the imported OBJ file contours using the “Smooth” command.
D.4 Removing misregistered contours
It will be obvious from an inspection of the location of the contours and the smoothness of
curvature of the centrelines that some contours may be misregistered. These may be removed
by selecting them and deleting them. The centreline points corresponding to anydeleted curves
should also be deleted, and the curve should be redrawn (using the CurvThroughPt command)
without the deleted points.
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Figure D.6: Two methods of lofting the artery contours, showing the effect of loose lofting
compared to tight lofting. The newly lofted artery section is shown at the top of each image in
light grey with the artery contours highlighted in yellow.
D.5 Lofting the CCA/ICA/ECA
The CCA, ICA and ECA should be lofted separately using the “Loft” command. The “Loose”
option gives the smoothest contours for unregistered data. The effecto this option may be
compared to the “Tight” option to see its effect on the smoothness of the surface (see figure
D.6). “Do not simplify” should be selected in the “Cross-section curves options” section of the
“Loft Options” dialog box. There will be a gap in between the three vesselscorresponding to
the root of the bifurcation. This will be filled in manually next.
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D.6 Filling the bifurcation area
D.6.1 Extracting wireframes from the lofted artery sections
First, the “ExtractWireframe” command should be used to extract the wirefram component of
the three surfaces of the ICA, ECA and CCA (see figure D.7). The following commands should
be used to create three short sections as shown in this image:
• The “ExtractWireframe” command should be used on each artery section.
• The “Split” command should be used to trim the lower parts of the vertical wireframes
from the longer upper parts. This makes the wireframes easier to move and makes navi-
gation of the model easier.
• Each set of wireframes corresponding to each section of the artery should be grouped by
selecting the wireframes and using the “Group” command (Ctrl+G).
Figure D.7: Using “ExtractWireframe” to form the shape of the three lofted arteries.
D.6.2 Connecting wireframes using interpolated curves
After this, several of the upper ECA and ICA wireframe curves should be connected to the lower
wireframes of the CCA section using interpolated curves (“InterpCrv”) (figure D.8). These
will look like straight lines when first created. To change their curvature tomatch the general
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shape of the upper and lower sections, the “Match” command should be used (see figure D.9).
Curvature or Tangency matching give the best results.
It is helpful to group each set of interpolated curves after they have been created. This makes it
easier to hide them when working on other parts of the geometry.
Figure D.8: Joining the upper and lower wireframes using the “InterpCrv” command.
Figure D.9: Matching the curvature of the interpolated curves using the “Match” command.
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D.6.3 Creating a network surface between the upper part of the CCA and the
ECA/ICA
The upper planar extracted wireframe of the CCA section of the artery should be split using the
interpolated curves drawn in section (D.6.2). An interpolated curve shouldbe drawn between
the two ends of the cut section which corresponds to each side. The “Match” command should
be used to match the curvature of the interpolated curve to the two ends of the planar section
(figure D.10). The middle section of this curve should start at the centre ofthe curve corre-
sponding to the centre of the bifurcation at the top of the CCA. If this starts anywhere else, the
shape of the bifurcation will not be clearly defined. The interpolated curve should be joined
to the other curve using the “Join” command. A network surface (“NetworkSrf”) can then be
created using the upper and lower planar curves and the interpolated curves in between (see
figure D.11). This should be done for both the ECA and the ICA.
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Figure D.10: Creating the upper curve that creates the start of the bifurcation outline at the
top of the CCA.
Figure D.11: Creating a network surface to match the top of the CCA to the bottom of the ECA.
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D.6.4 Splitting the bifurcation segments
An overlapping pair of surfaces should now be left (figure D.12). TheSplit command (“Split”)
may be used to remove the overlapping section of the bifurcation (figure D.13).
Figure D.12: The bifurcation region before splitting.
Figure D.13: The bifurcation region after splitting.
D.6.5 Creating a smoothed bifurcation surface
An approximate shape of the bifurcation has now been sketched out due toth overlap of the
two extensions added to the ICA and ECA lofted surfaces. This needs to besmoothed to
produce realistic flow patterns in this area. Firstly, the wireframes should beextracted from the
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two overlapping surfaces (figure D.14).
Figure D.14: Extracted wireframes on the bifurcation region.
After this, interpolated curves (“InterpCrv”) will need to be drawn between the two sides of
the extracted wireframes. These should correspond to the positions of thehorizontal lines on
each side. The “Match” command should be used to match the curvature of thenew lines to
the curvature of each side of the bifurcation (see figure D.15). This should be done all the
way along the bifurcation. The “InterpCrvOnSrf” command should be used to connect these
lines together. The surfaces at each side should be selected in turn to draw the line onto. The
end points of the middle bifurcation lines should be connected using this command(see figure
D.16). This command ensures the curvature of the line connecting the lines in the middle of the
bifurcation matches that of the surfaces at each side.
Once the two side rails of the bifurcation are drawn, a network surface (“N tworkSrf”) should
be created using the bifurcation central lines and the two side rails (figure D.17).
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Figure D.15: Matched interpolated curves that will make up the shape of the bifurcation sur-
face.
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Figure D.16: Joining the central bifurcation lines with the “InterpCrvOnSrf” command. The
line is endpoint connected to the central lines.
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Figure D.17: The surface which will become the region joining the two side sections of the
bifurcation.
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D.6.6 Splitting and joining the bifurcation surfaces
The “Split” command should be used to divide the side surfaces of the bifurcation using the two
rail curves that made up the sides of the bifurcation central region surface (figure D.18). The
two small inner surfaces that are left should be deleted. The three surfaces that remain should
be joined using the “Join” command. If the interface between the bifurcation network surface
and the other surfaces appear prominent, the “MatchSrf” command shouldbe sed to adapt the
curvature of each side of the bifurcation surface to the other surfaces(figure D.19).
Figure D.18: Using the side rail curves of the bifurcation to split the side surfaces.
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Figure D.19: Matching the curvature or tangency of the bifurcation surface using “MatchSrf”.
D.6.7 Tidying and checking the mesh
The “MatchSrf” command should be used to ensure the curvature of the separat surfaces
are the same if required. “Zebra” should be used to map zebra stripes to thesurface to find
discontinuities in the surface (figure D.20). Any surfaces that are not sm oth enough or do not
appear correct should be recreated.
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Figure D.20: Checking the curvature and the continuity of the surface sections using “Zebra”.
D.6.8 Joining all the surfaces
Planar surfaces should be created at the ends of the artery (“PlanarSrf” command). These make
the geometry watertight for forming a valid STL file later on. All of the surfaces should be
joined together. The consistency and curvature can be checked using the “Zebra” command.
D.7 Meshing the geometry and exporting it to STL
The “MeshSrf” command should be used to create a mesh using the surfacemodel that has been
created. The mesh should be selected, then the “Export” command should beused to export it
to an STL file for further processing using Materialise Magics (see figureD.21).
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Figure D.21: Exporting the created mesh to an STL file. The “Export open objects” option
should be used in case the surface mesh is not fully closed.
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Remeshing STL files with Materialise
Magics
Materialise Magics (Materialise NV, Leuven, Belgium. http://www.materialise.com) is apow-
erful mesh editing tool used throughout the rapid prototyping industry. Itis also widely used to
edit mesh files for import into CFD and FEA simulations. Many CAD or solid modellingpack-
ages can produce mesh files using the STL format. However these mesh filesare frequently not
tidy enough for successful import into CFD packages such as Fluent. The following problems
are routinely encountered in mesh files generated in this way:
• Overlapping triangles
• Sharp and very small triangles
• Inverted normals (sections of the model are inside out)
• Fine mesh, leading to an unwieldy file size that is too large to import.
Materialise Magics can solve many of these problems with its sophisticated mesh editing tools.
This appendix contains a brief run-through of how to edit a mesh file created in Rhino to allow
successful import into GAMBIT, the pre-processor of the Fluent CFD package.
E.1 Create a solid model in Rhino and export it as an STL file
This step is covered in appendix D.
E.2 Load the STL file into Magics
In Magics, theFile→Import... command should be used to load the STL mesh file created in
Rhino. The mesh file should appear in the main window of Magics.
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Figure E.1: Importing the STL file into Magics
E.3 Automatic fixing with the Fix Wizard
Some parts of the STL file are often not generated correctly using Rhino. The mesh may be “wa-
tertight” (there are no holes in the mesh) but some triangles may overlap, be very sharp or have
inverted normals (the normal of the triangle points outside the mesh instead of inside). Many
of these problems can be repaired using the Fix Wizard function (T ols→Fix Wizard...(Ctrl+F))
(figure E.2). This automatically checks for the problems listed in the main window and c n
automatically fix them for the user. In most cases a few applications of the Fix Wizard will
produce a valid geometry for remeshing. However sometimes the mesh generated by Rhino
needs further manual fixing. This requires careful use of the manual triangle editing and hole
filling tools. The Magics help file contains more information on how to use these.
Figure E.2: The Fix Wizard window.
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E.4 Slice the outlets and/or inlets parallel to the vessel centreline
Before remeshing begins, the shape of the artery mesh should be corrected. The Remesh func-
tions do not change the shape of the mesh. If the mesh has a very sharply pointed inlet or
outlets GAMBIT (the mesh preprocessor for the Fluent CFD package) cannot distinguish the
outlet/inlet face from the wall of the artery. Inlet/outlets should be trimmed to produce an outlet
that is perpendicular to the centre line of the relevant artery section. This isdone using the Cut
& Punch tool (Tools→Cut & Punch...(Ctrl+X)) (figure E.3). The geometry should be rotated
to the correct orientation and a cut line can be defined. The line acts in a similarmanner to a
cheese wire: it will slice straight through the mesh. Magics automatically fills the holes that are
created to produce a watertight mesh.
Figure E.3: Using Cut & Punch to slice the vessel outlets.
E.5 Remesh operations
Remeshing aims to make the mesh more consistent and uniform. Rhino creates a mesh with
varying densities depending on the size of details in the artery solid model. Thiscan be difficult
to import into GAMBIT as a result. Remeshing doesn’t significantly change thesize or shape of
the model. Open the remesh module (Modules→Remesh...(Ctrl+M)) (figure E.4). Remeshing
should not be carried out on all of the model. If remeshing is carried out on the flat planes at
the inlet and outlet(s) the shape of the mesh will be changed significantly. GAMBIT requires a
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flat plane at each end to define an inlet or outlet to the artery model. The marking tools (on the
tab at the top of the screen) should be used to mark all the triangles in the mesh.Th flat planes
should then be unmarked using the Mark Plane tool (figure E.5).
Before remeshing, a normal triangle reduction should be performed (Tools→Triangle Reduction→
Normal(Alt+N) - see table E.1 for the settings required for this function). This unifies smaller
triangles into larger triangles. A remesh performed without this step would require more pro-
cessing time.
Once this has been done, a split-based remesh should be performed (Tools→Auto Remesh→Split-
based method(Alt+S)). The settings for this function are listed in table E.2. Once the remesh op-
eration is finished, a quality-preserving triangle reduction should be performed (Tools→Triangle
Reduction→Normal(Alt+N)). Table E.3 gives the settings for this function. Any sharp trian-
gles from this process should then be filtered (Tools→Triangle Reduction→Filter Sharp Trian-
gles...(Table E.4)).
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Figure E.4: The Remesh window
Figure E.5: Any remesh operation should be done locally. The ends of the geometry should be
unmarked to prevent shape change at the inlet/outlets.
Tab Local
Smallest detail 0.1 mm
Maximum angle 10 ◦
Number of iteration 5
Table E.1: Normal triangle reduction options
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Quality Threshold 0.55
Maximum geometry error 0.10 mm
Minimum edge length 0.50 mm
Number of iterations 10
Number of move iterations 1
Maximum edge length 5.00 mm
Preserve initial mesh quality False
Local True
Table E.2: Split based remesh options
Quality threshold 0.55
Number of iterations 6
Maximum geometry error 0.05 mm
Maximum edge length 5.00 mm
Skip bad edges False
Local True




Table E.4: Filter sharp triangles options
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E.6 Save remeshed file
The mesh file should now be correctly remeshed. The file should then be saved with “ remesh ”
appended to the filename for clarity, as an STL file (File→Save part as...(Ctrl+S)). It should be






This appendix contains documentation for all the software developed in relation to the results
presented in this thesis. Where a particular piece of software is considered relevant to the con-
clusions presented in this thesis, or where replication of the results presented here would require
knowledge of how to use the software, documentation for each LabVIEW Virtual Instrument
(VI) is included.
The symbol “̃ ” is used for shorthand for the location of the author’s Subversion repository
held at the School of Engineering and Electronics (SEE). This is availablewithin SEE from
https://svn.see.ed.ac.uk/see/users/shammer1
The symbol “* ” refers to the location of version 7.1 of the National Instruments LabVIEW
development environment. This may vary from PC to PC. On a typical installationth s path
will be
C:\Program Files\National Instruments\LabVIEW 7.1
Some VIs were developed using the OpenG toolkit (version 2.00α3). More information on the
OpenG toolkit is available athttp://www.openg.org .
F.2 BMP2SXIarray.vi
This VI is used to convert a list of bitmap files (.bmp) to a Stradwin image file (.sxi).A directory
name is required for an input. It is assumed that the bitmaps are in that directory. Bitmaps must
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be 8-bit format (256 levels of grey) for a valid result. The .sxi file is saved in the input directory
with the name of the directory.
This VI is useful for converting images segmented manually using Analyse (see chapter 6 and
Appendix B) and ShIRT (see chapter 6) into Stradwin files, allowing a spatially registered
segmented dataset to be created.
F.2.1 Connector Pane
F.2.2 Front Panel
F.2.3 List of SubVIs and Express VIs
Merge Errors.vi
*\vi.lib\Utility \error.llb\Merge Errors.vi
Write Characters To File with error.vi
˜ \Sandpit\LV utilities\Write Characters To File with error.vi
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2D U8 array to raw data.vi





F.3 SW threshold and segment images SM.vi
This VI was used to automatically segment Stradwin files by thresholding the images. This
selects only a subset of the image according to the brightness values foundin the image. This
process can be carried out manually using the Stradwin program, but is time-consuming for
large datasets.





F.3.3 List of SubVIs and Express VIs
Merge Errors.vi
*\vi.lib\Utility \error.llb\Merge Errors.vi
SW threshold and segment images SM CASEs.ctl



































SW measure phantom area.vi
˜ \Sandpit\StradWorks\Threshold SW file\SW measure phantom area.vi
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ROI and image number array.ctl
˜ \Sandpit\StradWorks\Threshold SW file\ROI and image number array.ctl
Check ROI.vi
˜ \Sandpit\StradWorks\Threshold SW file\Check ROI.vi
ROI cluster to ROI array.vi
˜ \Sandpit\StradWorks\Threshold SW file\ROI cluster to ROI array.vi
SW parse sw&sx file.vi
˜ \Sandpit\convertsx & sw\SW parsesw&sx file.vi
F.4 SW create OBJ file from segmented file.vi
A vital stage in creating a segmented spatially registered geometry using a solid modelling
package is that of converting the points and curves which represent segmented lumen outlines
into a file format which can be imported into the package. This VI converts segmented outlines
in a Stradwin file into Wavefront Object files with a .obj extension. These filescontain curves
fitted to the lumen outlines which can be used as the basis of an artery mesh modelfoll wing





F.4.3 List of SubVIs and Express VIs
SW read all contours.vi
˜ \Sandpit\StradWorks\SW contour utilities\read all contours\SW read all contours.vi
SW contour 3D transform using x-y-z matrix.vi




SW convert 3D contour to OBJ file.vi
˜ \Sandpit\StradWorks\SW contour utilities\read all contours\SW convert 3D contour to OBJ
file.vi
F.5 SW gate to sxp peaks.vi
Automatic gating of a Stradwin file is performed using this VI. A Stradx phase file(with a
.sxp extension) must first be created according to the instructions included with Stradx. The
phase file is then used with this VI to create a list of images which are found at the peaks (or
optionally troughs) of the phase file.
The user can sort through all of the selected peaks or troughs to manuallyremove any which
the program has misidentified. Once this has been done, the list of peak images is saved as a
text file for use with “SWSelectSW.vi”.
All of the gated Stradwin files used for CFD simulation and solid modelling found inchapters
























SW gate to sxp peaks CASEs.ctl
˜ \Sandpit\StradWorks\SelectSW\SW gate to sxp peaks CASEs.ctl
SW Read SXP file.vi
˜ \Sandpit\convertsx & sw\Read SXP file\SW Read SXP file.vi
IMAQ ArrayToColorImage
*\vi.lib\Vision\Color.llb\IMAQ ArrayToColorImage
Strip Path Extension ogtk.vi
*\user.lib\ OpenG.lib\file\file.llb\Strip Path Extensionogtk.vi
Strip Path Extension - Path ogtk.vi
*\user.lib\ OpenG.lib\file\file.llb\Strip Path Extension - Pathogtk.vi
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Write To Spreadsheet File.vi
*\vi.lib\Utility \file.llb\Write To Spreadsheet File.vi
F.6 SW SelectSW.vi
SelectSW acts in a similar way to selectsx, the tool included with Stradx. It takes an arr y of
frame numbers from the input stradwin/stradx file, and then saves a.sw and .sxi file with
only those frames.






F.6.3 List of SubVIs and Express VIs
SW parse sw&sx file.vi
˜ \convertsx sw\SW parseswsxfile.vi
Read Characters From File with error.vi
˜ \LV utilities\Read Characters From File with error.vi
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Convert File Extension ogtk.vi
*\user.lib\ OpenG.lib\file\file.llb\Convert File Extensionogtk.vi
Convert File Extension (Path) ogtk.vi
*\user.lib\ OpenG.lib\file\file.llb\Convert File Extension (Path)ogtk.vi
Merge Errors.vi
*\vi.lib\Utility \error.llb\Merge Errors.vi
Write Characters To File with error.vi
˜ \LV utilities\Write Characters To File with error.vi
Search and Replace Pattern.vi




*\user.lib\ OpenG.lib\file\file.llb\Strip Path ogtk.vi
Strip Path - Traditional ogtk.vi
*\user.lib\ OpenG.lib\file\file.llb\Strip Path - Traditionalogtk.vi
Read From Spreadsheet File.vi
*\vi.lib\Utility \file.llb\Read From Spreadsheet File.vi
F.7 state demo with fake physio.vi
This is the top-end GUI used to create custom wall motion waveforms for the wall motion test
phantom described in chapter 8. The user may import a saved waveform (for example from
in-vivodata) as a tab-delimited text file, or create their own waveform using the included tools.
The characteristics of the test phantom controller can also be changed such as the stepper motor





F.7.3 List of SubVIs and Express VIs
MR and ballscrew diameter chooser.vi
˜ \Sandpit\AWM test tool\MR and ballscrew diameter chooser.vi
generate EASI waveform GUI.vi
˜ \Sandpit\AWM test tool\generate EASI waveform GUI.vi
generate EASI program no LOOP.vi
˜ \Sandpit\AWM test tool\generate EASI program no LOOP.vi
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Write Characters To File.vi
*\vi.lib\Utility \file.llb\Write Characters To File.vi
Write To Spreadsheet File.vi
*\vi.lib\Utility \file.llb\Write To Spreadsheet File.vi
generate fake physio EASI waveform GUI.vi
˜ \Sandpit\AWM test tool\generate fake physio EASI waveform GUI.vi
F.8 SW evaluate segmentation with Udupa methods using BMPs.vi
The normalized segmentation error of two images, one hand-segmented and the other auto-
matically segmented, is calculated by this VI (using an algorithm described in Hammoude, A.
(2001). “An empirical parameter selection method for endocardial border identification algo-
rithms.” Computerized Medical Imaging and Graphics 25(1): 33). A directoy of bitmap image
files (.bmp) is required for each input, as well as the sizes of pixels in the image. The sizes
of each pixel can be found in the Stradwin file (.sw) on the lines markedRES_XSCALEand
RES_YSCALEin cm/pixel.



































˜ \Sandpit\StradWorks\segmentation evaluation\Udupa method\Udupa segmentation metrics.vi
Mean.vi
*\vi.lib\Analysis\baseanly.llb\Mean.vi
Calculate Udupa scene areas.vi
˜ \Sandpit\StradWorks\segmentation evaluation\Udupa method\Calculate Udupa scene ar-
eas.vi
F.9 calculate Udupa interobserver percent statistic.vi
This VI calculates the interobserver percent statistic. It is designed to be used to compare an
automatically segmented directory of bitmap images to a set of several directories of manually
segmented bitmap images. The segmentation metric used to assess the multiple segmentations





F.9.3 List of SubVIs and Express VIs
Merge Errors.vi
*\vi.lib\Utility \error.llb\Merge Errors.vi
Confidence Interval using Inverse t.vi





SW evaluate segmentation with Udupa methods using BMPs.vi
˜ \Sandpit\StradWorks\segmentation evaluation\Udupa method\SW evaluate segmentation with
Udupa methods using BMPs.vi
F.10 calculate Udupa segmentation precision.vi
This VI allows the user to calculate the precision of a set of segmentations. Each segmentation
should be performed using the same segmentation method on the same image dataset. E ch
segmentation should be saved as a series of binary bitmap images with the area insid the
segmented outline coloured in white and the area outside coloured in black. Eah series of
bitmaps should be in a separate directory.





F.10.3 List of SubVIs and Express VIs
Merge Errors.vi
˜ \vi.lib\Utility \error.llb\Merge Errors.vi
SW evaluate segmentation with Udupa methods using BMPs.vi
*\Sandpit\StradWorks\segmentation evaluation\Udupa method\SW evaluate segmentation with
Udupa methods using BMPs.vi
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